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This thesis examines the 12th SS Panzer Division Hitlqùgend in an 

attempt to formulate a theory of combat motivation for fanatical soldiea. 

Chapter 1 of this thesis examines the history of the division, h m  its inception 

to its virtual destruction in Normandy, and explains why the 12th SS can be 

classified as fanatical. Chapter 2 examines the histonography of combat 

motivation literature and explains the failure of this literature to provide an 

adequate explanation for the wmbat motivation of a fanatic. The wmbat 

motivation of the 12th SS, and for fanatical soldiers in general, can be broken 

down into two categones: I&oLogical Motivaton and Concrete Moîivators. 

Chaptea 3 and 4 deal with the Ideological Motivators, inciuding the nature of 

the Hitler Youth, the influence of Nazism, and the concepts of Volkrgmeùtschafi 

and religious belief in Hitler. Chapters 5 and 6 look at the Concrete Motivators, 

including weapons, training, and the leadership cadres of the division. This 

thesis concludes that the holistic application of both sets of motivators are 

essential for the successful combat motivation of the fanatical soldier. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Towards a Theory of Combat Motivation 

SS-Unterscharfrihrer Emil m r r  found himstlf in a serious predkamen~' As 

the rain feil dunng the moming of 26 June 1944, the sounds of an immense battle 

became progressively doser. As a member of the 12th SS Panzer Division 

Hitlejugend (Hitler Youth), DUrr could consider himself a member of a unique and 

highiy elite fighting force. This division, comprised entirely of seventeen and 

eighteen-year-old members of the Hitler Youth and whose officers and NCO's were 

either former members of the Hitler Youth or members of the elite 1st SS Panzer 

Division Leibstandarte Ahlf Hitler (LM): were quickly making a name for 

themselves as a formation fierce in defence, aggressive in counterattacks, and deadly 

to their pnsoners. It was a reputation that Dürr was undoubtedly proud of. 

Now in the third week of the AiLied invasion of Fortress Europe, British 

General Bernard Montgomery was launching an attack in an effort to capture the city 

l A list of comparative ranks for the Waffen-SS and the Canadian Anny can 
be found in Appendix 1. The background and story of Emil D h r  can be found in 
Chester Wilmont, The Smgglc for Europe. revised e d  @ondon : Collins, 1965); 
Hubert Meyer, The Hirtory of the 12. SS-Panzerdivision Hitler@@. trans. by H .  
H a m  Henschler. (Winnipeg : J. J. Fedorowia, 1994); Kurt Meyer, GmnadMs. 
trans. by Michael Mendé. (Winnipeg : J. J. Fedorowia, 1994); and Craig W. H. 
Luther, Blood Md H o m  nie Hdory of the 12th SS Panzer Division "Hitler Youth," 
1943-1945. (San Jose : R James Bender, 1987). 

Literally translated as "Adolf Hitler's Bodyguard." 
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of Caen, a D-Day objective that never materialized Operation EPSOM, developed 

to utilize General Miles Dempsey's Second Amy, was designed to envelop Caen 

from the west. The VI11 British Corps, with its force of 60,000 men, 600 tanks, 700 

artillery pieces, and supported by three cruisers and a monitor. were to break through 

the German defences between Caen and Tilly, cross the Odon and Orne rivers, and 

establish its amour  astnde the Caen-Falaise road. Directly in the path of this assault 

were Dürr and his comrades who made up the two available under-strength 

battalions of the 26th SS Panzer-Grenadier Regiment and the 12th SS Engineer 

Battalion, both attached to the 12th SS Panzer Division. 

The clouds and mist that covered the battlefield meant that the planned Allied 

air support for EPSOM did not materialue as Montgomery desired, but this fact was 

of little cornfort to Dürr and the crew of the gun that he commanded as a member 

of the 1st Battalion of the 26th SS Panzer-Grenadier Regiment (Y26). As the 

thunderous artillery barrage crept doser and closer, and the tmops of  the VIIT Corps 

overran the first lines of defence, Dürr and his comrades rnust have been mindful of 

the imminent danger. They were no strangers to battle. In fact, in the days up to 

the commencement of EPSOM the 26th Regiment bad suffered approxbately 500 

casualties, with no replacements in sight. It was already three weeks into the 

campaign but Dürr and the rest of the 12th SS were still faced with the daunting task 

of holding up the Ailied offensive until German reinforcements arrived. 

As the battle progressed it soon became clear that the battalion headquarters 

of the V26th, located on the Rots-Cheux road in St. Manvieu, would be overrun. 
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The only weapons available to the force defending the position were sub-machine 

guns, rifles, two mortars, magnetic explosives, and a handfd of Panzerfausts, which 

were hand-held anti-tank weapons, similar to the bazooka used by the Aiiied forces. 

Diirr and his crew were a part of the handful of men that were available to defend 

the p s t  Nready, fierce hand-to-hand fighîhg had developed in previous meetings 

of members of the Hitlerjugiend Division and the Ailied forces, and the defence of the 

command p s t  would be no different. 'Ihe ~ I d i e r s  knew that if the headquarters 

were taken, a clear hole would emerge that the British could break through and 

exploit. However, to stay and fight would also be suicidal, and in the unlikely event 

that the small group of defenders were successful in the short t em,  there was no 

chance of holding the position for any significaat amount of time. The prospects of 

a handhil of soldiers with no heavy weapons defendhg against a large force of tanks 

and massed artillery were slim, but it was a nsk that the soldiers of the 12th SS were 

willhg to take. For the Hitler Youth, iadoctrinated for years with Nazi ideology and 

trained as efficient, elite soldiers, death in defence of the Fatheriand was a far better 

option than failure. 

The 15th h t t i s h  Division soon infiltrated the village of St. Manvieu, but they 

were stopped momentarily by mortar fire. Once they realized the size of the force 

they faced, the 15th Scottish renewed their attack. They were cautious, though; they 

did not want to face the fanatical Hitler Youth in hand-to-hand combat again. M e r  

shelling the command post with tbeir tanks, the 15th Scottish brought up a flame 

thrower tank to flush the Gemans out. This weapon, feared by al1 German troops 
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who encountered them, soon commanded the path to the battaiion headquarters, 

thereby cutting off many soldiers fiom the rest of their units. Just after his 

commander walked by shouting m a t  tank has to go," Dürr leapt into action. 

Having aiready destroyed a tank earlier in the engagement, Diirr grabbed a 

Panzerfaust, jumped over the inner waii of the compound he was sheltering behind, 

and charged the flame-thrower tank. Shooting wildly, the Panzerfaust failed to pierce 

the tank, and alrnost as soon as he had released the projectile, Dürr was knocked to 

the ground by a shot in the chest. Angry at his failure, Diirr ran back, scaled the 

wall, picked up another Panzerfaust, went back over the wall, and charged the tank 

again. Wanting to imrnobilize if Diirr aimed at the tank's track. The sewnd shot 

npped the track off and Dürr, again covered by machine gun fire, crawled back to 

the wall and jumped back behind mver. 

Even though the tank was effectively immobilized, it was not destroyed, and 

Dürr looked for something to finish the job. Over the objections of his comrades, 

he  grabbed a magnetic charge and scaled the waii for a thid time. Stumbling 

because of his wounds and bis loss of blood, he made it to the tank, O biivious to the 

bullets flying past him. He attached the charge to the bu11 of the tank and was on 

his way back to mver when he glanced back and realized that the magnet did not 

work and had fallen off the tank. A h o s t  without thinking, Dürr grabbed the charge 

from the ground and heId it against the tank until it exploded The tank was 

destroyed, but DÜrr miraculously s u ~ v e d  the blast. Crawling back to mver, he was 

spotted by his comrades and was pulled back behind the Iine. H e  died four hours 
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later, his last words king "Do not be sad - there is nothing sad" For his act of 

bravery, SS-Unterscharführer Emil Diirr was posthumously awarded the Knights 

Cross. 

This remarkable story, as implausible as it may seem, is only one of many 

similar stories that have been reoorded about the 12th SS Panzer Division 

Hitletjugend. However one chooses to term the action, whether as brave, heroic, 

oourageous, o r  stupid, the fact remains that Dürr was just one example among many 

of what fanaticism can do to the actions of a solder. Through the stubborn (or if 

one prefen. suicidal) resistance by these isolated and under-strength elements of the 

12th SS, EPSOM was sbwed enough that reinforcements were able to arrive and the 

elusive prize of Caen remained in German hands. As British histonan Chester 

Wilmont put it, "the 12th SS Panzer Division . . . fought with a tenacity and ferocity 

seldom equalled and never excelied during the whole campaigmW3 And perhaps a 

more sobering point is that, as mentioned before, the 12th SS was comprised entirely 

of teenage soldiers who had never fired a shot in anger until a few weeks earlier. 

The actions of the 12th SS on the battlefields of Nomandy shed iight on an 

issue that has long been neglected by military historians. The combat motivation for 

regular soldiers has been a constant source of examination since the conclusion of 

the Second World War, but virtuaiiy no scholarship exists examining the combat 

motivation of fanatical soldiers. Granted, fanatical soldiers make up but a small 

proportion of the members of any army, and it is usuaiiy difficult to differentiate 

Wilmont, p. 343. 
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between fanatical soldiers and elite soldiers, but their extreme and radical actions and 

example directly affects the actions and the combat motivation of the other soldien 

of their unit4 Fanatical soldier are usually quite effkctive, but their actions tend to 

inhiriate their enemies and disgust their allies Fanatics represent a dangerous and 

unpredictable element in both hi&- and low-intensity mnflict, and the first step in 

effectively oombating against them is through attempting to understand their 

motivation. The group chosen for this attempt at developing a theory of combat 

motivation for fanatical soldiers is the 12th SS Panzer Division "Hitler Youth". It is 

rare when an entire regiment, Company, o r  even a platoon can be mnsidered 

fanatical, but it is unheard of to have an entire division which can be classified under 

this category. But such is the case with the 12th SS. It was comprised of over 19,000 

soldiersS whose main unifyiag charactenstic was a religious helief in Nazism and in 

t hei r Führer. 

Before progressing any further, a working definition of what is meant by the 

terms "combat motivationw and "fanatical soldiers" is necessasr. For the purpose of 

this paper, the terni "combat motivation" will follow the dennition of Anthony 

Kellett, who wrote that combat motivation can be viewed as: 

See Edward k Shils and Morris Janowitz "Cohesion and Disintegration in 
the  Wehrmacht in Wodd War II.' The Public Opinion Quafier& 12 (Summer 1948): 
286-8. 

H. Meyer gives the total strength of the 12th SS as 19,090 soldiers, compared 
to 14.964 for a typical British or  Canadian armoured division and 10,668 for an 
average American armoured division. He also gives the fi y r e  of 18,347 for the total 
strength of a BritisldCanadian infantly division and the figure of 15,289 for an 
American infantry division. See H. Meyer, pp. 358-9. 



the conscious o r  unconscious calculation by the combat soldier of the matenal 
and spintual benefits and costs likely to be attached to various wurses of 
action arising hom his assigned combat tasks. Hence motivation comprises 
the influences that bear on a soldier's choice of degree of cornmitment to, 
and persistence in effecting, a certain course of action! 

A "fanatical soldief is defined as one who, by strictly adhering in a religious manner 

to a seemingly plausible world view and haWig received superior training and 

equipment, takes extreme risks on a consistent and long-term basis without apparent 

thought of nsk to oneself and in violation of many of the conventional and accepted 

forms of warfare and mnflict. The subtieties and complexities of these definitions 

will become readily apparent upon iurther examination of the factors that entice 

soldiers to engage in fanatical combat. Chapter One wiU briefly examine the origins 

of the 12th SS and their actions to illustrate why they can be considered a division 

of fanatical soldiers who became the "most hated enemy unit in Normandy" for the 

Canadians who fought against thern.' By studying an element of the Waffen-SS, it 

is not meant to signify that the Germans were the only combatants during the Second 

World War who contained fanatical soldiers in their order of battle. However, it is 

rare that one would find over nineteen thousand fanatics grouped together in one 

division. By studying the 12th SS, one can obtain a macro view. rather than an 

isolated snapshot of what motivates fanatical soldiers in combat situations. 

Chapter Two of this thesis deals with the historiography of combat motivation 

Anthony Keliett, Combat MotNation. The Behvww of Soldikm in Batik. 
(Boston : Kluwer Nijhoff, 1982) p. 6. 

' Directorate of History and Hentage (DHH), 76/166, folders on Wihelm 
Mohnke. 
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literature. Much has been wntten about this subjecf both in the field of history and 

in the social sciences, most notably in sociology and psychology. In this chapter, the 

major themes of the literature will be discussed, WEe the theory of smaii-group 

cohesiveness and the role of the unquantifiable elements (lïke poIitical ideology) in 

combat motivation and behaviour. While these theories are important to this study, 

it will be shown that this Literature is lacking with reference to the explanation of 

corn bat motivation among fanatics. Granted, most of the authors dealt mainly with 

troops who were compnsed mainly of civilians, ço therefore they were not mncerned 

about the midl proportion of tmops who could be accurately labelled as fanatics. 

It is this gap in the historiography that this thesis will attempt to fill. 

The thesis is divided into two different sections, both dealing with the theory 

of fanatical combat motivation. The first section, oomprising Chapters Three and 

Four corne under the heading of Ideoogical Morivaiors, while Chapters Five and Six 

w m e  under the heading of Cbncrete Motivators. One must not assume that these two 

motivators are mutually exclusive. Indeed, if one existed without the strong presence 

of the other, the whole premise for fanaticism would disintegrate. Ideological 

motivaton are necessary to help the soldier adhere to the desired world view, but the 

desire Qr action fades without k i n g  nurtured by strong tangible motivators. 

The section on Ideological Motivators wili deal with the impact that a tangible 

and radical world view would have on the combat motivation of a fanatical soldier. 

The importance that ideological indoctrination has in the communication of the 

world view is the subject of Chapter Three. Ideological indoctrination is key to 
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keeping the fanatic focosed on his cause. The infiltration of a rival world view into 

the life of a fanatic muld have the effect of destroying the supremacy of their world 

view in their mind Also, exposure to direct criticism of their wodd view muld setve 

to destroy the belief of the fanatic. Systematic and total indoctrination by the leaders 

of the ideological system ensures the continuation of their stniggle in the lives of the 

fanatic. The content of the i n d d n a t i o n  WU be examkted in Chapter Four, which 

deals with two very important factors in the motivation of the fanatic First, if a 

soldier, or even a potential soldier, can be wnverted to hold a religious belief in an 

ideological cause, and if the goals of this cause seem obtainable and imminent, the 

world view will become the dnving force and p u p s e  for the soldier's life. The aim 

of the world view must be presented in a way that obtaining the goals must be 

desirable enough to die for, with the hope that the death of the fanatic would in 

some way speed this process. Secondly, this chapter will deal with the example of the 

god-like leader on the thought processes of a faatic. Although fanatics may 

sometimes be willing to lay down their life for an abstract cause, it is likely the case 

that they are more willing to act in this particular manner out of devotion to a 

deified leader. This deified leader is in essence the persmification of the world view 

that the soldiers would fight to obtain (or maintain, as the case may be), and the 

presence of the leader, whether through stories, legends, or an actual physical 

presence, will give the soldier the pretence needed to maintain their fanatical actions. 

Even more encouraging to the fanatical troops would be direct persona1 appeals to 

them from the god-iike leader. 'The possibility of an acknowledgement of a job well 
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done from the leader, or the threat of censure over fdure ,  can be a powerful 

motivator for the fanatic. 

The concrete motivators are as equaily important as the idwlogical 

motivators, and they are more easily identifiable and are more readily quantifiable. 

However, it must be remembered that an effective mmbat soldier can exkt with o d y  

the concrete motivators, whlle the fanatic cannot exist without either set, Chapter 

Five deals with the training and equipping of the fanatic and the importance that this 

would have on their combat motivation. The relationship between fanatical troops 

and superior equipment is essentiaily reciprocal; if the fanatic is provided with the 

best support available, they will be able to give a better performance in combat As 

the sucfesses in combat increases, both group ahesion and the belief in the 

superiority of their cause will increase as well. It is to the advantage of the leaders 

of the system to provide the fanatic with the best possible equipment and training, 

since a living fanatic is far more effective in combat than a regular soldier. 

Chapter Six deals with the roles that experienced cornrades play in the 

oonduct of the fanatic. One sure way for a fanatic to keep their focus through tough 

combat situations is thmugh the example and leadership of a feilow mmbatant who 

has had considerable experience in the ongoing struggle. This type of leader, aside 

from giving the fanatic an example to strive for, serves to maintain primary group 

cohesion with a strong focus on the ideological system for whicb they are fighting. 

As with almost every other study mnducted on the Hitler Youth, the Waffen- 

SS, or  Nazi Gemany in general, this is a cautionary tale. It is meant to show what 
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can happen when an entire society Lives their lives dong the lines of a morally 

oorrupt WelinnschauwrgP One cannot help but shudder to think about what could 

have happened if Hitler had k e n  able to raise a couple of Corps of soldiers as 

fanatical as the 12th SS. Understanding what happened is the first step in preventing 

it from ever happening again. 

8 The most common translation for this term is "worid view." The clearest 
study regardhg what the National Socialist Weitamchauung consisted of can be found 
in Eberhard Jâckel's Hitler's Wodd Vif: A Blueprint for Power. tram. by Herbert 
Arnold. (Cambridge, MA : Hanrard University Press, 1995). The two main aspects 
of the National Socialist Weltamchauiuig was racial superiority and the quest for 
Lebensram, o r  "living space." This would explain why, during their war in Russia. 
instead of sending trainloads of supplies to the front, the Nazis were sending 
trainloads of Jews to their death. 



CHAPTER 1 

The Birth of a Fanatical Combat Division: 
The Origins, Actions, and Atrocities of the 

12th SS Panzer Division H3hjugend 

The impetus for the formation of the 12th SS came as a result of the disaster 

of the Gennan 6th Anny at Stalingrad On 2 February 1943, the remains of this 

once mighty force capitulated to the Russians, leading to a cnsis of disbelief among 

the German rnilitary and political leaders. They realized that in order to ultimately 

prevail in the war, "a tum-around codd ody be brought about by uncornmon 

efforts."' This reorganization of German society and the Gennan economy to 

support this new effort has been labelied by most as "Total War," and it was the as 

a result of rhis new program that the idea for the creation of the 12th SS was 

developed. 

On 9 February 1943, SS-Gruppenführer Gattlob Berger, who was the Chie€ 

of the Waffen-SS Recruiting Office, met with Helmut Mockel, who was the Chief of 

Staff of the Reichsjugertd?rung (Reich Youth Leadership - NF), to discuss the 

formation of a division of soldiers compnsed excIusively of members of the Hitler 

Youth for the Waffen-SS. They decided that the new division should consist of 17- 

year-old boys who were bom in 1926, and that the new soldiers should partake in 

Hubert Meyer, The HIrtoty of the 12. SS-Panzerdivision Hitlerjugend, 1994, p. 1. 
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intensive pre-military training to prepare them for life in the SS2 The idea was 

presented on the next day to Hitler, with the assurance that this new division 'would 

possess the quality of the super-elite 1st SS Leibstmhrte Addf Haler Panzer- 

Grenadier Di~ision;~ he also expressed [Reichsjugeadfiilirer (Reich Youth Leader) 

Artur] Amiam's wish that the division be designated in a rnanner that would clearly 

indicate i ts  ongin and solidarity with the H J ! I 4  Hitler, enthusiastic about the idea, 

authorized Axmann to be@n recruitment, and indicated that the compulsory Labour 

Service would be waived for the new recruits.' 

In his rneticulously detailed history of the division, Obersturmbannfùhrer 

Hubert Meyer, the Abt. Ia (Chief of Operations) of the 12th SS, recorded the plan 

that was agreed upon by the RTF and the SS leadership during a meeting on 16 

Februaxy 1943 concerning the recruitrnent of the new division. He noted that the 

volunteers were to be recruited from those born during the first half of 1926, the 

minimum height for admission to the infantry was 170 cm, and the minimum height 

for the admission into communications, Panzer, and motorcycle units (or if the boy 

Craig W. H. Luther, BIood and Honor, 1987, pp. 24-5. Evidently the Army 
had the same idea, but it came after the idea had been presented by the SS, so it was 
soundly rebded  by Himmler. See National Archives and Records Administration 
(NARA), Microcopy T-175/108/2631233, Himmler to Generalmajor Schmudt, 
22.3.1943. 

' The LAH was later reorganized into a Panzer Division. 

Craig Luther, BIood and Honor, 1987, p. 26. 

N m  T-175/108/263125!5, Himmler to ~ X K ~ M ,  13.2.1943. 



had any other special training) was 168 cm! They needed to be physically fit, and 

they shouid, if possible, have possession of the Hitler Youth Merit Badge. These 

requirements would ensure the SS and the FUF that only the elite among the Hitler 

Youth would be able to join the new division Recruitrnent began in mid-Febniaiy, 

and a training schedule was enacted to make sure that the members of the 12th SS 

attended a Wehrertiicht@ngdagw dct Hiriet-Jugiend (Hitler Youth Militaxy Instruction 

Camps - WEL) before their induction into the division.' 

The official directive for the establishment of the 12th SS was issued by 

Obergruppenfùhrer Hans Jûttner, who was the head of the Waffen-SS Operational 

Headquarters (SS-Fühmngshauptamt), on 24 June 1943: In Juiy and August of 1943 

the first 10,000 recruits, kesh £rom their training at the WELs, arrived at the 

Beverloo training grounds in Belgium. Basic training commenced immediately, and 

with the gradua1 amval of additional recruits the division was almost at hiil strength 

by the end of Se~ternber.~ 

By far the biggest problem that the plamen expenenced while forming the 

division was the assigning of oEEicen To solve this problem, officen from the 1st SS 

The height requirement for admission into the 1st SS was 180 cm. See H. 
Meyer, p. 1. 

' See Luther, pp. 29-31; H. Meyer, pp. 1-2; NAIU, T-175/108/2631235-38, 
Aktenvennerk, 9.3.1943. The structure and training rheduie of the WELs wiU be 
discussed in the biiowing chapters.. 

' See H. Meyer, Appendix 1 and 2, pp. 340-3, for these documents and their 
English translations. Orighally, the 12th SS was a Panzer Grenadier Division, but 
like the 1st SS it was later reorganized and equipped as a Panzer Division. 

Luther, p. 59. 
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LAH were transferred to take up the leadership roles within the 12th SS, bnnging 

their aggressive and radical style of fighting to their new charges. The Wi lost 

many officers, NCOs, and other specialists to their new sister division, including the 

new commander of the division, SSBrigadeFüber Fritz Witt, and the eventual 

commander of the division, SS-Bngadefiihrer Kurt Meyer." The WI and the 12th 

SS were later assigned together in the 1 SS Paazer Corps in Nonnandy?' 

The spring of 1944 saw the transfer of the 12th SS to France, occupyhg an 

area stretching from Elbeuf, near the Seine, all the way to Sees, southeast of 

Argentan, and then to Dreux, located West of Pans. They rernained there until the 

Allied landings at Normandy, when they were advanced to the front on 7 June 1944. 

Their first engagement came against the 3rd Canadian Infantry Division on the 

ahemoon of 7 lune, where they effectively ground the Canadian advance to a halt. 

For the next three months they battled fiercely against the Allied forces, fighting in 

the battles for Norrey, Bretteville-l'Orgeilleuse, Putoh Brouay, Caen, Cristot, le 

Mesnil-Patry, Rots, St. Manvieu, Fontenay, and the Carpiquet airfield. They were 

also in no small part responsible for the blunting of the Ailied attacks of EPSOM, 

GOOD WOOD, TOTALIZE, and TRACTABLE, suffenng decimating casualties but 

still remaining very sîubborn and quite effective in the defence of their positions. 

The few soldiers of the division that were left at the end of the campaign in 

'O Kurt Meyer was no relation to Hubert Meyer. 

l1 Luther, pp. 56-7; H. Meyer, p. 3. See also Michael Reynolds, Steel Infemo: 
1st SS Panzer Corps in NomOndyOndy (New York : Dell, 1997). 



Normandy were instrumental in keeping the gap at Falaise open, but after this battle 

the division was but a shadow of its former self.* 

It is not the operational aspects of the 12th SS that are the mncem of this 

thesis. The focus of this thesis is on the combat motivation of the soldiers, which in 

tum influenced their style of fighting. There is Little debate that the soldiers of the 

12th SS were excellent fighters - the debate wmes on whether they should be 

classified as elite or fanatical. After the war many apologists have corne to the 

defence of the 12th SS, claiming that they fought out of an idiated sense of 

professionalism, not because they had been systernatically indoctrinated into bnatical 

soldien. In his autobiography Grenadiers, Kurt Meyer wrote that his philosophy of 

dealing with young soldiers was to lead h e m  on a loose rein with few words. The 

soldiers would not be "uniform dummies held together by a slavish zombie-like 

obedience," but rather "young individuals who believe in themselves, their own value, 

and their own ability."" In the preface to this book Heinrich Eberbach, himself a 

Panzer generaI, wrote: 

Such exceptional accomplishments would have been impossible if the soldiers 
[of the 12th SS] had been dnlled into zombie-like obedience. The young 

l2 There is considerable debate about how many casualties the division 
suffered in Normandy. Aithough some historians claimed that there were only about 
500 soldiers left after the Nonnandy campaign, a more consemative estimate is that 
there were approximately 12,500 personnel leh (about 40% Iosses). A safe estimate 
is that there were between 9,000 and 11,000 casualties, with most of the casualties 
coming h m  the infantry and the armoured battalions. The 12th SS aisa lost almost 
all of its armoured fighting vehicles, armoured personnel carriers, and artillery. See 
Luther, p. 236; H. Meyer, pp. 224-5. 

" Kurt Meyer, Grenadiets, 1994, p. 41. 



soldiers were trained to act independently; thanks to the exemplary education 
and training that had itself grown out of the practical expenence of war. 
Behind al1 this was the love for the Fatherland.14 

Hubert Meyer closely rnirrored the sentiments of Kurt Meyer and Eberbach. In 

explainhg the soldier's d l  to fight he wrote: 

Members of al1 other units of the Division met with similar occurrences 
[family losses due to AUied bombing raids] which put a heavy burden on the 
young soldiers. These rnatters were dixussed in closer as well as wider circles 
of comrades. Each one had to prepare for the possibility of receiving such 
notification some day. However, the consequence was not despair or 
fanaticism of the men, rather a determination to apply oneself in the coming 
combat with all one's force in order to bring about a change of fate. It was 
reported repeatedly by the enemy later, and even still seen in that way by the 
former enemies after the war, that the young soldiers of the "Hitlerjugend" 
division had fought fanatically. This was attributed to the instnictors' having 
trained the soldien in hate and fanaticism. This was reported to have been 
rnost obvious by the fact that, even in hopeless situations, they did not 
surrender but fought on. 

On the whole, this is certainly not correct. Without question, the 
terror bombing of the home land, losses in the families, the demand for 
unconditional surrender by Roosevelt and Churchill reinforces the existing 
determination to fight, but there was no hatred because of this for the soldier 
on the opposite side. The enemy, in the knowledge of his vast numerical 
supenonty and immense quantities of matenal, fought differently £kom the 
German soldier who strove to overcome the shortages and disadvantages of 
his side through great personal skiiled use of occasionaily superior weapow 
and a special courage. The men were trained in that spirit They did not 
receive directions on how and when they were supposed to surrender as 
pnsoners but rather how to fight the best? 

If one took these quotes at face value, one would conclude that the spirit of 

the soldien had less to do with adhcrence to the National Socialist WeItu~tsceh<ruung 

and more to do with a sense of loyalty to their families and to their country. Hubert 

- -  

" Ibid., p. 1. 

" H. Meyer, p. 10. Emphasis added. 



Meyer even went as far as to suggest that the real reason that the 12th SS fought the 

way that they did was due to the Allied actions against the German people during 

the war. Upon ctoser examination, though, these assertions fall apart.. The 

explanations that Meyer gave for the will of the troops, specificaliy Allied bombings 

of German cities and the unconditional surrender demand, did not effect the 12th 

SS in isolation. Every other German soldier was faced with the same dilemma, and 

so to follow Meyer's logic one wouid assume that every Gennan soldier should have 

fought with the same degree of intensity as the 12th SS. But as history shows, this 

was not the case. For example, the 716th Infantry Division "had been obviously 

smashed" after the initial Allied landings at Normandy, essentially crumbling at the 

sight of the Allied invaders without putting up much of a fight, and not nearly as 

motivated as the boys of the 12th SS.16 Other research has shown that the demand 

for unconditional surrender had Little to no effect on the combat motivation or 

behaviour of the German units in the field." Perhaps a more accurate indicator of 

the motivation for the 12th SS can be found in what Hubert Meyer termed "a special 

courage." This "special courage," although Meyer would vehemently disagree, came 

as a direct result of systematic indoctrination, the context and methods of which will 

l6 Ibid., p. 40. Of the six battalions present at the be&nning of the day, only 
80% of one battalion remaineci. There were "only handhils of demoralized soldiers 
[lefi], sufficient three days later to himish a single battle group of 292 officen and 
men." See John Keegan, Six Amies in Nomandy: Front D-lloy io the Liberaiion of 
Paris, J lun 6th - Augurt 25th I9&. (New York : Viking, 1982) p. 141. 

l7 See Morris Janowitz, "Civic Consciousness and Military Performance." ?%e 
PoIitkaI EriuCutwn of Soldiers. ed. by Morris Janowitz and Stephen D. Wesbrook. 
(Beverly Hiils : Sage, 1983) p. 61. 



be described in detail later. 

Kurt Meyer disputed the fact that the young soldien were indoctrinated so 

that they would act, seemingiy without emotion, in a "slavish zombie-like obedience." 

There is no disputing that Meyer is partiaiiy correct. The Hirerjugend soldiers were 

not slavish or zombie-like, but they were definitely indoctrinated and fanatical. The 

ciifference lies in the fact that the H'Iqugmd soldiers, dong with their officerî, 

positively enjoyed the combat environment. The Hitler Youth were indoctrinated to 

believe that combat would somehow punfy the Gennan Volk, and that their willing 

sacrifice would be the key to this transformation. Once the word came that the 

Normandy invasion had begun, the soldien were absolutely anxious to get in on the 

action. At the gathering points, while awaiting marching orders, soldien and officers 

hugged each other, cheered, and threw their hats in the air. At some places there 

was a "mood of exuberance" which gripped the soldiers, a mood that could not be 

explained but was "just there and . . . felt." Sorne soldiers were scared that the initial 

Gerrnan defensive forces would repel the Allied landings and therefore they would 

not be able to engage in combat." Kurt Meyer noted that before their first 

engagement with the enemy, the "mapificent young grenadiers look at us with 

laughter in their eyes. They have no fear. They are confident, they have faith in 

their strength and the will to fight."19 

This positive spirit did not wane after the fighting began. Again, Kurt Meyer 

- - 

l8 Xbid., p. 34. 

l9 K Meyer, p. 117. 



no ted that he was "struck dumb by the positive attitude and spirit of the grenadiers. 

. . p e  artillery and our attacks have been] the baptism of £ire they expected They 

know that hard days and weeks lay ahead oi them. Their attitude deseives ~espect.'~ 

Almost two weeks after the initial Allied landings, he alço observed that: 

battle weary grenadiers wave to me yelling out jokes, their eyes shining. It 
mystifies me when these youngsten are getting the strength to live through 
such a stom of steel. They assure me again and again that they will defend 
the rubble to the last round and wili hold their positions against al1 cornersn 

The attitude of the 12th SS was also noted by the German General Staff Officers. 

Kun Meyer noted that Field Marshall Karl von Rundstedt expressed "his admiration 

for the young grenadier's unique attitude."" A note on 14 July in the War Diary of 

the Gennan Supreme Cammand West stated that 

the losses were emphasized, as was the outstanding attitude of the 
"Hitle jugend" division. Its commander, Standartenführer Meyer, personally 
reported to the Feldmanchall. The discussion centred on relieving the wom- 
out division and the bringing forward of new ones. . . . Lmses since the start 
of the invasion: 12.SS-Pz.Div."HJn: approximately 5,000 men? 

One would have a difficult time in finding a division in any army dunng the Seand  

World War who had an "outstanding attitude" after losing over a quarter of their 

strength after just over a month of combat, with most of the casualties coming from 

the combat elements of the division. 

This positive spint of the 12th SS in Norrnandy defies d l  logical explanation. 

ibid., p. 125. 

'' Xbid., p. 135. 

" Ibid., p. 152. Emphasis added. 

H. Meyer, p. 152. 



Although the 12th SS were sornewhat effective fighters, they did not record one 

major offensive victory. hdeed, their "victories" only came when they slowed down 

the ovemhelming AUied advaace, failing in their ultimate goal of pushing the Allies 

back off of the continent" The absence of any clear offensive victory in battle. 

coupled with the decimating losses suffered by the 12th SS, should have led to a 

complete breakdown of morale and motivation on the part of the soldien? 

~Montgomery has written that "the best way to achieve a high morale in wartime is 

by success in battle,"26 but this was not the case of the 12th SS. Indeed, it seemed 

that as the battles got more difficult, and as the casualty list grew and grew, the 

combat motivation of the 12th SS remained unchanged. If anything, the actions of 

the 12th SS became more radical and more fanatical. 

There is no doubt that the actions of the 12th SS were viewed as unacceptable 

by their opponents. An investigation by the Supreme Headquarters Aiiied 

Expeditionary Force (SHAEF) Court of Inquiry detennined that "the conduct of the 

12th SS Panzer Division (Hitler-Jugend) presented a consistent pattern of brutality 

and ruthlessness." Significantly, this view was also shared by the 12th SS's Gexman 

comrades. The SHAEF report stated that the 12th SS gained for itself "a most 

" During the early hours of 7 Juiy 1944, Kurt Meyer is quoted as saying about 
the Allies: "Little fish! We'll throw them back into the sea in the moming." See 
Reynolds, p. 75. 

2s See Anthony Kellett, Combat Motivation: The Behaviow of Soldim in B d e .  
(Boston : Kluwer NijhoK 1982) pp. 258-63, 300. 

" See Bernard Montgomery, nir Mernoirs of Field-Mdail  the Vucornt 
Montgomery of Alamein, K G. (London : Coiiins, 1958) pp. 83-4. 
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unsavory reputation, even among the rest of the German Anned Forces, [which] is 

evident Erom the fact that German prisonen taken, admit that it was cailed the 

'Murder ~ivision."'" A member of the Polish A m y  also recorded that the 12th SS 

had a general reputation among the Gennan troops that he came in contact with as 

being reckless and as being murdersa Grenadier George Mertens, a member of the 

26th Panzer Grenadier Regiment, which was one of the two infantry regirnents 

attached to the 12th SS, claimed that he did not know that they had a bad 

reputation, but he heard it in a prison camp. His reaction was "1 could hardly believe 

it." In retrospect, though, he believed that the label was deserved, and he also 

admitted that he heard the terni "Murder Division" in his company." 

There is no doubt that the label of "Murder Division" was entirely justified. 

In his book Conduct Unbecomhg: ïEe Story of the Mwder of Cartodicn Plisoners of 

War in Nomandy, Howard Margolian documented the murder of 156 Canadian 

L7 National Archives of Canada (NAC), Record Group 24, Vol 10427, 
Supplernentary Report of the Supreme Headpuartem Aflied Eq>rditwnary Force Couri 
of Inquiry re Shooting of AIlUd Plisoners of Wiv by 12 SS Panzer Division (Hitler- 
lugend) UI Nonnatu&, France, 77-21 Jwie, 1944, pp. 1, 4. 

a NAC, RG24, Vol 12838, 67/Falaise/l, Recorded Evidence of Pte. Bogdan- 
Andricj Ziolek, Polish Anny in England, 25 July 1945. 

NAC, RG24, Vol 10427, Suppïementa~ Re*, Exhibit 6, Testimony of 
Gren. George Mertens, pp. 3-6. Another soldier that was in the same company as 
Mertens, Grenadier Bernhard Herholz, tned to convince his captors that there were 
two Kitler Youth Divisions. He claimed that he was not attached to the one that had 
the bad reputation, but to the other one. There was, of course, only one Hitler 
Youth Division. Ibid., Exhibit 7, Testimony of Gren. Bernhard Herholz, pp. 4-5. 



prisoners of war at the bands of the 12th SS." In one instance, soldiea from the 

12th SS men shot at a group of forty Canadian pnsonen in a field off of the Caen- 

Fontenay road on 8 June 1944, killing thirty-five of them? In another case, after 

shooting eight unarmed Canadian prisoners in Authie on 7 June 1944, soldiers from 

the 12th SS pulled their bodies out into the middle of the road so that they codd nui 

over the corpses with tanks.* What is more disturbing is the mannerisms that the 

soldiers of the 12th SS displayed when they were taking the Canadian prisonen. 

Major John Leamont of the North Nova Scotia Highianders described the 

mannerisms of the troops as being "wildly excited and erratic."" He noted that they 

"shouted and screamed and behaved in an exceedingly disorderly manner. Their 

actions were such as might possibly be attnbuted to d r ~ g s . " ~  Another member of the 

North Nova Scotia Highlanders who survived capture by the 12th SS stated: 

They behaved like maniacs, firing their weapons indiscriminately and acted as 
if they had been doped, their faces were flushed and they danced and jumped 

" There is a possibility that the actual number of Canadian prisoners Mled 
was as hi& as 178. See Howard Margolian, Conducf Unbecorning: The Story of the 
Murder of Canadian Rtsonem of Wm in N o r d y .  (Toronto : University of Toronto 
Press, 1998) p. 123. 

" Ibid., pp. 90-4. 

'' Ibid, p. 60. See also NAC, RG24, Vol 12842, #364, Statement by Major 
J. D. Learmont, North Nova Scotia Highianders; NAC, RG24, Vol 12842, #351, 
Statement by Sgt C. B. Moms, North Nova Scotia Highianders. 

" Directorate of Histoiy and Hentage (DHH), 159.95.023 @7), Record of 
PIoceeding (reviKd) of the TMI by Cm& M i l i t q  Cowî of S. S. Brigodefiîllrer Kwt 
M-r held ut Awich, Germany, 1&28 December, 1945, Vol 1, p. 132. 

Y NAC, RG24, Vol 12842, #366, Statement by Major J. D. Learmont, North 
Nova Scotia Highlanders. 



around in a very amazing marner. 1 was with a group of about 10 men, some 
being of my platoon and others from "A" Company and we were literally 
chased across a field, the Gennans firing the sub machine guns at our heels 
and shouting and acting iike Indians? 

If their actions were not disturbing enough, it seemed that the soldiers who were a 

part of these atrocities were proud of their "acwmplishrnents." For example, 

Untersturmfïihrer Karl-Walter Becker, a member of the reconnaissance battalion 

attached to the 12th SS said: 

1 asked [Obersturmführer] Palm who had wmmitted this act [of shooting 
POWs] and was told that it had been Oberscharführer Stun and men of the 
M/C DR section. Stun had been particularly eager to distinguish himself by 
cornmi tting this atrocity." 

Other members of the Wehrmacht also noted this attitude of pride for the actions 

that they had done. A member of the 271 Infantry Division stated that he ran into 

members of the 12th SS who infonned him that they had shot five or six Canadian 

POWs, and that the "Canadians had apparently asked the Nazis not to shoot, but as 

Preining's informant jocularly remarked 'a machine pistol fired by a~cident."'~ 

35 NAC, RG24, Vol 12842, #353, Statement by Sgt C. B. Moms North Nova 
Scotia Highlanden. Another soldier actually claimed that "a number of them were 
actually frothing at the mouth. See NAC, RG24, Vol 12842, #180, Statement by Pte. 
J. M. MacDonald, North Nova Scotia Highlanders. 

NAC, RG24, Vol 10427, Supplementory Report, Exhibit 29& Voluntary 
Declaration by Untersturmführer Karl-Walter Becker, 2 Coy, Recce Bn, 12th SS, p. 
3. 

" NAC, RG24, Vol 10427, Supplemcntory R e m ,  Exhibit 25, Report of the 
Interrogation of Schtz. Otto Preining, 271 h f  Div, p. 1. There have been recent 
attempts made by revisionist historians, most notably Karl H. Theile, to place the 
actions of the 12th SS in a different light. Theiie blames the actions of the 12th SS 
as a by-product of actions of Canadian soldien on 25 June 1944 at Fontenay, 
although no specific examples of Canadian atrocities were @en. nieile also claimed 
that many of the alleged occurrences were "twisted, exaggerated or simply made-up 



The 12th SS did not receive their reptation for being fanatical solely because 

of their actions against their prisoners. The 12th SS gained the label of fanatical also 

as a result of their actions d u h g  the battie. The story of Ernil Dürr is but a single 

scene in what would be a nightmare for their Allied opponents. The soldiers of the 

12th SS were informed by their officers that they were "not to give themselves up and 

must commit suicide if there is no other choice le&."' They intemalized this order, 

along with the years of ideological indoctrination that they were subject to, and 

transferred these beüefs ont0 the battlefield Kurt Meyer once described a fanatic 

that he had observed in Russia in the following way: 

Bitter Eighting is going on, especially on the right of the road. Here a Young, 
spirited comrnissar is spurring his unit on again and again. It is not only his 
yelling which fires his men, but also his bold example which keeps them 
coming on. 1 shall never forget the last picture of this man pulied up to his 

tales." This, of course, goes against every shed of evidence that can be uncovered. 
Theile's error is even more glaring when it becomes evident that most of the 
atrocities of the 12th SS occurred in the first two weeks of the invasion, well before 
the date given for the alleged Canadian atrocities. See Karl H. Theile, Beyond 
" M m e r s "  and "Clownr" - The Comht SS: De-MyrhdogLVig Fbe Decodés of Gennan 
Elite Fomtiotls.  (Lanham, Maryland : University Press of America, 1997) pp. 402-6. 

This order was one of the so-cailed secret orders given by the 12th SS 
officers to their troops weeks before the invasion began. The entire order reads: 
"Attitude at the front: The SS troops shall take no prisoners. Prisoners are to be 
executed after having been interrogated The SS soldiers shall not give themselves 
up and must commit suicide if there is no other choice left. The officers have stated 
that the British do not take prisoners as far as SS soldiers are concemed." The 
authenticity of these orders were disputed dunng the triai of Kurt Meyer for the 
murders of Canadian POWs, but thete is considerable evidence that orders similar 
to these were given to the troops. For a complete list of the secret orden, see 
Appendix 3. See D m ,  159.95.023 @7), Vol 1, pp. 42-3, 71,83,297; Vol II, p. 556; 
NAC, RG24, Vol 10427, Suppiementary Report, Exhibit 6, Testimony of Gren. Gearge 
Mertens, p. 8; NAC, RG2, 18 Central Registry Files, Vol 2 0 ,  W-41 (v. 1). Petition 
by Kurt Meyer, 8 December 1950, pp. 5-6. 



Ml height, throwing his last grenades at  Mahl's section. Even so he solemnly 
drops the 1 s t  one to the ground in front of hirn and covers it with his body. 
A quick lift and a shudder of the body, a fa11 of the shattered corpse, that is 
the end of a fanatic.jg 

This description is surprisingly sirniiar to the actions of the boys who fought under 

his  command. During the batties around Falaise, Kurt Meyer noted that they "ali 

lmow that the battle can only end with death or capture, but nobody is ready to stop 

Bghting."40 Many of the soldien would not accept capture as an alternative during 

the fighting, and the lengths that they took this desire was incredible. For instance, 

Untestumiführer Reinhold F w  and a few members of his platoon found themselves 

trapped in a church cemetery by the Canadians. They found a bush-covered hollow 

and "prepared for defence to the last" However, the Canadians just leEt them alone, 

probably thinking that they would come out and sunender once their food had run 

out, since nobody wanted to risk their lives trying to capture a few fanatical teenagers 

who would, in all likelihood, not surrender without a fight This proved to be a 

smart move on the part of the Canadians, because these soldiers had no intentions 

of surrendenng. The soldiers took turns sleeping and working at digging a hole 

through a Stone wall with a bayonet. After six days, al1 without food and water, they 

had dug a hole big enough to escape, which they did during the night4' 

Where escape was not an option for the 12th SS soldiers, death was usually 

the end result. For example, SS-Mann Alfred Matthei, who was a member of the 

-- 

39 K. Meyer, p. 76. 

Ibid., p. 166. 

See K Meyer, p. 57. 
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2nd Engineer Training Battalion, noted that when he was taken pnsoner by the 

Canadians, most of his comrades "declared they would fight to the last man.*2 The 

War Diary of 1st Battalion of The Canadian Scottish Regiment rewrded an incident 

dunng the fighting for Pt 168 on 15 August 1944 when one young grenadier 

committed suicide instead of being captured? Perhaps the most disturbing example 

of this type of attitude by the 12th SS occurred d k n g  the h a l  battles around 

Falaise. Hubert Meyer recorded an instance when a group of fi@ to sixty 

Grenadiers were forced behind the walls of a school. This German stronghold had 

to be eliminated by the Canadians, since it severely hampered the advance of the 

Allied forces. A systematic attack on the pocket of resistance began aEter weaker 

attempts had failed Two Grenadiers managed to leave this stronghold to report to 

the divisional staff. None of the 12th SS soldiers wanted to leave their cornrades to 

deliver the report, even though they al1 knew that remaining in their position 

probably meant death or capture, so the group had to draw lots to see who had to 

leave their mmrades and probably spare their life. Eventually, the stronghold was 

eliminated, and there were only four prisoners lefi to be taken by the Canadians. 

Meyer called it "an outstanding example of the gallantry and willingness to sacrifice 

themselves."" It is more properly seen as the death of teenagers who were 

" NAC, RGZ4, Vol 10427, Supplmentq Report, Exhibit 19, Declaration on 
Oath by SS-Mann Alfred Matthei, 2. Engineer Training Battalion, p.3. 

43 NAC, RG24, Vol 15038, War Diary, 1st Battalion The Canadian Scottish 
Regiment, Appendix 11. 

H. Meyer, p. 191. 



systematically moulded into fanatical fighters by years of ideological indoctrination 

by the Nazi leadership. 

The world view to which these fanatics adhered was thoroughiy imbedded with 

the glorification of war, and this led to puzzling, radical, and abominable behaviour, 

like the actions of Dürr and the actions of his cornrades who ground the bodies of 

their Canadian prisaners under the tracks of their armouredvehicles. These, though, 

are not the only examples of collective deviant behaviour by the members of the 12th 

SS. For example, one soldier was very upset because his wound came £rom a piece 

of falling brick. Untentumfùhrer Gerhard A d e r  recaiied that Hauptsturmführer 

Heydrich "cried on my shoulder . . . Not even a proper wound! How would it look. 

him standing there and h a d g  to admit that a chunk of brick had fallen on his head." 

However, later Heydrich could be happy because his a m  was in a plaster cast, 

thereby being "properly wounded and would not have to be ashamed any longer.''45 

For the soldiers of the 12th SS, there was a certain kind of romance to be found in 

the battlefield. The interrogators of Kurt Meyer noted: 

To weyer] the battle of Caen-Falaise was magnificent in the best Wagnerian 
tradition. As he described his actions and those of his men, it seemed as 
though he liked to consider -self as Siegfried leading his wamors to their 
death. When he described how he came out of the Falaise Gap with sixty 
men, it is Lücely that the familiar strains of the ' T ~ l i g h t  of the Gods" were 
echoing in his ears.' 

But these romantic images could not explain the positively brutal fighting espoused 

" Ibid., pp. 135-6. 

46 NAC, RG24, Vol 12840, 67/Kurt Meyer@), Evidence File, Special 
Interrogation Report, p. 2. 



by the members of the 12th SS. One report stated: 

Later in the evening, the outstanding 46th Royal Marine Commando attacked 
the hand-picked boys of the Hire~ugend. They fought like Lions on both 
sides. The dead were lying body to body," wrote the bistonans of the 
Chaudières [Regiment] who reached the village the next morning. "We 
searched every house, evey yard, to prevent ambushes. That is the 
codirmation of how brutal the fighting of 1 s t  aight must have been. The 
commandos were lying dead in rows next to the dead SS-men. Hand grenades 
were scattered everywhere in the streets and front doors of the houses. At 
one spot we saw a commando and an SS-man who died virtually am-in-ano, 
one killing the other. At another spot we found a Gennan and a Canadian 
tank, having crushed each other. They were still smoking and from each of 
the smoke-blackened turrets hung the dead bodies of the machine gunners. 
Over there was a squad which had nui toward a small waii to seek cover. 
They had been shot down before they reached i t  And then, at the church, 
as the vanguard of "C" Company and the Carettes swung around the wmer,  
they enmuntered three Germans. Only three. But one of them immediately 
drew his pistol and hit one of Our men. A machine gunner killed two of the 
three SS-men, but the survivor did not surrender. He tricked us and 
disappeared Now you will understand what fanatics we were fighting?' 

Kurt Meyer even stated that he knew of at least three separate cases between 9 June 

1944 and 7 .My 1944 when one of his men had tied explosives to his body and then 

jumped ont0 an Allied tank to destroy it." No man, let alone a teenage boy, d l  

instinctively do such a thing, unless he has been instructed and indoctrinated into this 

fanatical style of fighting. 

These actions led this division to be positively hated by their Canadian 

opponents," but revered by their SS cornrades. Kurt Meyer remained a committed 

47 Quoted in & Meyer, pp. 70-1. 

" NAC, RG24, Vol 12840, 67/Kurt Meyer@), Evidence File, Special 
Interrogation Report, p. 4. 

The hate felt by the Canadians towards the 12th SS ran so deep that some 
wanted to ici11 them once they had been taken prisonen, perhaps as retribution. Sec 
DHH, file BIOG / Mackenzie, Lorne A. 
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Nazi and idolized Hitler long alter the war had ended, a fact that he did not keep 

secret?' Indeed, other members of the 12th SS indicated that they wodd rejoin the 

SS if they had the opportunity."' Only fanatical fighters, thoroughly indoctrinated by 

their leaders to act in a socially deviant way, would remain as non-repentant as these 

soldiers of the 12th SS. The ineeapable conclusion is that if they were given the 

chance, these boys would have done it al1 mer again. In order to prevent this h m  

happening again, and on an even larger scale, the combat motivation of fanatics must 

be understood Before an examination of these factors begins, though, an 

examination of the historiography of combat motivation is essential to place this 

study into its proper contea. 

''See Reynolds, p. 351. 

'' See NAC, RG24, Vol 12837, #432. This document is a report written on 
8 January 1946 regarding POWs of the 12th SS who could be released. 



Scholars, Primary Groups, and Ideology: 
The Search for an Explanation of 

Combat Motivation 

The distinguished militaiy historian John Keegan reflected on the issue of 

combat motivation in 1995, observing: 

"A rational army would run away." . . . 1 am confident we al1 endorse the 
point that the umamed author is making, which is that, while war may be 
rational, combat is not. It defies one of the strongest of al1 human instincts, 
that of self-preservation Animals may be reactively impeiied to combat when 
violation of distance mobilizes their fight rather than flight reflexes; but 
animals do not reason. Man is also subject to the fight/flight reflex but in 
him reason moderates its operation. Why?' 

Keegan has not been the only one to question this seemingiy contradictory action 

taken by soldiers. Since the conclusion of the Second World War there has been an 

abundance of literature on the issue of combat motivation, much of it conflicting. 

Perhaps that is not surprising. As Keegan later pointed out, "outside of the hard 

sciences, there are no univeaally valid theones of exact explicative value" to explain 

what motivates men to fight on the battlefield2 Although this tmth seems self- 

' John Keegan, 'Towards a Theoty of Combat Motivation." The to KIU- 27ze 
SoIdier's fipetience of War m the Wess 1939-1945. ed by Paul Addison and Angus 
Calder. (London : Pimlico, 1997), p. 3. 

Ibid., p. 8. 
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evident, many socialists, psychologists, and historians have attempted to explain the 

mah motivator for soldien to engage in combat, with the usual statement to the 

effect oE "We know that there are many reasons and factors in combat motivation, 

but this factor is the most important one." Of the many who have written on the 

subject, only Keegan and Anthony Keliett have seriously attempted to formulate an 

dl-encompassing theory of combat motivation. In order to understand why fanatics, 

and specifically the 12th SS, fought mth such intense motivation, a holistic theory in 

the manner of Kellett and Keegan mwt be developed This approach does not and 

wili not invaiidate the other theories. Rather, it wiil place these single-issue theones 

in a more proper perspective. 

The fint major single-issue theory concerning combat motivation came about 

with the publication of an article by Edward Shils and Morris Janowitz entitled 

"Cohesion and Disintegration in the Wehrmacht in World War II."' The authon, 

both attached to the American Anny during the war, asked Geman POWs why they 

stayed together on the battlefield to fight even when the odds against them were 

hopeless. Their conclusion was that the Wehrmacht maintained their cohesion due 

to the influence ofprimnrygroups. The idea of pnmary groups was not new. Primary 

group theory was first developed by American sociologist Charles H. Cooley in his 

book entitled Social OrgMitatiOns, published in 1909. Perhaps the best explanation 

can be bund in the work of sociologist Michael S. 

Morris Janowitz, "Cohesion and Disintegration," 1948, 

of what a primary group is 

Edward k Shils and 
pp. 280-315. 



Olmsted. He dehed the function of primary groups in his book The S .  Group, 

where he stated: 

In the primary group, members have warm, intirnate, and "personal" ties with 
one another; their solidarity is unselfmnscious, a matter of sentiment rather 
than calculation. Such groups are usually of the small, face-to-face sort, 
spontaneous in their interpenonal behaviour and devoted, though not 
necessarily expticitiy, to mutual or common ends! 

ShiIs and Janawitz were the first to take the concept of primary groups and apply it 

in 1948 to the realm oE the military. 

There were four basic hypothesis that Shils and Janowitz developed in their 

important stucty. First, they mncluded that a soldier's ability to resist was a function 

of the capacity of their immediate primary group (either their squad or section) to 

avoid social disintegration. Second, the capacity of the primary group to resist 

disintegration was dependant upon the acceptance of political, ideological, and 

cultural syrnbols (called secondary syrnbols), oniy to the extent that the sewndary 

symbols became directly associated with primary gratifications. Third, once 

disruption of primaiy group life occurred there was very little "last-ditchn resistance 

among the German soldien. Last, as long as the primary group structure of the 

component units of the Wehrmacht persisted, most attempts by the Allies to cause 

disaffection by the invalidation of secondaiy and political symbols through 

propaganda were mainly unsuccesshil.' 

Michael S. Olrnsted and A. Paul Ham. 7he S m d  Group. 2nd ed (New 
York : Random House, 1978). p. 7. 

Shils and Janowitz, p. 281. 
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To Shils and Janowitz, the primary group was the major source of social and 

psychological sustenance for any individual. While in the anny, the soldier was cut 

off from their civilian primary groups (Wte farnily and friends), and hence became 

more dependant on his military prirnary g r o ~ p . ~  The major causes of smali-group 

cohesion were identified as expenence and "hard coret' Nazis. These "hard core" 

Nazis were highly motivated to fight, and their example rubbed off on the other 

soldiers in their group, thereby maintaining cohesion, while the various battle 

experiences of the group seived to strengthen the primary group ties. Other sources 

of cohesion were the relationship between the soldier and the officer, as well as the 

perceived sense of honour that each soldier felt about their duty to fight? 

Disintegration owurred when the soldien were isolated from their primary groups, 

or when the soldier perceived a stronger bond to their civilian prirnary p u p .  

Concems about one's persona1 survival also weakened the cohesion of the primaiy 

groupl 

Shiis and Janowitz concluded that ideology was not a factor in maintaining 

cohesion in the Wehrmacht They based this conclusion on the fact that Allied 

propaganda did little to dissuade the German soldier b m  figl~ting.~ They also 

concluded that the average soldier seemed to ignore secondary symbols (like Nazi 

Ibid., pp. 284-5. 

' Ibid., pp 286-8, 293-4, 297. 

Ibid., pp. 288-92. 

Ibid, pp. 308-9, 311-14. 
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party slogans and symbols) as motivation, even though many of the soldiers remained 

fiercely loyal to Hitler, even in capture.1° Since AUied propaganda was centred 

around attackhg the secondary symbols, and since this propaganda effort seem to 

have Iittle effect on the Gennan soldier, Shils and Janowitz conchded that the 

average soldier must have been apolitical. If the soldier was not motivated to fight 

because of political or ideological reasons, they must have fought out of loyalty or 

devotion to their prirnary group. 

Another advocate of the primary group theory that ernerged after the war was 

S. L. A. Marshall. In his classic study Men Agaurst Fire, published in 1947, Marshall 

tackled the issues of morale and motivation by linking hem with factors of primary 

groups and firepower. He wrote that it was "one of the simplest truths of war that 

the thing which enables an infantry soldier to keep going with his weapons is the near 

presence or the presumed presence of a cornrade."" He also believed that once the 

group perceives that the weapons of their enemies are able to "deal greater death or 

fear of death" than they can respond with, morale, motivation, and consequently the 

small group will disintegrate.12 

Psychologist F. M. Richardson also tried to explain combat motivation in 

terms of morale and the primary group. He believed that the soldier's "natural 

instincts of self-preservation, which would counsel them when in real danger to run 

'O Ibid., pp. 304-5. 

lx S. L. A. Marshall, Men Agaht Fîre: Thc RobZem of Battle Cornmad k 
Fume War. 1968 ed. (New York : William Morrow, 1947), p. 42. 

l2 Ibid., p. 67. 
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away, are balanced by acquired herd instincts compelling them to face up to and 

overcome danger and fear for the sake of the group."* These feelings of attachment 

to the group, and consequently the soldier's motivation to fight, can be divided into 

three parts. The first part was the soldier's persona1 or individual morale. Individual 

morale consists of physical factors, like rest, food, and supplies, and mental factors, 

like an understanding of the cause for which they are fighting, sel fannidence in their 

fighting abilities, religious and moral pnnciples, and the communicated morale of the 

officers and NCOs attached to their unit. The second element of a soldier's 

motivation, and the most important, is group morale. This morale is sustained by 

factors like confidence in and respect for cornrades, the perceived feeling of being 

a mernber in a contented group with competent leaders, and a deterrnination not to 

let each other down by Ming in combat Finally, the third element in a soldiefs 

motivation is unit morale, which is sustained by an esprit & corpr and regimental 

pnde. As long as these factor are presenh Richardson maintained that the small 

group will remain whesive and the unit would remain motivated to fight14 

Perhaps the most persuasive argument in favour of the pnmaiy group theoiy 

cornes from the writings of the soldiers themselves. In his book The Soldier's T a k  

BeaMg Wmess tu M o d .  Wu, Samuel Hynes examined the mernoirs of enlisted 

soldiers who fought in the two World Wan and in Vietnam in order to achieve some 

l3 F. M. Richardson, Fikfrting Spirir: A ASIudy of Psychologicai Fuctors in Wm. 
(London : Leo Cooper, 1978), p. 9. 

Ibid., pp. 40-8, 170-1. 



sort of synthesis about the average soldier's experience in war. Hynes wrote that a 

soIdier was attached "not to an amy or a nation or a cause, but to a battalion, a 

Company, a platoon. For a man adrift in alien space, bis unit becomes the focus of 

his love and loyalty, like a farnily, and his feelings for it may be as strong, as cornplex, 

as famiiy feelings are." A soldier was not motivated to fight for any other reason 

than not to let his buddies down. " Hynes' conclusions closely mirrared the findings 

of Lieutenant Colonel John W. Appel and Captain Gilbert W. Beebe, two U.S. A m y  

officers who prepared a report in 1944 outlining methods for combating the hi@ 

rates of neuropsychiatrie casualties among their forces. They found that the average 

soldier "owed his prirnary allegiance to his immediate friends, not his country. It was 

love of his cornrades, not hatred of the enemy, that drove the soldier on."I6 

Adherents to the pnmary group theory are adamant that ideology plays little 

to no role in the motivation of a soldier. Wilfred von Bredow wrote that political 

ideology "has but an incidental importance in the whole of fighting motivation,'" and 

others have been quick to back him up. Perhaps the most vocal opponent of the use 

of ideology in motivation has been Morris Janowitz. He has written that the 

professional (volunteer) soldier always fights because of rnilitary honour, combined 

" Samuel Hynes, nie  Soldier's Tale: Beoring W-s to Modem Wor. (New 
York : Penguin, 1997) p. 10. 

l6 Quoted in Paul Wanke, "American Militaxy Psychiatry and Its Role among 
Ground Forces in World War IL" n e  Juronal of Mili* History 63 (January 1999): 
133-4. 

l7 Wilfred von Bredow, The West-German Bundeswehr as an Institution for 
Political Education." On Mdircuy Ideology. ed by Moms Janowitz and Jacques van 
Doom. (Rotterdam : Rotterdam University Press, i971), p. 114. 
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with and dependant upan public prestige and popular recognition. He also daims 

that although high ranking officers and eiite forces may be more aware of politics 

than other soldiers, these officers and eütes do not fight because of an explicit 

political ideology." 

Janowitz's stance in Cavour of the primary group theory may seem a bit 

contradictory because of the importance that he and Shils placed on the "hard wre" 

Nazi in maintaining primary group cohesion. If a fanatical Nazi was the key to 

maintaining the stability of the small group, one could possibly conclude that it was 

ideology, not the inherent desire to be in a social group, that motivated a soldier to 

perform his duties. This logic would seem to invalidate Shils and Janowitz's whole 

theory. Janowitz counters by examining the root of Nap "hard core" fanaticism. He 

stated that "cohesive primary groups do not just occur but are fashioned and 

developed by complex rnilitary institutions." Hence, "it was not Nazi ideology which 

was at the root of Gennan fanatical resistance, but rather the military and 

organizational practices which the Nazis pennitted, encouraged, and required"lg The 

only ideology that these soldiers would have accepted would be "that of fiont 

gemeinichaft - namely that of 'community solidarity' which placed emphasis on 

l8 Moms Janowitz, ï%e Prof~swnal Soi&. (New York : Free Press, 1960), 
pp. 215, 225. 

l9 Moms Janowitz, with Roger W. Little, Socwlogy and the M i l i t .  
EstaMishment. 3rd ed (London : Sage, 1974), pp. 28, 94. 
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'toughness, manly comradeliness, and group solidanty.' rather than political viewsnDD 

Throughout his writings Janowitz has contùiued to assert the central importance of 

primary group solidarity, even in totalitarian amies, as the crucial source of mmbat 

motivation? 

However, the lack of a role that ideology played in these theories of combat 

motivation has troubled some scholan. Although many acknowfedged the 

importance of the primary group, there was a feeling that Janowitz and his colleagues 

had over-emphasized the importance that the primary group played in combat 

motivation. The first challenge to the prevailing view of the primary group came in 

the mid-1970s with the writings of Charles C. Moskos Jr. He believed that prirnary 

groups only functioned within the realm of the prevailing value system of the army. 

Military cohesion will change when societal values change, so the latent ideology of 

the army and the society from which it came must be taken into account when 

- - - - - - - - -- 

" Moms Janowitz, "Civic Consciousness and Military Performance." The 
Politicai Educcifion of Soldiers. ed. by Moms Janowitz and Stephen D. Wesbrook. 
(Beverly Hills : Sage, 1983), p. 64. 

a Other important works that further examined the relationship between 
combat motivation and primaxy groups, and whose conclusions closely mirrored the 
conclusions outlined abwe, are Samuel A. Stouffer, et. al., me American Sofdier: 
Combat and Aftennath. Vol. II. (Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1949) 
(especially Chapter 3, entitled "Combat Motivations Among Ground Troopsn); 
Edward A. Shils, "Primary Groups in the Arnerican Amy." Contuuùties in Sockd 
Research: Studies iiz the Scopr and Method of "Tk AmnVan Soldirr.." e d  by Robert 
K. Merton and Paul F. Lazarfeld (Glenwe, IL : Free Press, 1950) pp. 16-39; and 
Roger W. Little, "Buddy Relations and Combat Performance." T h  Nnv Milirmy: 
Changüzg Pattenu of OganU<uion. ed. by Morris Janowitz. (New York : Russell 
Sage, 1964) pp. 195-224. 
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explaining the combat motivation and pedomance of s o l d i e a ~  Since the latent 

ideology in American society during the Vietnam war was individualism, it was wmng 

to view the fundamental cause for combat motivation among Amencan soldiers in 

terms of primary gmups. For the Amencan soldier, pemnal safety mncems 

overrode the interests of the group, therefore undermining the primary group theary. 

The combat cycle of a one year tour of duty also had adverse wnsequences on 

primary group cohesion. Therefore, individualism was the key, and when ties to a 

group were made, it was as a derivative of the individual motivations of each 

soldier? For Moskos, primary group ties are best seen "as a kind of rudimentary 

social contract ansing from immediate Me-and-death exigencies," usuaily entered into 

because of the aspect of persona1 self-interest? Simply stated, Moskos' position was 

that the Amencan soldier's willingness to fight came b r n  latent ideological factors 

of individualism which in tum manifested itselt in association with primary groups 

only during combat. 

William Henderson also tned to reconcile the positions of ideology and 

pnmary groups as sources of combat motivation in his study of the People's 

Liberation Amy (PLA) in Vietnam. According to Henderson, the Vietcong 

leadership realized that "primary group behaviour, whether deviant or desirable h m  

a Charles C. Moskos Ir., "The American Combat Soldier in Vietnam." 
Journal of Socid Issues 31.4 (1975), p. 27. 

" Ibid., pp. 29-31, 37. 

" Charles C. Moskos Ir., "The Military." Annual Review of Socw~ogy 2 
(1976), p. 62. 



the organization's point of view, is the result of norms fomed by primary group 

interaction."* Because of this, the Communist party tried to regulate the small 

groups in the army in order to control and subordinate al1 miiitary pemnnel and 

activities towards its ends. They did this by creating small three man military cells, 

called tu t m  tam. By creating and regulating the formation of the ro !am tom, 

instead of letting primary groups develop on an autonomous basis, the PLA 

leadership believed that they would be able to control the actions of the group, and 

thereby maintain military mhesion." 

The basis for the to tom tam was ideology. According to the official mission 

for the group, the three man ce11 was "responsible for improving its members so that 

they have a solid political and ideological background, good tactical and technical 

skills, and a good working ability. These members are grouped in a small firm 

'collective,' so that in combat they can always help one anotherWn According to 

Henderson, Vietnamese culture stressed group dynamics over individualism, so 

cultural norms helped to maintain the cohesion of the primary group." However, the 

PLA also assigned adherents of the Cornrnunist party line to indoctnnate the 

memben of the group with their ideology. Henderson stressed that these efforts by 

25 William Danyl Henderson, My t k  Vietcong Fought: A Srudy of Motivation 
and Control VI a Modem A m y  in Co-. (Westporî, CN : Greenwood, 1979) pp. 
10-1. 

26 Ibid., pp. 37-40. 

" Ibid., p. 43. 

" Ibid., pp. 48, 54-5. 
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the cadre leaders were one of the major reaîons that the to tm tiun were successful. 

As long as the PLA soldier was exposed to the party organization and ideology, and 

as long as his cadre leader was effective, and since the primary group shared stmng 

homogenous cultural values, a high level of combat motivation was the result 

Cohesion was affected mainly by the failure of the cadre leader to deal effectively 

with ideological issues." Essentially Hendenon asserted that the prirna~y group was 

responsible for the high combat motivation of the average PLA soldier, but the 

reason that the soldiers were organized in groups was because of ideology and 

ideological indoctrination. 

Further examination of the relationship between primary groups and combat 

motivation revealed the relative unimportance that the primary group played in pre- 

combat motivation, especially with elite soldiers. in 1981 William C. Cockerham and 

Lawrence E. Cohen examined the combat motivation of the elite U.S. Army 

paratroopers concerning their desire to volunteer in five hypothetical combat 

situations with the purpose of determining "the extent to which certain individual, 

organizational, disciplinary, patriotic, and group orientated charactenstia" relate to 

the combat motivation of these soldiers." They quantified the responses, and they 

found that there were many factors that aided in formulating combat motivation for 

these dite soldiers. The most important was the belief that the soldier's role in 

" Ibid., pp. 117, 119-20. 

" William C. Cockerham and Lawrence E. Cohen. "Volunteering for Foreign 
Combat Missions: An Attihidinal Study of U.S. Amy Paratroopers" Pacifie 
SocrOIogical Reviau 24.3 (1981), p. 329. 
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combat was to finish the mission. 'Lnis professionalism was closely foliowed by the 

attitude that the individual soldier had towards the army. Cockerham and Cohen 

found that discipiine was a "strong variable iduencing the predispositions of 

paratroopers to volunteer" for combat. The next factor that Muenceci combat 

motivation was the soldiet's perception of their own combat readiness. 'Ihey found 

that soldiers who displayed confidence in their training were much more d i n g  to 

volunteer. Other factors that iduenced combat motivation were race, rank (the 

higher the rank, the greater the motivation), age 6ounger soldiers were more eager 

to volunteer), and patnotic appeal. There was the admission by the authon of the 

importance of primary groups in the effectiveness of the soldiers, but, like Moskos, 

Cockerham and Cohen maintained that the primary group bonds were a result of 

combat, and therefore not a direct cause of combat motivation." 

Another study that reached the same conclusions as Moskos, Cockerham, and 

Cohen was Joseph Frank's study of American Civil War soldien. Frank found that 

feelings of patriotism and other sources of latent ideology were powerful sources of 

motivation for the soldien during the process of enlistment and the period before 

their first batdes? However, once the battles progresseci, ideology as a source of 

motivation dwinded The most important reason for staying and fighting after the 

initial battle for the soldier was a continuing and ever increasing sense of duty. 

31 Ibid., pp. 348-51. 

32 Joseph AUen Frank, "Profile of a Citizen Army: Shiloh's Soldien." A m d  
Forces unà Society 18.1 (1991), pp. 97, 99. 
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Patriotic rhetoric took a back seat to the feelings of honour and duty towards 

themselves and their unit (usuaiiy their regiment)? For Frank, ideology was the 

main motivator, and the primary group bonds resulted h m  combat, conclusions that 

Moskos, Cockerham, and Cohen reached However, Frank differentiated h m  them 

in one main point. Where Moskos, Cockerham, Cohen, and even Henderson would 

argue that ideology, whether latent or blatant, was a major m o t i v a t o r ~ g  combat, 

Frank maintained that ideology was forgotten once the battle began. 

Frank's position had been articulated earlier by Elliot Chodoff in his 

important study entitled "Ideology and Primary Gr~ups. ' '~  According to Chodoü, 

combat effectiveness is highly dependant upon the physical mhesion of the unit The 

rise of the primary group theory as a source of combat motivation came as a result 

of the satisfactory performance of combat units where ideological beliefs seemed 

weak or non-existent. For Chodoff, though, this did not explain how an army could 

maintain intact primary groups and still disintegrate under minimal external military 

stress, Iike the U.S. Anny in Vietnam. The generally adequate combat performance 

of the U.S. in Vietnam, along with the fact that the disintegration of the military 

occurred in non-combat situations (where soldiers rehsed to enter combat), implied 

that although strong primaiy group ties in wiits are central factors in in-combat 

motivation, they cannot foster or maintain pre-combat motivation. Chodoff 

" Ibid., pp. 99, 1054. 

" Elliot P. Chodoff, 
Sociely 9.4 (1983): 569-593. 

"Ideology and Primary Groups." Amed Forces and 
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maintained that ideology played the significant role in pre-combat motivation, while 

small group cohesion played the signïficant role in motivation during actual combat 

situations? 

For Chodoff, "the ideologically motivated soldier would be one who is 

motivated to fight by a cornplex belief system that defines the enemy, the goals of the 

confiict, and (to a certain degree) its nature." Coercion can get soldiers into battle, 

but if death or severe punishment is the only motivation for combat, the unit d l  

disintegrate almost immedîateiy upon the removal of the coercive force. Chodoff 

therefore believed that "[ildeology, as a source of motivation, remains a constant in 

the face of changing events and wntingencies. . . . Since the enemy is defmed in 

ideological terms, the ideologically motivated soldier views the conflict in an extreme 

manner. The confiict tends to be of an absolute nature and there are few if any 

mi tigating factors (such as human decency) ." An ideologically motivated soldier will 

more willingly enter a battle in a greater diversity of circumsuinces, including when 

the odds are stacked against them. The mmbined factors of ideology, patnotism, and 

commitrnent to one's social or political system will motivate a soldier to enter battle 

when coercion is absent, but these factors will exert little to no influence on the 

performance of the soldier." Combat performance is dependant on the strength of 

the primary group once the battle has begun. If the primary group is weak, no 

matter how highly motivated 

3s Md., pp. 573, 5767. 

" Ibid., pp. 578-82. 

the soldiers rnight be, the group wili ultimately be 



unsuccessful. 

Within the last two decades, though, many questions have arisen about the 

feasibiiity of continuing to use the primary p u p  argument concerning combat 

motivation. According to proponents of the primary group theory, any threat to the 

structure of the group should lead to disintegration of the unit. This position is 

backed up by studies iike the one doue by Amold Rose, who clearly showed a 

definite l i n .  between high rates of casualties and desertion by troopsn However, the 

primary group theory does not adequately explain how a unit that has suffered 

crippling casualties still can maintain some element of cohesion and effectiveness. 

Also, if the pnmary group theory was correct, there would be difficulty in explaining 

the obvious differences in morale and combat motivation between the various units 

of the same anned forces. According to Samuel Watson, primasr group loyalty is 

incredibly important, "but it would be dogmatic and ahistorical to assume that they 

were (or are) always dominant, or that the 'primaxy' group has always çorresponded 

solely to a soldier's imrnediate comrades."' 

The current trend in the literature concerning combat motivation has aimost 

exclusively dealt with the importance of ideology as the main motivator. The 

theoretical basis for this point of view was laid down by Stephen D. Wesbrook in his 

article entitled "Sociopoiitical Training in the Military: A Framework for Analysis." 

Rose, Arnold M. "The Social Psychology of Desertion h m  Combat" 
Amertcan Socwlogical RevMu 16 (1951), pp. 620, 622. 

" Samuel J. Watson, "Religion and Combat Motivation in the Confederate 
Amies." nie kmd of M i l i t q  Hktory 58 (January 1994). p. 31. 



According to Wesbrook, sociopolitical training is a pedagogic phenornenon. Quite 

ofien indoctrination dominates training, usually with the goal of influencing or 

controlling attitudes, opinions, and behaviour. The reasons for indoctrinating the 

rnilitary would be for social control, to use the military as a vehicle for improving 

national integration, and to improve combat motivation and effectiveness. Military 

sewice tends to produce national integration, and it can aid in htegrating both the 

gap between the elite and the masses (called vertical integration) and between 

different ethnic, cultural, and regional ciifferences (horizontal integration)." 

According to Wesbrook, there are two preconditions necessary if sociopolitical 

training is to be used in an integration role. Fint of all, the nation must have an 

articuiated ideology that enjoys substantial, if not majority, support. Secondly, the 

nation must have a level of institutionalization, which is defined as the process by 

which social and political organizations acquire value and stability. These 

preconditions are inherently contradictory, so sociopolitical training can only occur 

when "unusual circumstances" produce the conditions necessary for this type of 

training to be used in the integration r01e.~' 

Wesbrook maintains that successful military organizations in the 20th century 

have been normative organizations. Cornpliance with military demands has depended 

on the moral involvement of soldiers with a larger collectivity and the capabiîity of 

39 Stephen D. Wesbrook, "Sociopoiitical Training in the Militay: A 
Framework for Analysis." The PoIiticaf Educatwn of Soldgrn. ed by Morris Ianowitz 
and Stephen D. Wesbrook. (Beverly Hills : Sage, 1983) pp. 167, 24-5. 

40 Ibid., pp. 25-6. 
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leaden to apply normative power on this collective. The soldier's bonds with their 

nation must depend on their sense of national identity, their belief that the 

sociopolitical system is meeting the basic needs of most membea of society, and their 

acceptance of the national ideology. Comquentially, saciopditical training will have 

a central role in combat motivation and effectiveness in a normative structure? 

WesbrooKs implication in this article is clearly that if an army undergoes 

sociopoli tical training, this indoc trinated army will no t collapse, either physicalIy or 

psychologically, under the pressure of a battle. The only thing that would cause the 

disintegration of the anny would be technical inferiority." The concept of primary 

groups will mean nothing to the solder in this type of system, since ideology, and not 

group afinity, is the key to suivival and cohesion. 

A significant group of literature emerged detailing the links between ideology 

and the combat motivation of the Wehrmacht in the Second World War. It is both 

ironic and indicative of the difficulty inherent in developing a theory of combat 

motivation that the theory that the new group of literature is attempting to supplant, 

that of pnmary group motivation, emerged b m  the study of the sane Wehrmacht 

by Shils and Janowitz a few decades earlier. The fint major study that examined the 

implications of ideology as the major cause of combat motivation both before and 

during combat was Manfred Messerschmidt in his study entitled "The Wehrmacht 

and the Volbgeme~chafi'" in 1983. Messerschmidt examined the Gennan army 

41 Ibid., p. 36. 

42 Ibid., p. 49. 



£rom Hitler's nse to power in 1933 until the end of the Second World War and 

attempted to show how the Nazi ideological concept of Volkrgmeinschf'i served as 

a motivator for the army. According to Messerschmidt, by 1933 the Gennan rniiitary 

elite were "already Eiscinated by the idea of the Vok,meinsch<r," a philosophy that 

was grounded in the "classies" Society that was found in the trenches of the First 

Worfd War.' The views that the army traditionaiiy had from its Pnisso-German 

heritage "wincided perfectly as far as the VoIkr~meUtschhPf-Wehrpmeinschafi 

equation went with Hitler's own views," and since the Nazis viewed the ideal 

organization of the state was the Nazi party and its We~tcutschauung serving both the 

military and political leadership, the National Socialists took upan themselves the 

tasks of "educating 'Gennan Man' and of building the foundations of the 

Volhgemevtschafi," in institutions like the Hitler Youth and the Wehrmacht." 

Messerschmidt points out that this ideological education on the pnnciples of 

the VoZkrgerneUrrhaft meant that the soldier's education had to relate to the so-called 

43 Manfred Messerschmidt, "The Wehmüicht and the Volksgerneinschaft.." 
tram by Anthony Wells. JO& of Contemprary History 18 (1983): 719-744. 
Volhgemetnschafr, means "people's comrnunity" or "national cornmunity," and it 
referred to the National SoQaiist ideology roughly moulded after the "trench 
socialism" of World War One, "a national community whose social harmony, unity, 
and political authority rested on the indoctrination of people h m  al1 wdks of iife, 
thus transcending class confiict" See Stephen G. Fritz, "'We are trying . . . to 
change the face of the world' - Ideology and Motivation in the Wehrmacht on the 
Eastern Front: The View h m  Below." Thc Joumd of Military Wïsroty 60 (October 
1996)' p. 686. 

Messerschmidt, pp. 719, 731. 

45 Ibid., pp. 721-3. 
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racial foundations of the Volk? In the V o l b  and Wehrgiemeinschajt there was no 

room for the "precious individual sellu since the Nazi dennition of cammunity 

(gemeinschqfk) did not reflect the pluralist dennition of society, but tather it rneant 

the "uniîy" of the leader and the led  During the twelve year relationship between 

Hitler and National Socialism and the Wehrmacht, the concepts of race, the "Führer" 

principle, and Vol&sgemeinrchujt dominated throughout. ïhe larger that the 

Wehrmacht grew and the more it reflected the VoIkr$emeinrckzjt, the more 

homogeneously it fitted into Hitler's system of de." Consequently, the G e m a n  

soldien were motivated to fight in order to hilm this notion of Volhgiellceirischaf, 

and the concept of VoihgernernSchajt gave the Wehrmacht a clear conscience about 

their actions against the Russians in particdar. 

The historian who has done the most work in examining the importance of 

ideology in the combat motivation of soldiers is Omer Bartov. Like Messerschmidt, 

Bartov's research has focused on the Wehrmacht, but Bartw has narrowed his work 

by examining the conflict between Germany and Russia on the Eastern Front He  

has written that the element of ideology had been overlooked because the issue of 

motivation is essentially unquantifiable."' There is no doubt i ~ .  his mind that soldiers 

were attached to primary groups, but the primaiy groups were in some respects the 

"precise opposite of the one presented by the original theory, for it is very much the 

" Ibid., pp. 728-730. 

" Omer Bartov, "Indoctnnation and Motivation in the Wehnnacht: The 
Importance of the Unquantifiable." Jownal of Siretegic S&S 9 (1986): 16-34. 



product not merely of social ties but also of ideologicd intemali~ation'"~ According 

to Bartov, it is "difficult to speak of a more or less stable 'pnmary gmup' in a division 

which suffered between 200 and 300 per cent wualties within the space of about 

three yean of fightingnso Ideology graduaily came to be the main means of 

motivation, especially for the soldiers on the Eastern Front, because the mounting 

casualties were destroying the pnmary groups. The ideologicai motivators were 

present in the National Socialist Weltanschauung presented to them before the war, 

but it was the refinement of these views by the £kt-hand expenence of the war that 

gave them a preeminence. The National Socialist political leaders and the leaders 

within the German A r m y  knew the crucial role that political indoctrination had in 

motivating the soldiers, especially in the East This indoctrination was not meant to 

make them good Nazis, but rather it was meant for practical purposes, which 

included convincing the soldiea that they were fighting for a good cause and that 

they were defending the Volk h m  the "devilish plans of their enemies. This effort 

was stepped up when it became clear that the Germans were not going to win the 

conflict in order that the soldien would continue to press on against insurnountable 

odds." Consequently, "Nazi indoctrination in fact had a major and insufficiently 

Omer Bartov, "Soldiers, Nazis, and War in the Third Reich." Joumd of 
Modem History 63 (March 1991): p. 49. 

Omer Bartov, nie Eustem Front, 19441-43 Gman Troops and the 
Bnrburisution of Wqfiàre. (New York : St. Martin's Press, 1986) p. 36. 

'' Omer Bartov, "Daily Liie and Motivation in War: The Wehntlc~cht in the 
Soviet Union." J o d  of S~rategk Shrdics 12 (1989): pp. 2067, 211. 



acknowledged impact on the perception of reality of aii ranks in the G m ~ n  army 

dunng the ~ a r . ' " ~  

The Geman Wehrmacht is not the only example of a müitaiy force that 

scholars have determined to rely on ideology for their combat motivation. John 

Hammond's study dealt with the education of troops by the Farabundo Marti 

National Liberation Front (FMLN) of El Salvador. Thes t r ~ ~ p b  were gencrally 

illiterate famers with little to no formal educational training. The FMLN leaders 

believed that in order to develop an effective lighting force, they first needed to 

produce a inteiiectuaily competent one as well. Along with inteliectual educational 

training, though, an extreme emphasis was placed on the ideological training of the 

recmits. Political orientation was seen by the FMLN as a means of reinforcing the 

motivation of the soldiers to fight The relative importance that the FMLN leaders 

placed on political orientation is the fact that this ideological indoctrination took 

place evely day, which was more often than the literary classes met" 

There is a body of literature, albeit smail, that attempts to view combat 

motivation as neither a derivative of either prirnary group interaction nor of 

ideological indoctrination. John Ballard and Aliecia McDowell published a study in 

1991 that examined how hate codd be a possible motivator for soldiers, as reilected 

52 Orner Bartov, Hirla's Anny: Sol&ts, N d ,  and Ww in the mird Reich. 
(New York : Oxford University Press, 1992) p. 137. Bartov's work haî subsequently 
been endoned by scholars such as Fritz and Iürgen Forster. A complete examination 
of their views can be found in Chapter 4. 

" John L. Harnmonâ, "Popular Education in the Salvadonan Guemlla Anny." 
Humun OgMUarion 55.4 (1996). pp. 436, 440-1. 



in Iiterature. They discovered that hate indoctrination could have positive effects in 

the combat motivation of a soldier. Hate is a force multiplier, so if a soldier hates 

their enemy, they will want to fight and the actuai kdling of their hated enemy will 

not be a disreputable proposition? 

Another study that rehites the iiterahxre on primary groups and ideology was 

conducted by Victor Madej. He asserted that German motivation and cohesion in 

combat dunng the Second World War was a direct result of militaiy ski11 and 

eficiency. He asserted that "there is some evidence that military effectiveness 

resulted from societal values prevalent in the Nazi state but the most obvious and 

direct cause of the pnmary group cohesion described by Shils and Janowitz was 

military success early in the war."" He also believed that "societal factors may inspire 

success but only the proper use of weaponry can translate motivation into realit~."'~ 

In essence, Madej asserted that combat motivation among any army was directly 

linked to their weaponry, and as long as one army holds a technical supremacy over 

their enemy, they will be more highly motivated to fight. 

As mentioned earlier, there have oniy been two scholars who have attempted 

54 The contrary view perceived hate indoctnnation as having negative effects. 
According to the literature, hate indoctnnation may fuel militarily unnecessary 
escalations in hostilities, which could Iead to disdain for combat. Baliard and 
McDowell also dispute the claim that hate indoctrination produces effective combat 
motivation, since there is no soiid body of empirical research that supports the 
assertions. See John k Ballard and Aiietia J. McDowell, "Hate and Combat 
Behaviour." A m d  Forces Md Society 17.2 (1991): 229-241. 

'' W. Victor Madej, "Effectiveness and Cohesion of the German Ground 
Forces in Wodd War IL" I o d  ofPofiticai und Mi1it.y Sociology 6 (19'78). p. 234. 
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to explain combat motivation in a holistic hmework. The Erst was Anthony KelIett, 

who published Cornbot Motivation: The Behmww of SoldiPn in Battle in 1982. 

Although his book relies stmngly on the theories concerning primary groups (since 

that was the prevailing trend in the literature at that time), Keliett did not place 

undue emphasis on it as the prime motivator of troops. He even acknowledged that 

the emphasis on the primary group thesis bas greatly distracted researchers b m  

other factors contributing ta combat motivation." His treatment of ideology as a 

factor of combat motivation also reflects the trend of literature at the time; Kellett 

believed that the role of ideology in motivation lost importance to the soldier after 

the Victonan era, and he rehited the daims that soldien kom totalitanan States Qike 

Nazi Gennany and Soviet Russia) were ideologicaiiy motivated by quoting Shils and 

Janowitz." However, Kellett's study is quite important for the scope that it 

encornpassed. 

Kellett did not addres some of the specific individual psychological theones 

respecting motivation and behaviour, like instincts and drives, hstration, 

invigoration, and self-actualization. Instead, he focused on theones that would tend 

to explain the actions of the collective in reference to the individual. For Kellett, 

combat motivation could not be boiled down into one or two compact theones. The 

major factors that Kellett detennined as being important to combat motivation were 

the primary group, unit esprit, manpower allocation and the effect of different 

fi Anthony Kellett, Combat Motivatron, 1982, p. 97. 

Ibid, pp. 167-74. 



rotation policies, socialization and the transmission of values by society andor the 

military establishment, effectiveness of training, discipline, effectiveness of leadership, 

ideology, rewards, preconceptions of combat, varying aspects of combat, combat 

stress, and combat behaviour. He stated that: 

Interpreîations that stress such factors as discipline, leadership, esprit, and 
patnotism are w t  as anachronistic as they have sometimes been made to 
appear. Alsa, the innuence of the primary group, while of major importance, 
has suffered h m  interpretations that have ignored or underemphasized the 
interplay of other factors. A holistic approach, combining individual, 
organizational, and social factors with situational ones, offen a more cbmplete 
explanation of combat motivation?' 

Keliett's study is important because it has taken the issue of combat 

motivation to the point that it is impractical and quite incorrect to view it as the 

result of a single issue. Alîhough this does not invalidate the earlier work of 

Janowitz or the later studies of Bartov, it has placed them in a more accurate 

context. As Kellett asserted, combat motivation tends to be strongly situati~nal.~ 

Combat motivation differs Erom war to war, Born nation to nation, from army to 

army, division to division, regiment to regiment, platoon to platoon, and £rom year 

to year. It is precisely this reason why i t  is erroneous to develop a single issue theoiy 

on combat motivation and expect it to apply in every combat situation. Kellett has 

shown the pluralism of factors that he believes are evident in every combat situation, 

and it is each individual situation which will define what the relative importance of 

each factor will be. 

59 Ibid., p. 333. 

* Ibid., p. 319. 
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The other scholar who has attempted to develop a theory conceming combat 

motivation is John Keegan. Keegan's theory ciiffers b m  Keiiett in the manner in 

which they were developed Where Keliett set out to gather specific evidence nom 

the literature to develop his theary, Keegan based his on  his lifetime of reading, 

writing, and discusshg &Mary history. Keegan's theory is not as weil-documented 

as Kellett's, but that is typical of the synthesizing nature of Keegan's writings 

For Keegan, combat motivation encompasses seven parts. The 6 a t  is that the 

soldier is induced to go into battle. ï h i s  inducement can take on the fom of 

material rewards, like booty, plunder, and medals, or it can take on the fom of 

emotional rewards, like emotional support from the soldier's family, friends, and 

society. The second part is coercion. Every soldier is forced to fight, either through 

direct physical means or through moral coercion, where the soldier feels a sense of 

shame from his cornrades, farnily, o r  nation for not fighting. The third element of 

his theory is narcosis. Since combat is unnatural, efforts are made to suppress the 

senses of the soldier to the nsks involved This is usually done through alcohol or 

drugs. 

The fourth element is cailed the "Big Man." This is the name given to the 

soldier who is the embodiment of the perceived notion of the ideal saldier. He is the 

"star" of the batdefield, one who "brings combat alive" though his actions on the field. 

The fi@ element, mimicry. is directly related to the concept of the "Big Man." 

Other soldiers, seeing the example of the "Big Man," decide that they want to 

emulate his exampie. The sixth element is the mechanistic impulses of cruelty, 
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kenzy, and fan-, that is, the "evil" feelings that ail soldien tend to feel at one tirne 

or another, and each element tends to feed off of the other and gain strength. The 

last element to Keegan's theoiy of combat motivation is honour. Al1 soldiers fight 

for honour, wherever their loyalties lie. Keegan emphasized that this mode1 is not 

complete, but it is a start in understanding holisticaiiy why men are rnotivated for 

~0rnbat.6~ 

The issue of where fanatics fit into these studies is crucial to this investigation. 

Kellett concluded that combat motivation should "be seen as a continuum, with 

dedicated and aggressive soldiers at one end, potential defectors at the other, and the 

remainder (perhaps a majority) somewhere between," but this present study seeb  to 

address the combat motivation of soldiers who fa11 outside of this theoretical 

continuum." Although the emphasis of the above studies were mainly directed 

towards conscripted amies, some scholars did mention the implications that fanatics 

could bnng to their findings. Janowitz, as mentioned earlier, believed that Nazi "hard 

cores" were fanatical patnots who had become semi-ideologues as a result of their 

paramilitaxy expenence. The source of their fanaticism was not ideology, but a 

wholehearted acceptance of the militaxy and organizational practices that stressed 

toughness, comradeliness, and group ~oüdar i ty .~~ Chodoff believed that strong 

primary group ties and strong ideological beliefs may combine in some uni& and 

61 Keegan, 'Towards a Theory of Combat Motivation," 1997, pp. 5-11. 

62 Kellett, p. 331. 

a Sanowitz, 1974, p. 28; Janowitz, 1983, p. 64. 
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overlap as motivational factors in respect to combat, which in turn wodd lead to 

enhanced combat effectiveness and a greater willingness on the part of the soldien 

to engage in battle. According to Chodo$ "prirnary group associations in these uni& 

are fostered by orga-tional ideologies that generally teach the men to view each 

other as brothers and to rely closely on one another in and out of combat."' 

Although not expressively identifying îhese groups as being fimatical, it is probable 

that fanatical soldiers (as well as elites) would fall into this category. Finally, 

Wesbrook stated that sociopolitical indoctrination would be extrernely effective on 

those who possess a highly symbolic national cornmitment. These people would be 

characterized as ideologues, true believers, or superpatriots6-' Fanatical soldiers 

would definitely fa11 into this category, meaning that al1 of WesbrooKs assertions 

should hold true to them. 

There has been a clear progression in the literature conceming combat 

motivation. Most scholars either hold that ideology is the prime motivator, that 

prirnary groups explain best the will of a solder to engage in combat, or a 

combination of the two. However, the most useful studies, and the most accurate 

ones, are the holistic studies done by Keegan and Keliett. The following chapters 

will follow the example of Keegan and Kellett by explaining the combat motivation 

of fanatical soldiers in a holistic fashion. It will become readily apparent, however, 

that ideology will play a major role in explaining why fanatics fight. This is not to 

~ - 

" Chodoff, p. 587. 

Wesbrook, pp. 44-5. 
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invalidate the pioneering work of Ianowitz and others; rather, as the evïdence will 

show, ideology played a major part in the socialization, the recruitment, and the 

training of the 12th SS Panzer Division. As Keliett asserts, combat motivation is 

situational, and in this situation ideology wili play a bigger role than divisional pride, 

weaponry, or even smaU groups. However, since these factors are important, and this 

snidy is holistic, these elemenu will be placed in their proper perspective for thîs 

study. One must begin the story, though, of the 12th SS Panzer Division HitIwugend 

as a tale of systematic indoctrination for a questionable purpose. 



Blind Obedience and Unquestioning Faith: 
Ideological Indoctrination and the Quest for the 

Development of a Fanatic 

A fine Iine exists between a hnatical unit and one that is merely an elite 

organization. Indeed, the fighting styles are somewhat similar; both fanatics and 

elites are feared and tough fightea who often take what some would call unnecessary 

risks during combat. Both are proud in their abilities to fight, and both have 

excellent combat training and leadership that make them quite effective in the field. 

The difference between the two cannot be found purely in fighting ability, training, 

and leadership; as it will be later shown, in these aspects of combat the difference 

between elites and fanatics ml1 be almost impossible to detemine. The defining 

factor that makes one unit elite and the other fanatical can be found in the unit's 

adherence to a specific ideology. Both the elite soldier and the fanatical soldier 

would have been exposed to some form of ideology in order to give their combat a 

sense of higher m e a ~ n g  and thereby enhance their combat motivation, but the levels 

of ideological indoctnnation present in the training of the fanatic reach levels that 

effectively re-socialize the individual into highly dedicated and devoted fighter, 

apparently devoid of any common sense. In fact, the difference behveen the fanatic 

and the elite can usually be seen on the battlefield. Whereas the elite soldier, when 
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faced with an untenable situation, would retreat o r  surrender, the fanatic would 

rather die than do either. 

The claim that political ideology and ideological indoctrination "has but an 

incidental importance in the whole of fighting motivation"' is questionable at best, 

especially for fanatical soldiers and especiaily when one considen the example of the 

12th SS. When Adolf Hitler and his Nationui.wrial&tI'sche Deuls~hc Arbeirepwteei 

(NSDAP - National Socialist German Workers Party) came to power in Gennan on 

30 January 1933, he implemented a senes of measures whose purpose was for the 

effective indoctrination of the population, and especiaily the youth, in the National 

Socialist Weltamchauung. The main purpose for this ideological training was to 

produce a generation of fanatical soldiers who would follow the directives of Hitler 

unquestioningly. Indeed, the fanatical actions on the battlefield of these young 

soldiers would not have been possible if these actions were not a part of the cultural 

values internalized during the formative years of their childhood. The presence of 

these actions indicates the degree to which the Nazi ideological indoctrination was 

successful. The huo main elements of the ideology that contnbuted the most to the 

fanatical nature of the 12th SS, namely the quest for the Volksgemeimchaft and the 

love of the Führer, will be discussed in the next chapter. The purpose of this chapter 

is to examine the measures that the National Socialists implemented in order to 

indoctrinate the youth of Gennany, the amy,  and the 12th SS itself. A fanatical 

soldier does not exist outside of the realm of ideology, so consequently the 

Wilfred von Bredow, "The West-Gerrnan BwIciesweW1, 1971, p. 114. 



ideoiogical incloctrination of a fanatic has more than "an incidental importance" in 

their combat motivation. 

Almost irnrnediately after assuming power, the National Socialist govermnent 

directed its attention to what it perceived to be a faulty educational system in the 

sense that it did not teach the National Socialist Weft~~~~chauwrg. Historian R W .  

Koch asserted that the German educationd system of the nineteenth century failed 

in that it could not develop and form independently-thinking students2 The legacy 

of this failure reemerged in the Third Reich, and this made it possible for the Nazis 

to indoctrinate its youth more eEectively. Hitler was more than eager to exploit this 

tradition of failure. Indeed, the Nazi prescription for the upbringing of Gemany's 

youth was to make it into the form of a "religious edu~ation."~ The new function of 

the schools could be defined as "the education of youth for the seMce of Volk and 

state in the National Socialist spirit.'I4 Blackbum stated: 

Because the struggie for survival was the source of hurnan progress, education 
was intended to equip the individual to prevail in this cornpetition. Because 
struggle preordained the triumph of the strong and justified the elimination 
of the weak, education must ghnb the slie qun non of racial supremacy: 
ha rdness? 

The education system was changed to reflect the new goal of educating the Gennan 

H. W. Koch, nie Hitler Youth: On@s and Development, 1922-45. (London 
: Macdonald and Jane's, 1975) p. 23. 

Gilmer W. Blackbum, Education in the Thad Reich: Race und Wistory VI N M  
Tkxtbooks. (New York : State University, 1985) p. 78. 

Koch, p. 168. 

Blackbum, p. 35. 
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youth for membership in the new racial community and in developing a full 

cornmimient to Hitler on the part of the childred 

The method by which this was to be done was clearly laid out by the National 

Socialist government The teachea were to take a definite anti-intellectual attitude 

into the ciassroom. Instead of promoting inteilectual growth, teachea were directed 

to encourage and produce character in youth within the fnunework of the Natbnai 

Sociaiist Weltamchatuing. The development of character depended on the teaching 

of the pnnciples of struggle and codict, and wnsequently Nazi educators "adopted 

the poli tical soldier as the personi fication of the ideal German." Indeed, educational 

guidelines put forth by Dr. Wilhelm Frank on 9 May 1933 stated that the product of 

the schools was to be "the political man who is rooted in al1 thought and action to 

seiving and sacrificing for his people," and who is deeply cornrnitted to both the 

history and the hture of his people.' The National Socialist government had to 

change the school curriculum in order to reach its goals of ideological indoctrination. 

One possible stumbling point that the Nazis had to consider when 

implementing their educationsl "reforms" was the reactions of teachers to their plans. 

However, this potential problem was soon eliminated by a purge of the teaching 

profession. Almost immediateiy alter the National Socialist government came to 

power, the Nazis systematically went through the ranks of the teachea and removed 

anyone who they perceived rnight be a problem in the implementation of their new 

Ibid., p. 37. 

' Ibid., pp. 94-7. 



educational philosophy, like the older generation of teachers and Jews. After these 

purges, work done for the NSDAP was often taken into consideration when hiring 

decisions were made. As a resuit of the purges and this new hiring practice, many 

of the new replacements were ohen better National Socialists than they were 

teachen.' As early as 1936, before the moratorium on membership to the NSDAP 

was lifteci, thirty-two percent of the teachers were Nazi Party mernbers. This rate was 

twice that of the Civil Semce? Even in places which were predominately Catholic, 

where much of the opposition to Hitler couid be found, the Nazification of the 

educators was profound In a sample of 130 teachen from Altotting, Upper Bavaria, 

taken on 15 February 1939, it was found that 65% of them were Party members and 

28% of them were Party fbncti~nanes.'~ By the end of the war, ninety-seven percent 

of al1 teachers were enrolled in the National Socialist Teacher's Association 

(NationaLsoriaIiStiiche Leherbund, or NSLB). 

These statistics have little meaning unless one considers the extent in which 

the new teaching professionals were indoctrinated themselves. It was stated that the 

teacher 

is not just an instructor and a transmitter of knowledge. He  is more than 
that. He is a soldier, semng on the cultural-political front of National 

* Koch, pp 168-72. 

9 Hitler had imposed a moratorium on Party membership soon after he came 
to power in order to identi$ those who had been loyal to him before he became 
Chancellor. See Richard Grunberger, A Socid Hirtory of the niW Rekh. (New 
York : Penguin Books, 1983) p. 364. 

'O Ian Kershaw, Populcr Opinion and Political Diuent in the mlhad Reich: 
BavaM 193301945. ( M o r d  : Clarendon, 1983) p. 145, 



Socialism. . . . The task of the Gennan educator is to form human souls.'l 

Another example of this type of thought can be found in the words of L Grünberg, 

the principal of the Augusta State School in Berlin, who wrote in 1934: 

We German educators must nd ourselves aitogether of the notion that we are 
primarily transmitters of Lmowledge. A coming clash of arms will be the test 
of whether the German teaching profession has become a usehil member of 
the Gerrnan people in the Third Reich? 

To secure the acceptance of this new philosophy of teaching, the Nazis ewured that 

by 1938 two-thirds of the entire teaching force had taken part in a special camp 

where they were instmcted on how to teach in the National Socialist Welfamchauu11g. 

The emphasis of these compdsory one-month courses was on enforced youthfulness, 

the intention being that the teachen would feel quite a bit doser to their students 

once they renimed.* 

Hand-in-hand with the anti-intellectual attitude that the National Socialkt 

educaton encouraged to their pupils was the emphasis that the youth should be 

instnicted to believe whole-heartedly in the National Socialist Weittmschaucrng ather 

than to examine it critically. Even Hitler himself stated that the "youth [should] not 

leam anything else other than to think Gennan, [and] to act Gennan."" This 

emphasis on belicf over critical thought was stressed throughout the life of the child 

" Hermann Mauss, "On Festivities in the School," quoted in George L Mosse, 
Nazi Culture: IntelIectual, Cultural, and Social Lifie k the Thini Re&. tram. by 
Salvator Attanasio and others. (New York : Grosset and Dunlap, 1966) p. 127. 

l2 L Grünberg, T h e  Test," quoted in Mosse, p. 280. 

l3 Grunberger. p. 365. 

l4 Koch, p. 127. 
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to adulthood. Even in the amy, soldien were not called upon to understand the 

N d  WeZtculschuwrg, rather, it was stressed that they had to believe in i t u  The 

tradition of believing in something that had been transmitted to them by their leader 

unquestioningly was to have a profound effect on the transformation of the boys of 

the 12th SS bom elite fighters into fanatics. Indeed, one could make the case that 

this tradition had made them fanatics even before they volunteered for service in the 

SS. Because of the inability to think cntically, the youth of Germany were 

susceptible to whatever the Nazified educators decided to teach them. If they were 

told that they should fight radically and die wiliingly for Hitler, and nobody was there 

to encourage them to think criticaiiy about that command, they would intemalize that 

belief to the point where they would actually believe that it was the right thing to do. 
8 

That is exactly what happened to the boys of the 12th SS. 

The education in the National Socialist Weltumchauung took many coercive 

forms. For example, there is considerable evidence that there was a constant effort 

to remove children from religious instruction classes and instead place them into 

ideological instruction classes. The students were given a choice as to whether or not 

they wanted to attend this new course, but they were informed that religious 

instruction would not be noted on their annual progress reports. They were also 

informed that in order to be admitted into a higher school later, they would be tested 

in ideology, but not in religion. Other subtle methods for getting children to attend 

the ideology classes were to make the alternatives impossibly difficult. In one 

l5 Orner Bartov, nit Eastern Front, 1986, p. 93. 
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example, the students of one seventh-grade class who did not attend the ideological 

instruction class were sent to a spelling lesson, where the test was so hard and the 

results so poor those who took the test were forced to stay after school for over two 

houa. Their cornrades in the ideology classes did not face this discipline.16 In this 

way the National Socialist regime was able to effectively dictate to the youth with 

acadernic aspirations the nanow range of murses that they would need (mainly 

National Socialist ideology courses) in order to control their minds. 

With the very young children, this process was intensifie4 especially in regards 

to racial teaching. Young children were to be taught that by sticking together and 

not mixing their blood, the Aryan race would overcome and dominate the other 

undesirable races. The children were told that effort would overcome the bad, and 

that the "sick and the bad must die so that the good and the efficient can live 

again."" It is interesting to note that in his history of the 12th SS, Hubert Meyer 

recorded an instance when one company started to panic, an occurrence that was 

rare within the division. Their panic came when they realized that the opponents 

who were dnving thern back were ail black.18 This "crisis" is a prime indicator of how 

successful the racial teachings in the classrnom were internalized, where it was taught 

races, including blacks. 

Front of the youngster's 

that the "pure" Aryan was superior in every way to al1 other 

Conhision came when a supposed truth was rehrted right in 

. - 

l6 'To Capture Youth," in Mosse, pp. 250-3. 

l7 Aifred Endt, RassepIitirche Erzkhung in der Volkuchde. (Leipzig : Verlag 
der Diimchen Buchhadlung, 1938) pp. 17-8. 

l8 Hubert Meyer, nie Hktory of the 12. SS-Pcuuer&wn Hitlerjugend, p. 189. 



eyes. 

One of the more successful rnethods that the educators used in maintaining 

the anti-inteliectual basis of education was througb ceasorship. Both the NSLB and 

Main Office of Literature of the Nazi Cultural Office were involved the censorship 

process, regularly issuing Lists of recornrnended books that shouid be read for "further 

enlightenrnentN* The main task of the Main Office of Literahire, acmrding to 

Rainer Schlosser, was "to provide a creative stimulus to the memben of the Reich 

Youth Leadership Organization, to give advice, whenever necessary, and to lead 

young people efficiently toward service for the Geman Volk community."" Their 

complex censorship structure was answered by the NSLB, whose policies in this 

regard were to work towards the education of al1 mernbers of the National Socialist 

Teachers Association in the spirit of National Socialism, to support the government 

and Hitler's will, and to cooperate in regard to the examination and censorship of al1 

German children's books." Kamenetsky claimed that the rivalry between these 

organizations led to stronger censorship, since each organization would try to gain 

Party favour by producing recornmended 

competitor." 

reading lists that "out-Nazifiedl' their 

l9 Koch, p. 139; Christa Kamenetsky, 
The Cultural Policy of National Socialirm. 
1984) pp. 241-3. 

" Quoted in Kamenetsky, p. 241. 

" Ibid., p. 241-2. 

Chilriien's L i reru î~~~ in Hirln's Germany: 
(Athens, OH : Ohio University Press, 

Ibid., p. 243. 
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This censorship cornpetition would have severe oonsequences on the education 

of the German chüd dunng the Nazi era. In the beginning of the National Socialist 

reign, the Nazi educaton began a "large s a l e  pdping" of Weimar era textbooks, 

creating a partial vacuum for educators. Replacements for these textbooks tmk the 

forms of pamphlets developed by the Nazi educational leaders, which were 

unsurprisingly biased to the National Sociaüst WeI~chauung." After close 

coordination between the Nazi Party and the Ministry of Education, new textbooks 

were produced in 1938 with the same biases. The Reich government issued a 

directive to textbook writers that the past was to be used as a tool to "wnvert the 

doubters and unbelievers," and also to silence the critics of National Socialist 

domination. As a result of the previous years of indoctnnation, it was reported that 

many of the youth responded to the new textbooks "with great enthusiasm."" 

Under the directives given to the writers, textbooks had to conform to five 

main ideological principles. They were: Blood and Soil, Leadership and 

Followership, Honour and Loyalty, Service and Sacrifice, and Struggle and WorkS2' 

Because of these guidelines, the subject that lended itself to be most easily re- 

interpreted was history, which became an indispensable tool in propagating the 

National Socialist Weltmchawuig. As a result of this, after 1933 Hitler ordered an 

increase in class time specializing in history, and the reduction of electives and 

" Grunberger, p. 376. 

Mosse, p. 264; Blackburn, p. 36. 

Kamenetsky, p. 187. 
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religious ins t~c t ion .~  Along with this new educational philosaphy came a profound 

degeneration in science and math within the ~chools.~ 

The discipline of history was changed and reinterpreted so that it could seive 

the National Socialist mandate of ideological indoctrination." Nazis insisted that 

students should not study history of individuals, but rather the history of "Gemans." 

The textbooks were embedded with both a tone of urgency and a preocnipation with 

death and sacrifice. According to Blackbum, the main purpose of the study of this 

type of history was to prepare the student for mass action." One of the most prolific 

wnters of history textbooks was Dietrich Klagges, who beiieved that the meaning of 

history could be surnmed up by five principles: 1) life is stnig%e; 2) the individual is 

nothing without the Führer, 3) the Volk is the future; 4) compatnots are cornrades 

of fate; and 5) the blood is the most valuable inheritance? E-very historical k t  was 

twist ed and warped in order to confonn to the National Socialist WeItamchauzutg. 

Even the beginning of the Second World War was reinterpreted in order to conform 

to the ideological pnnciples developed by the Ministry of Education. Gennany's 

invasion of Poland was recorded as the response of Hitler to Polish atrocities againa 

Gemans, like torture, slaughter (a tiare of 60,000 Gennan dead was provided as 

Blackbum, p. 35. 

" Koch, p. 174. 

Ibid., p. 146. 

Blackburn, pp. 34-5. 

Ibid., p. 38. 
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prooE), and (horror above al1 horrors) the "fact" that Gemian youth were made to 

attend Polish schools." 

Textbooks were not the only "educationaln material that was distributed to in 

order to indoctrinate the Geman youth. The Nazis also produced a purpanedly 

academic journal entitled Wülc und Mocht Fiihremrgrur &r nationaIsot24listischen 

Jugend for distribution to al1 members of the Hitler Youth. Through book reviews 

and articles like "The New Iran," "Shakespeare 1940," and "The Infantry - King of the 

Battlefield," WdZe und M i h t  gave the Hitler Youth an officia1 publication with the 

National Socialist interpretation of things Like histoiy, religion, war, art, music, 

literature, and foreign affairs. Coupled with their education in the schools the 

Geman  youth were thoroughly indoctrinated in academic matten by the time they 

reached adulthood, 

However, Nazi ideological indoctrination did not Iirnit itself to academic 

textbooks. Eveiy aspect of children's literature, from fairy tales to aadvnture books, 

was censored and regdated For example, detective stones and crime mystenes were 

not seen as desirable, since their characters did not possess the heroic qualities of a 

war hero. Also, "Red Indian" fiction was undesirable since it did not fit into the 

National Socialist racial Aspects of National Socialist doctrine that were 

deemed to be important for children to know and believe in were included in bath 

literature and in grade-school reading primers. Not only were the pnmers teaching 

'' Ibid., p. 46. 

'* Koch, pp. 140, 159. 
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children to read, which is traditionally the main purpose of them, but these Nazi 

primers were familiarizhg and indoctrinating the child kom the age when they first 

started reading with the basic message of National ~ocialism." Other literature, like 

children's fables, were fiiled with rousing stories of Germany's martial @ory and 

heroic deeds. Six and men-yearolds' stones about robiw, flowers, and rabbits were 

intempted by stones about anned calurnns of banle-hardened veteans in fidl 

combat gear.' Children's iiterahire was also filled with exhortations for children to 

do their part for the Fatherland, and to glo* and follow Hitler's commands for 

them. For example, one author expressed to the child reader that by chwsing Hitler, 

Gemans have chosen life over death. This deification of Hitler, essentially 

portraying him as Christ incarnate, would have built upon accepted and familiar 

Christian forms of imagery and rhetonc. In retum for Hitler's nile, Gennans were 

supposed to be thankful for al1 that Hitler had done for them, and the best way to 

do that was to follow his wishes? 

By far the most common and key theme within textbooks and children's 

literature was the glorification of combat. According to Koch, within the Eramework 

of ideological training, war-generated literature was the most important tool in 

National Socialist üterature's arsenal. From the Nari point of view, the First World 

War was "an ovenvhelming assertion by the German people of their rïght to live, an 

Y Blackburn, p. 39. 

" Herbert Seehoffer, Mir &m F u h w  wrterwep. (München : M. MlIer und 
Sohn, 1939) p. 223. 



activation of al1 racial resaurces." By focusing on these themes, the Nazis were able 

to use war literature to their advantage? Since the core of the National Socialist's 

educational program was war, the focus on education was seen as a preparation for 

rnilitary service. This goal was seen as a "Gennan struggie for liberty? Through 

this, youth were indoctnnated to give their lives willingly for their country.' 

The main source for the stories of this type of Literature was the Ge- 

soldier's experiences within the trenches of the First World War. These expenences 

held a large reservoir of ideas for educators, especiaiiy the stones of Hitler's "heroic" 

deeds in the front line. One example of the literature of this fonn can be found in 

an excerpt Erom a textbook that described the Battle of Ypres in 1914: 

Then somebody broke into "Gemany, Germany Over AU!" And soon the 
Song was transrnitted h m  Company to company, Gennany's youth stonned 
singing to their deaths. . . . n i e  war volunteers had shown that they 
understood death exactly as did the old soldiers. In the machine guns' hail of 
iron they had al1 become comrades: workers, students, and journeymen. In 
battle as in the dawn oE death the faith of a new beautiful Germany had 
ansen in them. This faith gave them the strength to conquer in a superhuman 
fashion everything that now muid stifl 

Another prevailing theme in the war literature was one of urgency. The emphasis 

was on the volunteer to be ready to serve and not to be late in volunteering for the 

Fatherland An example of this can be found in another textbook quoted in 

- -  - - 

' Koch, pp. 148-9. 

" Ibid.. p. 151; Blackburn, p. 102. 

Blackbum, p. 127. Other methods used for this end, besides literature, were 
militarized sports, the effort in retuming youth to nature, and through teaching 
military senice. 

39 Quoted in Blackburn, p. 42. 



Blackburn: 

Tens of thousands of scholars, students, workers, seventeen-year-olds and men 
in offices and professions drove themselves in enthusiastic crowds to the 
camps in order to report as volunteers Their ody  fear: not to be accepted 
or to be too late? 

Once the Germans invaded Russia, there emerged a new source for "romantic" war 

literature. The book n i e  Buifle of Tmenbeg ,  intended for fourteen-year-olds, 

included the following excerpt: "A Russian saldier tned to bar the infiltrator's way, 

but Otto's bayonet slid gratingly b e ~ e e n  the Russian's ribs, so that he collapsed 

groaning. There lays before him, simple and distinguished, his dream's desire, the 

iron Cro~s."~' 

An education with war at its core, the anti-intellectual trend among the 

educators, the emphasis on character over intellect, and the emphasis in belief over 

thought served to produce a generation of militant foilowers. There was a feeling 

among National Socialist theoreticians that a well-educated individual with few 

endearing physical characteristics was of less value to the community than the 

minimally educated person who was physically fit and possessed both a solid 

character and wilip~wer,'~ and this system of education served ta produce such an 

individual. 

Ibid., p. 43. Grunberger records that many of the youth who were too 
young to fight during the lightening victories of the beginning of the war experienced 
feelings of acute fnistration. See Grunberger, p. 346. 

" Gerhard Rernpel, H W s  Chd-: Xke Hïîîer Youîh Md the SS. (Chape1 
Hill : The University of North Carolina Press, 1989) p. 176. 



However, as is well known, the fonnal educational system was complemented 

by the Hitler Youth organhation in the task of the ideological indoctrination of the 

youth. Indeed, the idea Nazi youth upbringing was clearly speiied out in both the 

textbooks and in the educator's manuals, and it contained little mention of the 

schools. Acmrding to these sources, education was to begin early in childhood, with 

the parents teaching the child how to live and the schools teaching about Hitler. 

Upon joining the J m g v ~ l k , ~  the boy would leam virtues iike strength and 

cornradeship. Once he was able, the boy would "enthusiastically join the Hitler 

Youth," leaming more skius and becoming more and more devoted to Hitler. After 

his presence at the Party Rally at Nuremberg, where Hitler himself wouid address 

him, the boy was to progress to do work in the Labour Service in order to leam how 

to enter the Volksgemeinschafl through action. Military service was to be the 

culmination of the educational process, where the soldier learns the greatest pnde 

found in defending Volk und Vaterlandea Within the philosophy of the ideological 

indoctrination of the youth, it would appear that the Hitler Youth was to take 

precedence over the formal educational system. In actual practice, it did just that. 

Baldur von Schirach, who was conkrred the title of Reichjugend*~ (Youth 

" The structure of the Hitler Youth movement for boys started when the boy 
was six years old. From the ages of six to ten, the boys were enrolled as a PTmpf, 
bllowed by the Jungvolk program from the ages of ten to fourteen, and then the 
Hitler Youth kom the ages of fourteen ta eighteen. Frequently a Pin& was also 
cailed a Jungvolk. See Gregor Ziemer, Education for Deatk nie M a h g  of the Nd. 
(New York : OxEDrd University Press. 1941). 

" Blackburn, pp. 101-2. 



Leader of the German Reich) by Hitler on 1 June 1933, was the person who was 

ultirnately in charge of the implementation of the Hitler Youth program in Nazi 

Gemany. His views on the nature and goals of the Hitler Youth are worth noting. 

Von Schirach stated: 

The Hitler Youth is a community of ideological education. Whoever marches 
in the Hitler Youth is not a number among millions but the soldier of an idea. 
The indmdual member's value to the whole is determined by the degree with 
which he is permeated by the idea The best Hitler Youth, irrespective of 
rank and office7 is he who completely surrenders himself to the National 
Socialist Weltoltschauung. . . . National Socialism is a Weltanschauwrg whose 
daims are total and not simply a matter of opinion. The means by which to 
enforce this clairn is through education. German youth shall not as under 
Liberalism in a so-called objective way be given the choice whether it wants 
to grow up materialisticaiiy or idealistically, racial or international, reiigious 
or godless, but it will be consciously fonned according to those principles 
which have been recagnized and proved as r i e  the principles of National 
Socialist ideology? 

Von Schirach had also stated that during their education, youth would begin "to 

understand that his own blind obedience gives the will of the group the possibility of 

success." The education transmitted from the Hitler Youth organization was just as 

important, if not more important, than the education boom the schools? 

The Hitler Youth did not focus solely on lectures, books, and the like as the 

basis of the ideological indoctrination of the young. Rempel claimed that the "HJ 

leadership . . . made physical culture the basis for effective indoctrination of the 

young." The National Socialist concepts of race, the Volk, defence, and leadership 

"served as guidelines for the stntcturing of physid education in the schools, the HJ, 

- 

'' Quoted in Koch, pp. 104, 165. 

46 Baldur von SEhirach, 'The Hitler Youth," in Mosse, pp. 295-8. 



the Labour Front, and the SS. These programs invariably included the foiiowing 

goals: education in cornmunity, serving the goal of racial eugenics, and forging 

individual will and character?? Through physical education, the Hitler Youth was 

abiding by the philosbphy that war should be the core requirement of education. A 

physically fit generation of youth would selve to produce a generation of superb 

soldiers in the field. The Hitler Youth also offered the youth a pioneering role in 

the future of Gemany. Since they were, by the time that they emerged from the 

Hitler Youth and the school system, the prototype of the ideal Nazi, the youth were 

charged wi t h iw tilling the National Socialist Weltanschauung to their cornrades, and 

they were told that they would be the foundation for the "New Ordef in Europe? 

Essentialiy, &e goal of the Hitler Youth was to produce the "ideal chilci," a "Iively 

youngster who cornes from good parents with hereditary virtues, who is physically 

sound, Ml of courage, and bnngs with him spiritual exuberance and alertnes~.'"~ 

There is no doubt that the Hitler Youth held a pmfound appeal for many 

young people in Gennany. Even before membership became compulsory in 1936, 

a youth leader of a rival organization obsewed that the "NSDAP has succeeded in 

attracting to a large measure the best blood of the young generation and infused it 

with a sacred flame of bith and enthusia~m."~~ The attraction to the organization can 

- 

47 Rempel, pp. 174-6. 

48 David Welch, "Propaganda and Indactnnation in the Third Reich: Success 
or Failure?" Ewopean History Qurterlj 17(1987): 412. See also Grunberger, p. 340. 

"The Lively Youngster," in Mosse, p. 280. 

50 Quoted in Koch, p. 92. 



be found in the pageantiy that surrounded every event that the Hitler Youth took 

part in. Koch maintained that the early Hitler Youth rallies after the ascension to 

power by Hitler had profound psychological effects on the participants, m a d y  since 

they realized that they were part of a larger wlledive?' As a result, they returned 

to their hometowns with a renewed enthusiasm for the organization, an enthusiasm 

that influenced the youth that they came in contact with. The tradition of the earlier 

German youth movements, where the leaders of the youth were quite young 

themselves (under the slogan "Youth Leads Youth"), was continued in the Hitler 

Y o ~ t h . ' ~  Accordhg to Grunberger, "by process of analogy adolescent attachment as 

such to the Hitler Youth was motivated by compensation for dependence feelings in 

an adult-dominated world The whole panoply of uniforms, drill and officiousness 

was bound to heighten young people's self-esteem" and to make them feel a part of 

a community whose membership was limited to like-minded (and aged) individuals." 

The message of the Hitler Youth, coupled with the lirnitless pageantry, 

seemed to strike a responsive chord among the youth. Inge SchoU, who, with her 

" Ibid., p. 93. 

52 In order to produce leaders that were trained in the National Socialist 
We~t~~tschowcng in a sufficient quantity, leadership schools (called Rekhfiihmr 
schools) were established throughout Germany. Their purpose was to provide 
systematic and methodical training for hiture Hitler Youth leaders. See Koch, p. 
103. 

53 Grunberger, p. 352. The whole "Youth Leads Youth" concept led to many 
jokes in German society. One such joke was recorded by Grunberger: A policeman 
encountered a small boy sobbing on the Street The child was crying because he had 
lost his way. The policeman asked what he was doing so h r  away from home, and 
the boy answered "I've just been to a leadership conference." 



brother Hans and her sister Sophie founded the White Rose, one of the most Eunous 

German youth resistance organizations, described her early feelings on the Hitler 

Youth as follows: 

We had loved [Gennany], but were hardly able to say why. . . . But now it was 
written large, in blazing letters in the sky. . . . .Hitler wanted to bring 
greatness, happiness, and well-being to this Fatherland; he wanted to see that 
everyone had work and bread; he would not rest or relax until evety single 
German was an independent, free, and happy man in his Fatherland We 
found this good, and in whatever rnight corne to pass we d e t e h e d  to help 
to the best of Our ability. But there was yet one more thing that attracted us 
with a mysterious force and pulled us along - namely, the compact columns 
of marching youth with waving flags, eyes looking straight ahead, and the beat 
of drums and singing. W a s  it not overwhelming, this feilowship? Thus it was 
no wonder that al1 of us . . . joined the Hitler Youth." 

Bartov described the attraction to the Hitler Youth as follows: 

The Hitler Youth insisted on rigid regimentation, "blind" obedience, and 
unquestioning faith in the supreme value of action, while teaching pro found 
contempt and distrust for any b rm of contemplation and discussion; it 
worshipped the united strength of the group and the "iron" wili of the 
individual, and it despked any manifestation of physical or  psychological 
weakness. In many ways the Hitler Youth resembied a youth gang, longing 
to smash ail the symbols and representatives of the existing social order, be 
they parental and school authority, the church and bourgeois values, or just 
as much the socialist and communist loyalties of the working class; it was as 
violent as any gang and just as much centred around a tyrannical leader. But 
by becoming a vast national organization, and through its intirnate association 
with the cult of the Führer of the Reich, it simultaneously satisfied the 
youthful desire for contonnity and became the most important f o r e m e r  or 
school for what was rapidly becoming Hitler's army." 

It seems clear that the Hitler Youth organization was so carehilly crafted that any 

youth that found themselves with the organization could do little to resist its message. 

" Inge Scholl, 'Ta Be Part of a Movement!", in Mosse, p. 271. 

" Omer Bartov, 'The Conduct of War: Soldiers and the Barbansation of 
Warfare." Journal of Mo&m Hliory 64, suppl. (December 1992): S41. 
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By appealing to and exploiting the normal fears of adolescence, taditional cultural 

beliefs and values, the appeal of mass pageantry and symbols, and the promise of an 

important role for them in the hime, von Schirach and the rest of the Nazi youth 

leadership were able to hamess the power and the enthusiasm of the Gerrnan youth 

through mntrolling collective behaMour and the use of group pbychology to 

accomplish their own ends. 

The main goal of Von Schirach and the National Socialist govenunent was to 

incorporate every German youth into the Hitler Youth, thereby completing what the 

Nazis stated as the three arenas of leaming, compnsing of education in the home, 

the schools, and in the Hitler Youth? However, with the time that the school took 

in the lives of the youth, cambined with the increasing time cornmitment of the 

Hitler Youth, Von Schirach was ultimately successful in eliminating the influence of 

the home in the education and upbringing of the child With the ideological 

bombardrnent that the children were getting in these organizations, there was little 

chance that anything that their parents wodd tell them muld influence their thought. 

The Nazis implemented many methods to ensure their success in drawing the 

Gennan youth into these two systems. 

Although the Hitler Youth "was loudly proclaimed to be voluntary, it was 

officially sponsored, and pressure soon degenerated into coercion backed by police, 

See Baldur von Schirach, Dk HidnJugend I&e und Gestalt. (Leipzig : 
Koehler und Umelang, 1934) p. 130. 
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government, and the party? Parents u s d y  kept their mouth shut about the Hitler 

Youth because they knew that their children had no chance of success within Nazi 

Germany without first becoming a member. The resuits on their chüdren were eveen 

woae if the parents actively opposed the regime." Traditional social structures, W<e 

the church and the f d y ,  were seen to be threats to Nazi ideological indochnation, 

so their ifluence on the youth's life was systematically eliminated Rival youth 

organizations were also seen to be a problem, so they were effectively eiiminated as 

we1P9 Even the school took a back seat to Hitler Youth wmmitments. School 

authonties were instructed to gant pupils leave so that they muld attend Hitler 

Youth events and c o u r ~ e s . ~  The social stigrnas that were attached to those youth 

who did not participate on these events were severe. Non-Hitler Youth members 

were perceived as outcasts in their schools, and were the subjects of schoolyard 

intimidation by members of the ~rganization.~' However, attendance in the Hitler 

Youth became compulsory with the "Law Conceniing the Hitler Youth" (1 December 

1936), and according to the law, "the entire physical, spiritual, and ethical education 

of the German youth was, next to the influences of school and home, the concem of 

Rempel, p. 48. 

" Paul Oestreich, 'The Parents Abdicate," in Mosse, pp. 274-5. 

59 See Koch, p. 97. 

60 Grunberger, p. 370. Kershaw records that rnany teachen complained that 
the time spent away from the classroom doing Hitler Youth activities were negatively 
affecting the children's education. See Kershaw, p. 146. 

61 Ilse McKee, "Scepticism and Participation," in Mosse, p. 276. 



the Hitler Ì ou th."^^ With this law, the Hitler Youth organbtion reached almost 

every child in the country. Failure to register a ten-year-old child for the Hitler 

Youth could result of a fine of 150 RM or imprisonment for parents, while anyone 

who was found willfully keeping their child away hom the Hitler Youth or from 

performing their Hitler Youth duties could find themselves with a maximum fine of 

10,000 Rh4 and up to five years of imprisonment? Few were willing to risk these 

punishments, so by the beginning OP the year 1939, 7,287,470 of the eligible 8,870,000 

youth between the ages of ten and eighteen were members of the Hitler Youth.@ 

For the boys who were to make up the fanatical fighters of the 12th SS, the 

first year that they would have been eligible to become a Pimpf would have been 

1 9 3 2 . ~  As such, it is doubtful whether the majority of the boys of the division joined 

on their sixth birthday, since Hitler did not come to power untii the next year, and 

the populanty of the Hitler Youth rnovement did not grow substantially until 1936. 

However, it is significant to note what the official description of a P h p f  was. To the 

National Sociaiists, the official definition of the difference between a PYnpf and a 

child was that "[t] he term child describes the non-unifomed creature who has never 

participated in a group meeting or a route march." A PimpPs initiation test consisted 

" Koch, p. 113. 

63 Rempel, p. 68. 

64 Figures found in Tim Kirk, nie Longmrrn Cornpanion to N e i  G m M n y .  
(New York : Longman Publishing, 1995) pp. 109-10. 

65 It must be remembered that the boys who were to make up the 12th SS 
were required to be bom in the nrst half of 1926. See Craig Luther, Blood d 
Honor, 1987, p. 2 5  
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of the reiteration of a compressed synopsis of Nazi d o p a  and dl of the verses of 

the "Horst Wessel ~ o n g , " ~ ~  an exercise in map reading, participation in pseudo-war 

games, and participation in the door-to-door collection of things like waste paper and 

scrap metal. A h ,  the PMpf had to M sUay metres in twelve seconds, complete a 

long jurnp of 2.75 metres, perfonn the shot-put to satisfaction, and participate in a 

cross-country march that Iasted a day and a half. Succeuful completion of these 

requirements led to the presentation of the chiid's fint dagger. Before their period 

in the Jungvolk was completed, the boy would have learned semaphore reading, 

bicycle repairs, the laying of telephone wires, and small anns drill, with weapons Like 

dummy hand grenades, air guns, and small-bore rifles." 

In 1936, the year when the boys of the class of 1926 became ten-years-old, a 

significant event occurred within the Hitler Youth. Besides being the year when 

attendance in the Hitler Youth became compulsory, 1936 was also the "Year of the 

Geman JmgvoIk.." Its a h  was to encourage those bom in 1926 to "volunteer" to 

join the Jungvofk by 20 April as a birthday present for Hitler's 47th birthday. What 

is significant about thiç fact is that the boys who were strongiy encouraged to join the 

Jungvolk in the beginning of 1936 as a persona1 favour b r  their Führer were the 

exact same boys who were encouraged seven yean later to join only the second 

Horst Wessel was an SA fighter who was killed in a clash with Communists. 
His legend as a martyr for the National Sotialist cause arose to mythical proportions, 
and the "Horst Wessel" Song was an alternative anthem for the National Socialist 
regime. 

67 Grunberger, p. 353. 



division in the entire Gennan armed forces narned after Adolf Hitler, again as a 

personal favour to their Führer. 

The recruitment of these children in 1936 was intense, especially during the 

last four weeks before Hitler's birthday. Recruitrnent campaigns, marches, evenings 

of choir singing, and parents information meetings were organized, and primary and 

secondary school teachers were penuaded to exert pressure upon their pupils to joia 

up. On 20 April, the new members OP the Iwigvolk recited an oath the syrnbolized 

their entrance into this new order: 

1 promise 
In the Hitler Youth 
To do my duîy 
At al1 tirnes 
In love and faithfblness 
To help the Fiihrer 
So help me God." 

In al1 probability this would have been the first major event in which the majority of 

the boys who were later to make up the 12th SS were exposed to the ideological 

indoctrination of the Hitler Youth. 

The RIF made serious and persistent attempts to achieve Hitler's totalitarian 

vision, "especially its department of ideological training which was at the centre of 

the effort to mould the min& of Gerrnan youth . . . The enthusiasm imate in most 

young people to put their life to a meaningful and usehil purpose was fully 

exploited" Along with the aforementioned methods of indoctnnation, indirect 

ideological influences muid be found in the "mordinated" mass media, like the press, 

- - 

" Koch, p. 112. 



films, and theatre, which mixed entertainment with indoctnnation. The Hitler Youth 

even had their own radio show fkom which they could spread their propaganda to a 

national audience? Propaganda pictures, with the Hitler Youth as their subject, also 

made the rounds during the war, almost as an encouragement to the youth. One 

pichire, entitled A r b e i r m ~ t  (Worker), showed a member of the Hitler Youth with 

a shovel over one shodder and a rifle over the next. In another pictute with the 

same narne, the shovel was rnissing. Other pictures showed Hitler Youth rehielling 

planes, building roads and bridges for the soldiers, and working on the Atlantic 

Hitler Youth were also given books to snidy that contained everything fiom 

lessons in genetics to lessons on how to aim a gun." 

As noted before, the core of the National Socialist educational system was 

war. Ali education was geared toward producing a political soldier. In Wdle und 

Macht, the pages were constantiy filled with admonitions to nght for Hitler. In one 

article, Martin D a n a  quoted von Schirach as saying: "And now another, Cornrades: 

Two million Gennans fell in the slaughter fields dunng the Great War for you. . . . 

They experienced and felt the better hour of their life. Therefore let us be the 

carriers of the tradition of the front." Schirach foliowed this by explaining that 

%och believes that total indoctnnation was not attained, but if the Third 
Reich had Iasted much longer, the results would have been much different See 
Koch, pp. 107, 127-9, 132. 

7aN~rion&~zial ir~~he Monat~chefle: Zenîrulepolitische wdKirltumlle Zeitschtfi 
der NSDAP. heft 155/6 (1943): 120-1. 

7 x  See, for example, Pimf Un Dienst. (no author, no date); Fria Brennecke, 
(ed). Ine N i  Primer: OfJkiai Hon<lbook for Schooluig the Hitler Yourh. tram. by 
Harwood L. Childs. New York : Harper, 1938. 
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National Sociaiism came as a result of the expenence of the front, and the Hitler 

Youth should bc proud of this tradition. In the rest of the article, the Hitler Youth 

were urged to fight with al1 of their might, especially since it was expressed to them 

that it was better to dit fighting than anything else. 'Lhey were also admonished to 

"[ble true to the Führer. Even though it might not seem nght or it is done 

differently than it should be done, you shouid do it anyway.'" Even as early as the 

Sudetenland crisis in 1938 the Hitler Youth were wamed that they wodd have to 

take up arms if Hitler wanted them to in order to preserve their freedom? 

As a result of the concerted efforts by the R e i c h j u g m d ! g  and the NSLB, 

no child, no matter what their age, remained untouched by the ideological 

indoctrination that was transmitted Ideological training even affected the very 

Young. Koch recorded a story where a four-year-old girl asked her hther who was 

bravest. He admitted that he did not know, and asked her if she knew. She replied: 

"You and Adolf Hitler." Koch believed that if Nazi intervention would have lasted 

for even a generation, especially in the sector of youth book production, serious 

psychological damage would have resulted. A s  it was, for the fanatics who made up 

the 12th SS, boys who were indoctnnated for most of their Iife, and who were chosen 

to becorne members of the division because of their elite status within the Hitler 

Youth, psychological damage probably did occur. 

'' Martin Dan&, "Von der Bewahrung in der Tapferkeit: Wort und Beispiele." 
Wdle und Macht 8.1 (1 Jan 1940): 3, 13. 

" G. R., "Zeitenwende." Wülc un Macht 6.20 (15 Oct 1938): 5. 



As a result of the ideology of war that was stressed to the children, the 

reiationship between the Hitler Youth and the SS became quite strong. Heinrich 

Himmler, the head of the SS, was interested in more than recniiting arrangements 

with the Hitler Youth and the positive image-building of the SS. Himmler also 

wanted to make sure that the racial Weitcu~schauung of the SS, which was even more 

radical than what was presented in both the German educational system and wïthin 

the Hitler Youth, was fonveyed to the Hitler Youth so that they would be even more 

radically indoctrinated by the time that they joined the SS. The SS ananged things 

like "special months of caoperatioo," and lasting " friendly connections" were to be 

established between the SS and the Hitler Youth through a senes of joint activities, 

including "educational evenings," musical jam sessions, cornmon courses, outings, 

camps, and through the exchange of films. The Hitler Youth-SS alliance was hirther 

cernented through "the establishment of a pseudo-religious cornmon practice known 

as the solstice festival." The SS and the Hitler Youth took turns conducting these 

ceremonies in vanous wooded glens or on mountain tops with different detachments 

of both formations participating "in order to create a End of sacerdotal traditionn and 

to foster links between the two gro~ps.'~ 

When the Second World War began, the youth finally had a chance to 

cornpiete their education. Koch noted that: 

The war did not h d  the German youth, the Youth of Adolf Hitler, 

74 Rempel, pp. 29, 40. Rempel also claimed that the "SS preferred recniits 
from the country, officially because of its blood and soi1 ideology, but realistically 
because young rustics were more susceptible to indoctnnation." (p. 92). 



unprepared. The entire set of traditions inherited fkom the German Youth 
Movement, the youth literature of the period, the sombre yet exhilarating 
ceremonid had steeped a generation in the spirit of sacfice, a willingness 
immediately exploited by a regirne which was only too aware of how much 
selfless enthusiasm existed among the youth of Gemany?s 

The impact that the Hitler Youth would have on the war effort was significant. As 

Rempel noted, as a result of the prior ideological indoctrination, "the importance of 

the HJ as the cradle of an aggressive army OMme apparent to &litary leaders and 

to the creatcrs of the combat wing of the SS.'"~ As a result of ttiis, the army, in 

cunjunction with the SS, began an effort to exploit the youthhilness and ambition of 

their hiture recruits by placing them in a pre-military training camp. 

These military leaders expressed their desires to the Nazi leadership to 

implernent universal paramilitary training for Hitler Youth boys behueen the ages of 

sixteen and eighteen. On 13 March 1942, Hitler issued a decree that set the wheels 

in motion, and from this decree evolved the WEL which "proved to be a successfui 

innovation in ternis of meeting what the Nazis felt to be necessary psychological 

conditionhg for military combat. In a way, they were ideologically charged basic 

training camps, less pragmatic, technical, and brutal than such camps for older 

draftees usuaily are, but more effective in fostering the attitudes that make rniiitary 

service more than a tolerable endurance test"" Camp directors were mostly 

wounded anny officers and Waffen-SS veterans, and trainers were army and Waffen- 

75 Koch, p. 232. 

76 Rempel, p. 2. 

" Ibid., p. 184. 



SS NCOs with either reseive status or temporary domestic assignments The 

organizational structure of the both Hitler Youth and the Labour S e ~ c e  made it 

virtually impossible for any youth to avoid WEL training?' The first WEL training 

cycle began on 10 May 1942, and by the end of 1943 nearly every boy of seventeen 

had undergone paramilitary training. The SS took over full control of many of the 

camps h m  the anny, and thereby had ample oppominity to recruit h m  these 

camps into the Waffen-SS.7g 

It must be remembered that first and foremost, the WELs were military in 

nature. This will be discussed in Chapter Five, but the importance in eramining and 

understanding the scope of the ideological aspects of these camps is key to 

understanding the later actions of the boys of the 12th SS. Ideology, as it was 

presented in the WELs, was styled to strengthen basic Nazi precepts. A uniform 

lecture that was prepared in Berlin was given to the boys each week, and events like 

" The Labour SeMce, another component of the education of the Hitler 
Youth, was meant to give the youth practicai handsdn experience in implernenting 
the concepts of the VokgieltfehcIurft. The niles for the hours that the youth was to 
work were clearly laid out. In the beginning, children under the age of sixteen could 
not work more than 48 houn a week, whüe those over the age of sixteen muld not 
work more than 56. Additionally, they were allowed 1/2 an alternoon off per week, 
and children under the age of sixteen could not work nights. The youth were to have 
holidays every year - children under the age of sixteen received 15 work days, whiie 
children between the ages of sixteen and eighteen received 12 work days off. 
However, of these days off, a minimum of ten had be spent either on a Hitler Youth 
trip or on attendance at a Hitler Youth camp. W~th the implementation of the 
WELs, the holidays had to be spent attending the camp. See Errich Strecke, and 
Leopold Ost. Iugrnd h i h ~  v u g  und Werkbank. (Miinchen : Car1 RBhrig, 1942) pp. 
307-8. 



lectures, elaborate patriotic ceremonies, a nightly "pofitical hour" (where trainees 

were asked questions about the current political situations and their relation to 

National Socialist ideology), and discussions ail were designed to have the maximum 

psychological impact. The weekly mottos were "We Fight," "We Sacrifice," and W e  

Tnumph," and the vanous lectures were ail geared around the week's motto. 

ALthough formai indoctrination ody  took up fourteen hours out of a total training 

schedule of 166 hou= ideology "penneated the entire curriculum whether it was 

implemented in the barracks, on the shooting range, exercise area, or  the field? 

The core of the recruits that wouid make up the 12th SS graduated h m  their 

WELs at the end of May 1943. They wem treated to a ceremony where they were 

inducted into the Waffen-SS and where Artur Axrnann and Himmler were the 

honoured speakers. Axmann told the teenagers: 

Above all, you my cornrades and young volunteers, who want to join the uni& 
of the Waffen SS, are a w o n d e f i  demonstration of the attitude and spirit of 
youth. . . . p e ]  honour of German youth depends on you; that is why you 
must embody the virtues inherent in the best of Germany's youth. So, we 
expect you to be idealistic, selfless, caurageous, and loyal! 

H i d e r  followed, and this excerpt captures the tone of his cornments: 

Since the yean of stnig%e, throughout the years of growth before the war and 
during the war years thernselves, a tie of particular intimacy and inner 
fellowship bound the Hitler Youth and the SS together. Not only the tirne of 
struggle, the combat of fists, but much more, the battle and spirits and hearts 
for Our etemal Gennany has brought us together and wili forever unite us?' 

For years the teenagers who stood bebre  h R ¶ a ~  and Himmler had read about the 

* Ibid, pp. 194-5. 

" Both quoted in Luther, p. 34. 
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romantic and heroic images that war had brought to the Gennan people. Now, as 

these two Nazi leaders had insiaed, they would become part of that tradition. The 

thought that they were about to become heros to another generation of young 

Gerrnans would have a positive infiuence on their combat motivation once they 

reached the battlefield 

The impact that the years that incioctrination had in regards to the combat 

attitudes of the Hitler Youth are worth noting. The youth who had passed through 

the WELs "had been so thoroughly indoctrinated that they honestly believed in the 

necessity of pre-militaxy training and willingiy accepted the chhaenges that it 

pre~ented."~~ As Bartov has noted, the preliminary preparation of the German youth 

in the tenants of National Socialism, where concepts like group loyalty and obedience 

to superiors were stressecl, where physical skill to precedence over intellectual abiüty, 

and ideological tenants, which included a quasi-religious faith in Hitler, sped up the 

integration into the army when the Hitler Youth were old enough for conscription." 

Consequently, the average combat solder, like the members of the 12th SS, "in his 

profound sense of a complete lack of choice, driiled into him though years of 

ideological indoctrination and social-organizational pressures, in his inability to 

conceive of any other alternative to the values propagated by the regime, and in his 

dependence on the polarized images of a deified Führer and a demonized enemy as 

82 Ibid., p. 198. 

~3 Bartov, Haler's Amy, 1992, p. 117. 



his motivating engine, was [close to] the National Socialist mode1 of the fanat i~ ."~ 

Once the tide of the war in the e s t  turned, the anny also began to turn to 

ideology as a fonn of combat motivation. As Jürgen Forster has observed, 

"Operation Barbarosa was unüke any other campaign in that it revealed an 

indissoluble link between ideological and political objectives and the social-Ddnist 

pnnciples of the 'Ihird ~ e i c h . " ~  The consequences of this evolution of thought had 

a probund impact on the 12th SS, both in the rnindset of its offices who were at 

that tirne s e ~ n g  in Russia, and the structure that the army and the SS set up for 

ideological indoctrîna tion. Once the We hnnacht began to face setbacks in Russia, 

the ideological indoctrination became more radicalizedM The Wehrmacht knew that 

there was a powerfbl need for belief among the soldiers in something, since they 

were living in constant danger, and catered to it with an endless Stream of leafieg 

brochures, speeches, radio talks, newspaper articles, and other forms of propaganda, 

al1 embedded with the National Socialist Weita~~~chauzuzg." The men on the front 

Bartov, 'The Conduct of War," 1992, p. S42. 

" Jürgen Forster, "Hitler Turns East - Gerrnan War Policy in 1940 and 1941." 
From Peace tu Wac Germany, Sovvici Rwsia and the Wodd 193191941. ed. by Bemd 
Wegner. (Providence : Berghahn, 1997) p. 133. 

Jürgen F&ster,"Motivation and Indoctnnation in the Wehrmacht, 19334." 
T h e  to KüI: ïEe Soldids il5pmknce of Wu in the Wes~ 193991945. ed. by Paul 
Addison and Angus Calder. (London : Pimlico, 1997) p. 271. 

a~ Ibid., p. 268; Bartov, Hitler's Amy, 1992, p. 120. The propaganda did 
literally make it al1 the way to the iront Hubert Meyer included in his book a 
picture of a young soldier reading propaganda material, mth the photo caption "By 
means of the Field Post, a newspaper even gets to a foxhole." See H. Meyer, p. B- 
29. 
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received the propaganda willingly, and in some cases even enthusiastically. There 

was also an almost complete lack of opposition against either ideological 

indoctnnation or the implementation of the policies that they stipulated? Through 

the combined efforts of the amed forces and the Nazi regime, the soldien were 

increasingly moulded into the "National Socialist ideai of the political warrior." This 

process would have gone on without the Lnawledge of the young Germans, since they 

entered the army straight from "a system of schooling and paramilitary youth training 

that had made this new type of soldiering quite natural to them."" 

Once the new recruits to the 12th SS reached their training area in Beverloo, 

Belgium, in 1943, they had experïenced Nazi ideological indoctnnation for the 

majority of their lives. Through the process outlined above, though, the a m y  now 

did not ease up on the ideological indoctnnation. Virtualiy ali of the officen of the 

new division came from the 1st SS Panzer Division Leibstandcute Adolf Hitler, the 

division of almost mythical proportions that consisted of committed Nazis who, 

before the war, were employed as Hitler's personal bodyguards. The combination 

of the ideological bombardment from the army and the leadership of a highiy 

ideologically motivated elite SS troops that had been subject to constant ideological 

indoctnnation b r  the previous few years would prove to strengthen ail of the martial 

qualities that they had intemalized in their years in the Hitler Youth and in the 

school system. Brigadeführer Kurt Meyer, who started out as the commander of the 

" Bartw, The Eastern Front, 1986, pp. 95, 99. 

'' Bartov, Soldiers, N& and the Third Rekh, 1991, p. 54. 
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25th Panzer-Grenadier Regiment and would later become the Divisional 

Commander, described his part in the ideological training of his troops: 

[AIS a commander of the y o u W  25th Regiment, 1 realized the necessity of 
the most ngorous training and discipline. At the same tirne, I exerted myself 
at al1 times to instill in these young men the principles of loyalty to their 
parents, home and country together with those principles of selfless regimental 
spirit under the guidance of which men can be made to subordinate their 
personal interests to those of the regiment of which they are members, and 
the ultimate goal thus achieved of developing a unit each of whose members 
is govemed by the principle "I am mrirhg we are e ~ y f h i n g . " ~ ~  

Meyer believed that the t em "policical soldier" meant that one fought "for a certain 

cause, namely the Fatherland" He classified his troops as a division of political 

soIdiers, separate from the Wehrmacht, and he insisted 'in talking to the soldiers on 

the necessity of a soldier knowing what he is fighting for and not going into battle 

blindly. He must know the object of his efforts."'* 

Although Meyer and his fellow officers had some influence in propagating the 

myth of the political soldier to his troops, their main impact on the troops would 

corne in more indirect ways. The officer that would seive to have the most profound 

and direct impact on the ideological indoctrination of the 12th SS was the Abt. VI 

of the Divisional General Staff7 the NationalsoziizirSficher Fuhrun&ro@k?r (NSFO - 
Nazi Guidance Officer). The NSFO evolved lrom the crisis of motivation that 

Emphasis added Meyer also admitted that every time that he spoke to his 
troops he endeavoured to convey to them his idea of what the ideal soldier should 
be. See National Archives of Canada, RG 2, 18 Central Registry Files, Vol. 209, W- 
41 (v.l), Petition by Kurt Meyer, 8 December 1950. 

91 NAC, RG24, VOL 10427, Suppleemntq Report7 Exhibit 8, Testimony of 
Kurt Meyer, p. 20. 



occurred in the Eastern Front. It was the responsibility of the NSFO and his sta$ 

under the mandate of "troop care" (Truppenbetreuung), to distnbute ali of the 

ideological materials to the troops of the division. On 16 December 1943 

Brigadefiihrer Fritz Witt, commander of the 12th SS,* issued an order eonceming 

the relationship that the NSFO was to have in the division, and the role that each 

officer was to play in the ideological indoctrination of the troops. Witt wrote: 

On orders of 24.2.43 from the Reichsfùhrer SS [Himmler] conceming the 
ideological orientation of troops, 1 order: 

1. The leaders of the units are responsible for the ideological education of the 
oftlcers, NCO's, and soldiers in their units. 

2. The co-workers of the Abt. VI will advise and support the commander 
about the implementation of the ideological education, wiD inform the unit 
officen and supply the necessary prepared educational matenals, will give 
suggestions for the exhaustion of aiî possibilities of ideological education, . . 
. will organize and oversee the care of troops (T'uppenbetreuung) in 
conjunction with the Abt. VI of the division? 

Each unit was to have two classes each week specifically for ideological training. At 

the end of each week, the unit officer had to fil1 out reports conceming the mnduct 

of the ideological training. Each unit officer was also provided with a list of daily 

politicaI questions that they were to use in instructing their tmps .  The officers 

under the Abt VI were to aid the unit officer by prdviding them with the proper 

instructional material. Witt also appealed to the officea to take in regular 

involvement in ideological indoctrination. They were ordered to attend monthiy 

92 Meyer took mer command of the division when Witt died on 14 Iune 1944. 

93 See Luther, p. 71. 



meetings with Witt for instruction in indoctrination, and each unit commander was 

ordered to conduct forma1 ideologicd training for two hours each week and ta 

conduct discussions for one hour each week. Each Sunday they were also to mnduct 

an informa1 "community" tbne where ideological questions were to be discussed 

Finally, Witt urged each officer to taik about day-to-day ideological matters that arise 

at every occasion possible." The purpose behind this incioctrination was to make 

every man within the division "a convinced camer" of the National Socialist ideology, 

and to transform the Hitler Youth into an SS man "who lives according to the 

fundamentah of the SS as a fanatic wamor? 

It was constantly stressed to the officen that, Iike the structure of the W E h ,  

ideology must permeate in al1 aspects of &y-to-day Me. The progress of the 

ideological indoctrination was constantly monitored by the NSFO. For example, 

within three days of an ideological event being staged (like a film, a lecture or a 

theatre production) for a panicular unit, the unit leader had to submit a "morale 

report" to the Abt. VI outlining the strengths and weaknesses of the event. Aside 

from the usual questions (which unit attended, what kind of event was it), the officer 

had to indicate how the troops received the event (either positively or negatively) and 

if there were suggestions for further events." 

National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Microcopy T-354, 
Roll 155, #3799083-4, Dienstanweisung Gr die Mitarbeiter der Abteilung IV, 
16.12.43. 

95 Ibid. 

96 NARA, T-354/153/3797068, Betr. : Truppenbetreuung, Einreichung eines 
Stimmungsberichtes nach erfolgen Auffiihrungen von KdF-Biihnen, 
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These ideologicai events could take many forms. For example, on 20 April 

1944, the NSFO distributed to the troops a proclamation bom Hermann (%ring 

conceming Hitler's birthday that the unit commander had to read In this 

proclamation, Goring stated: "In unchanging truth today we thank our dearly loved 

Führer on his birthday, and more than ever we want to demonstrate in this vital thne 

that we faithfid soldiers always want to live by the orders of our Führer." He also 

called on the troops to never rest in their protection of the hiture of Germany, and 

proclaimed to them that there was "no sacrifice too big for the honour and the 

freedom of the path that the Führer has for Gennany." Although it is rather 

doubthl that Goring has the full weight of his convictions behind him when he 

penned this salutation, the important aspect of this proclamation would have been 

the way that it would have been received To the boys of the 12th SS, it would be 

seen as another confirmation from a high-ranking Nazi leader that their struggie 

would not be in vain. By calling their efforts in the field and în the coming batties 

as the soldier's gift to Hitler, G6ring would have succeeded in presenting the 

upcorning days and months in a way that would make it a personal insdt to Hitler 

if the members of the 12th SS were not successful.* 

The NSFO was also involved in planning ceremonies that could be used for 

ideological indoctnnation. On 23 January 1944, the Abt. VI circulated a 

memo randum outlining how the upcorning anniversary celebration of the Nazi seinire 

Filmveranstalningen und Vortragsredem, 24.1.1944. 

" NARA, T-354/153/3797028, 20.4.1944. 



of power on 30 January 1933 was to be celebrated The first item on the agenda was 

a song entitled "Freedom only through our liie," followed by a poem entitled Dem 

Führer. This poem contained such stimng lines like "You have called your Volk . . 
. to fight for the parts of the earth," and "Fiihrer, you gave us the signal to fight. We 

. . . stonn laughing to victory." The Enal stanza of this poem reads: 'You are in us, 

and you are the victozy. You also are the Reich that we build" M e r  another 

common Song ("Salute the Flag, Salute the Sign"), the unit commander was to read 

Goebbels' recollections of the seizure of power, including the observation that 

literally hundreds of thousands of men, each cariying a brightly-lit torch, marched by 

the new Chancellor and shouted "with joy their gratitude." Another song, entitled 

"A Young Volk Rises Up," was to be Sung, and finally the unit commanders were to 

finish the evening with appropriate comments. It seems that the Abt. VI preferred 

the service to be undertaken around campfires, rerniniscent of the soldier's earlier 

days in the Hitler Youth, but the strategic and practical problems associated with the 

request probably negated the ~ i s h . ~ '  

As mentioned above, the NSFO was involved in the distribution of reading 

materials to the troops." However, the NSFO wss also involved in more unorthodox 

98 NARA, T-354/153/3797033, Feiervorscbiag f ir  den 30. Januar., 23.1.1944. 

99 See NARA, T-354/155/3799086, Betr.: A N c h a h g  von Bùcherkisten, 
24.3.1944. In this document, the NSFO stated that he would hand out "boxes of 
books" in order to "intellectually stimulate and ennchu the mincis of the troops. 
These books were to be read during their free the .  Other reading materials 
included Da Schwatze Korpr, the officia1 newspaper of the SS. For an excellent 
examination of the wntent of Dus Schwwze Korps, s e  wuam L C4rnbsY The Voicc 
of the SS A History of the SS Joumui 'Dos Schworu Korps' (New York : Peter Lang, 
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methods of ideological indoctrination. For example, in March of 1944 the NSFO 

indicated that he was going to take over the implementation of sporting program$" 

presumably in an effort to teach the National Socialist Weltcutschauwig to the troops 

while they played their sports. Another example had the NSFO saliciring SS veterans 

of the Eastern Front for their war stories. He, along with other NSFO's in other 

divisions, was attempting to compile a book of stories about the "heroic" deeds of the 

SS men in order to motivate the troops."' 

In his study on the combat motivation of the Vietcong, William Henderson 

concluded that the PLA soldier had a high combat motivation because of Party 

organization and ideology, the leaders of the soldiers were effective in transrnitting 

the political ideology, and because of the presence of a primary group of soldiers 

with strong homogenous values.10z In the societal structure of Nazi Gennany, the 

boys of the 12th SS had a11 three as well. Wesbrook claimed that sociopolitical 

indoctrination would only be effective on those who possessed a highly symbolic 

national commitment. The Hitler Youth possessed such a commitment. He also 

clairned that sociopolitical training wodd only occur if the nation had an articulated 

ideology that enjoyed majority support, and if the nation would have a level of 

lm NARA, T-354/155/3799087, Betr.: Sportabzeichenwesen; Neuorganisation 
der bisherigen Vorgange beim Inspekteur fur Leibesalziehungen, 24.3.1944. 

'O1 NARA, T-354/155/3799088, Betr.: Beitrage zu den SS-Leitheften, 25.3.1944. 
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instit utionalization to implement this ideology. lm Nazi Gennany had this as well. 

The elements of inducement and coercion, both vital to Keegm's theory of combat 

motivation, are also evident in this case.xa' The ideological indoarination of the 

German youth, with iis mre on militarism, sacrifice, and war, is the key reason for 

the fanatical combat motivation of the 12th SS. However, it is not enough to end the 

examination of the ideological indoctrination of the German youth with the assertion 

that "ideology was key" without an examination of the content of the ideology that 

was stressed. if the only content of the ideological indoctrination of the German 

youth was militarism, the end result would not have been a generation of fanatics, 

but rather a generation of elite soldien. There has to be a further reason why the 

German youth tumed into the fanatical soldiers that they did In order to 

understand this process, it is necessary to tum Our attention to the content of the 

ideolom, and how that transfonned the boys of the 12th SS into the monsten that 

they became. 

lm Stephen D. Wesbrook, "Sociopalitid Training," 1983, pp 25-6, 44-5. 

'" John Keegan, Towards a Theory of Combat Motivation,' 1997, pp. 6-8. 



For the Führer and the Vigemeinschaji: 
The Importance of the Unquantifiable 

Hubert Meyer, the Abt. Ia for the 12th SQ noted the following story in his 

history of the division: 

One more example may show the attitude of the young soldiers of the 
"Hitle rjugend" Division as they staked their lives and died The medical 
officer of the Pionierbataillon, Hauptsturmführer Dr. Friedrich Zistler . . . 
reports on  a moving expenence: 

1 was lying, badly wounded, in a collection room of a field hospital and 
momentarïly came out of my morphine-induced slumber. Next to me I heard 
a cornrade, moaning nom pain, speaking very clearly: "Mother, rnother, but 
1 mean Gennany.". . . mhese had been the last words from the mouth of this 
boy. ' 

What had occurred within the mind of that young soldier? Why were his last words 

directed towards his new "mothern? Why were the last thoughts of this boy towards 

his society, and not his real mother? 

This tragic story illustrates an important point in trying to understand the 

combat motivation of a fanatical soldier. Before a fanatic can be motivated to fight, 

there must be present some sort of ideological concept to fight for. Once 

systematically indoctnnated with this concept, the fanatic will either fight for its 

inception or  defend it to the death. The importance of the ideological indoctnnation 

Hubert Meyer, ï k  Hutoty of the 12. SS-Pruuerdiviswn HirJerjugemd, 1994, p. 
89. 
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on this matter is key; if the soldier is not sutnciently indoctrinated concerning the 

validity and the supenority of the concept, the combat motivation of the fighter will 

be virtuaily non-existent. For the fanatics of the 12th SS, the concept with which they 

were indoctnnated and charged with defending was the concept of the 

Volksgemeinscehoft. The National Socialist interpretation of the concept of the 

VdksgmemSchajP centred on creating a classless society based on race. Instead of 

the current social stmcture, with al1 of its class divisions and problems, Hitler and the 

Nazis believed that they could create a society where everyone was treated equally 

and whose membership was based on race. To Hitler, the creation of the 

VolkgemeUlich@ was key to the s u ~ v a l  of the Third Reich. It was this ideological 

concept, combined with a quasi-religious belief and faith in Hitler, which was the 

basis for the combat motivation for the fanatics of the 12th SS. 

In his study entitled "The Psychological and Cultural Roots of Group 

Violence," Ervin Staub examined why people would could be motivated to fight for 

their country and their society. He found that when a society shared an  elevated self- 

concept in relation to other societies, the belief in a nation's right to exert influence, 

and even the use of force, in promoting the "nght" values and causes d l  develop. 

The individual's experience in having power will also feed into the collective self- 

concept. An ideology which provides the image of a better life will also identify the 

enemies standing in the way of fulfilrnent. In the case of National Socialism, 

essentially anything that was non-Aryan stood in the way of the realization of the 

Volhgemeinschnft. Amrding to Staub, these types of ideologies genuinely motivate 
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people, and it can lead to the mmplete destruction of the enemies in order to fulnl 

the "higher" ideals. Indeed, through an intense devaluation of the enemy, a staple 

of National Socialist propaganda, intense reactions towards that enemy wouid 

develop. Even more intense reactions would occur once the society's elite statu was 

threatened When this occurs, Staub noted that a psychological process would 

commence that wodd lead to violent irrational actions, like genocide or mas 

killings2 Fanatical fighting would also be a logical reaction to this process. For the 

soldien of the 12th SS, the invasion by the Allies meant a direct threat to the 

implementation of the VoZksgemeI'nscIz@ that Hitler had promised them. Any action 

taken by the troops in reaction to this threat would be perceived as beneficial to the 

cause of the Volhgemeinschaft. 

The dedication to the Volksgemeinscharift by the soldiers of the 12th SS is 

important to understand Hitler viewed citizenship in the VofolkFggemekchafi as an 

honour complete with reiigious overtoneo3 The importance of being included within 

this new community of Germans was expressed in the same language that the listener 

would have heard in their Sunday moming ser~ices.~ Hitler knew that a devotion to 

the VolhgemeVuchufi in a religious manner by the German population would mean 

that they would structure their lives in order to follow i t  By adhering to the 

E M ~  Staub, "The Psychological and Cultural Roots of Group Violence: The 
Gulf War." nie Journal of Psychohistory 19.1 (1991): 116-18. 

Gilmer W. Blackburn, Educatwn in the mird Reich, 1985, pp. 86-7. 

See Michael Sullivan, "Hitler as Gottmensch: Religious Imagery in the Public 
Speeches and Proclamations of Adolf Hitler, 1932-1934." Unpublished BA Thesis, 
Atlantic Bap tist University, 1997. 
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concepts of the Volkrgrmeutschafl religiously, the arong attachment to the National 

Socialist way of iife would develop, an at tachent  that would lead to intense 

psychological reactiow when it would be threatened. 

To this end, National Socialist propaganda stressed "a national community 

whose social harmony, unity, and political authority rested on the indoctrination of 

people from all walks of life, thus transcending class connict." Nazi propaganda was 

geared "to radically re-structure German society so that the prevailing class, religious, 

and sectional loyalties would be replaced by a new heightened national awakening." 

In order to achieve the total public cornmitment to the Volkrgmutsch@, the 

National Socialist govemment sought to eliminate the person's private sphere by 

breaking down social and religious bamers. The main tools that the Nazis used in 

attempting to set up this state of Volksgemeutschafi were terror @y the SS) and 

indoctrination (of the Hitler Youth). hdeed, National Socialist ideoiogy emphasized 

to al1 @ut especially the youth) the need to subordinate oneself within the ranks of 

the V~lksgemeinrcuft.~ 

There is considerable historical debate as to whether the National Socialist 

govemment was successful in implementing the VolkrgemeUrrchnfr on a grand scale. 

In al1 probability, the Nazis were wuccesshil in converting the average German to 

their cause. In a study of one German district, John Connelly determined that 

' Stephen G. Fritz, W e  are trying . . . ," 1996, p. 686. 

See David Welch, "Propaganda and Indoctrination," 1987, p. 410; H. W. 
Koch, The Hitler Youth, 1975, pp. 97, 119; Gerhard Rempel, Hiilu's Chü&n, 1989, 
p. 8. 
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Gemans did not believe hiiy in the rhetoric of VofkgremeUrschafi, but they knew 

how to use ifs concepts to their own advantage. In examining the popular appeal 

to Volkrgerneinsch@ by citizens of the Eisenach district in letters written ta the 

NSDAP district office (Kieisleinurg), Connelly found that most used the rhetonc of 

Volkrgernevtschafi in an attempt to have a dispute niled in their Eivour. Indeed, even 

people who did not believe in Nazi ideology seemed to participate in the language 

of the Voksgemeuischafr, since they knew that it would be advantageous to their own 

persona1 situation.' It is probable that the Nazis knew that they wouid be unable to 

convert most of the German population into a religious belief in the 

Volksgemeinschaft, since most people would have been exposed to altemate world 

views that would have influenced their outlook of Me. The two areas of German 

society where the message of the VolksgemeVrschafi was received and internalized in 

a religious marner were the military and the youth. Indeed, when the 

VolksgemeVrrchqfi began to cnimble, it was the youth within the rnilitary who tried 

fanatically to prevent it from collapsing. 

According to Welch, the segment of the Gerrnan population that was 

particularly receptive to the VolkgemeVzschafi myth was the youth. He stated that 

the "assault on the individual . . . was directed primarily at young people with the 

intention of enveloping each individual at every stage of development within a single 

organization by subjecting him to a planned course of indoctrination." The message 

' John Connelly, "The Uses of Vokgemebwchj2: Letters to the NSDAP 
Kreisleitung Eisenach, 1939-1940." nie  J o m l  of Modm, History 68 (December 
1996): 899-930. 
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of the Volksgerneulschaft served as an outlet for the ambitions of a younger 

generation which was fnistrated with a discredited establi~hment.~ The educational 

system played an important role in the development of this viewpoint Hitler 

believed that "the state's primary educational task for the welfare of the Gennan race 

was to instil a racial consciousnw into every boy and girl." This would ensure that 

the chiid would become a valuable member of the Volkypme~rrchafr? The aim of 

education was also to stress the collective (Volkrgmeinschat) over the individual, 

through "the individual's unqualified embrace of the general will as embodied in the 

person of the Führer."" The education of the children in this concept did not take 

the form solely of classroom lectures; the concept of Volksgemeinschuji was 

transrnitted to the children in events like the annual Flag Ceremonies at the school. 

The school year would begin with the ceremonial raising of the flag, and the year 

would ends with the lowering of it. The students had to recite poetry such as "The 

flag is Our faith; In God and Volk and Land; Whoever wants to rob us of it; Must 

take Our life and hand," and they were subject to words from Hitler that stressed the 

symbolic importance of the flag on the lives of the youth. Throughout the carehùly 

orchestrated ceremony, students were admonished to work together to maintain the 

National Socialist ideal of culture." 

' Welch, pp. 411-2. 

Koch, p. 162. 

Blackburn, p. 116. 

lx Hermann Klauss, "On Festivities in the School," in George L Mosse, N M  
Culhue, 1966, pp. 129-31. 



Kamenetsky also noted that the Nazi's goal in re-interpreting literature was 

to create a sense of loyalty and complete dedication with the VoIksgemehchzj& and 

to encourage children to "march proudly into the future and never know defeat."lz 

It may be usefui to note a number of examples of poetry that were indicative of the 

National Socialist's goal of obtaining a religious adherence to the Volkrgmeinschufr 

on the part of the youth. In one textbaok, chüdren would read: 

Let me go, Mother, let me go! 
Al1 of that crying is of no more use to us; 
For we go to defend the Fatherland. 
Let me go, Mother, let me go! 
In a last embrace 1 will kiss your lips; 
Germany must live, even if we must die!* 

In another, a similar theme emerged: 

The highest good in people is his Volk 
The highest good in the Volk is their truth 
The Voik's sou1 lives in their talk 
The Volk, the tnith, and true speech 
Find us today, find us every day.I4 

The Nazis even produced a "Confession of Faith" for the youth, simiiar to the creeds 

that would have been recited within the church: 

1 believe in the German mother who gave me birth. 
I believe in the Geman peasant who breaks the sod for his people. 
1 believe in the German worker who performs work for his people. 
1 believe in the dead who gave their lives for their people. 
For my god is my people. 

l2 Christa Kamenetsky, Chilclien's Litmahue, 1984, p. 310. 

l3 Quoted in Blackburn, p. 43. 

l4 "Die Wahrheit Siegt!" in Wdle und Mmht: Farerogcin der 
nalionalsozialktrschen Jugend. 6.19 (1 Oct 1938): 25. 
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1 believe in ~ e r m a n y ! ~  

Examples such as these show the extent to which the National Sociaiist govemment 

was wilting to go in indoctnnating the youth in the concept of the VolkF~meùtSchof. 

There seems to be every indication that the Nazis were successhil in their 

attempts. The Hitler Youth was stmctured so that it wouid rernain classless, thereby 

giving the children a taste of what was to corne when the VoIkrgemeinrchajI could be 

applied throughout the whole of Gerrnan saciety. Von Schirach had said that the 

"syrnbol of the classless community of our youth is the flag of the Hitler Youth," and 

it was the belief that one was in s e ~ c e  to an ideal community that promoted both 

social cornmitment and integration that gave Nazism sense of legitimacy among the 

youth.16 Indeed, Inge Scholl stated that before she became disillusioned with Nazism, 

she believed that she was a member of "a great, well-ordered organiration which 

embraced and esteemed everybody kom the ten-year-old boy to the adult man."" 

The integration of the army into the concept of the Volhgemeinsch~ was 

another goal of the National Socialist govemment. The concept of Volkrgemeinschaft 

directly appealed to the soldier within the Wehrmacht, since it was roughly moulded 

after the "trench socialism" of World War One. The militaristic influences on the 

"national cornmunity whose social harmony, unity, and political authority rested on 

the indoctrination of people from al1 walks of life, thus transcending class confüct" 

- -- 

Quoted in Blackburn, pp. 76-7. 

l6 Fritz, p. 704; Koch, pp. 119-24; Orner Bartov, Hitler's Amy, 1992, p. 111. 

l7 Inge Schoil, "To Be Part of a Movement!," in Mosse, pp. 271-4. 
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made the VolkFgemeritschaft an easy seii to the soldiers." In his study outlining the 

relationship between the Wehrmacht and the Vdkrgm*@, Manfied 

Messerschmidt recorded that even as early as 1933, the Gerrnan military leaders were 

"already fascinated by the idea of the V~~k~??Zeh.S~ch<iF and petty bourgeois anxieties 

about social status hardly entered into i t"  The army clung to the Nazi 

Volksgemeinschaj? because it would elùninate anti-militaiy Eictions bom German 

society, therefore elevating them into a position of higher power. As Nazi influence 

increased within Gennan society, some military educaton argued that the soldier's 

education had to relate to the so-called racial foundations of the V o k  

Messerschmidt asserted that during the twelve year relationship between Hitler and 

National Socialisrn and the Wehrmacht, the concepts of race, the "Führer" principie, 

and Volksgemeinrch@ dominated throughout. The larger the Wehrmacht grew, "the 

more it reflected the Volksgiemeinschafr, [and it fitted] more homogeneously . . . into 

Hitler's system of r ~ l e . " ' ~  According to Forster, "neither Hitler nor the generals were 

interested in a sophisticated educational programme. What was desired was an 

instinct for the ViIksgemeinschnft's needs and an unshakabie belief in the ~ührer."" 

In his study on the Wehrmacht, Steven G. Fntz tned to prove that the main 

motivator for the German forces during the last few years of the war was the defence 

l8 See Fritz, p. 686. 

l9 Manfred Messerschmidt, T h e  Wehrmacht and the VoZk~gemeVrsc~,~ 1983, 
p p. 7 19-744. 

Jürgen Forster, "Motivation and Indoctnnation in the Wehrmacht," 1997, 
p. 269. 
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of the Volhgeminrchhoft. By e d n g  the letters and diaries written by many h n t -  

line soldiers and NCOS Fritz detennined that the typifal solider did not Eght devoid 

of a sense of purpose, but was sustained by a broad range of values, most importantly 

anti-Semitism, anti-co~~~~~lunism, and tebensraum. Many soldiers also depicîed 

themselves as conducting "an ideological crusade" in defence of both European 

civilization and their concept of Geman cornmunity. The combination of ideology, 

idealism, and first-hand experience helped in convincing the soldier that they were 

fighting for their very existence. Fritz believed that the concept of VoIlCcrgemeViJchajk 

was the key to the attraction that many soldiers felt towards the Nazi regime. He 

maintained that even though the ideal of VoZksgemeUtschaft has been overlooked, 

denied, or downplayed as an agent of social integration, it contributed greatly to Nazi 

success in creating a sense that a new society was in the offing. This belief in a 

national cornmunity represented the vital principle around which a new Gennan 

society was to be organized was especially strong among the youth. For Fritz, 

VolkgemeUrschaj? was in fact a very positive goal for the Gennan soldier to strive for, 

and it was the quest for a new society that motivated the soldier to fight against the 

forces who strove to destroy its inception. The allure of Nazism, especialiy through 

the Labour Service and the Hitier Youth, could be found in the creation of the belief 

that one was in service to an ideal cornmunity that promoted both social commitment 

and integration. The ideal of Vuksgerneinschaft essentially grew out of the people, 



and it contributed to the motivation and the resiliency of the German soldiet? In 

support of Fritz's assertions, Bartov quoted a soldier as writing: "We are fighting . . 
. in the belief that the Noble and the Best must prove itself anew in the battle with 

the ghostly manifestations of Matenalism. 1 see the whole nation in the process of 

being recast, in a storm of suflering and blood, which will enable us to reach new 

heightsnP 

It is clear that the concept of the VoZkrgemeinsc~ would have been 

communicated to soldier of the 12th SS in many ways, including within the structure 

of the educational and youth structures, as well as the structure of the military. If 

the concept of the Volksgemeinschaft was important in motivating the average soldier, 

whose indoctrination to the concept of the Volkrgemeinscht# would have becorne 

systematic only upon entxy into the military, how much more of a motivator would 

it have been for the boys of the 12th SS, who had been exposed to it for the majonty 

of their life? Kurt Meyer noted that the composition of the members of the 12th SS 

21 Fritz, pp. 683-710. It is worth noting the Fritz disagreed with Bartov to the 
extent to which the eareme teachings of Nazism had on the motivation of the 
common soldier. He stated: "If the resilient and resolute h d s e r  thus went beyond 
Jüngenan huictionalism and embodied to a great extent the Nazi notion of the hard, 
dynamic soldier in the service of an ideal, what was it for which they fought? 
Certainly the incessant Stream of propaganda served to produce in the rninds of many 
soldiers a legitimacy for the Nazi regime which encouraged willing obedience. And 
the flow of racist and anri-Semitic ideological indoctrination undeniably reinforced 
a general sense of racial superiority on the part of many Landser. But this negative 
integration, so thoroughly documented by Bartov, by itself could not induce the 
arnazing resilience under conditions of extreme disintegration demonstrated by the 
average Gennan soldier." See Fritz, p. 699. 

Bartov, Hitler's Army, 1992, pp. 116-7. 
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was "in itself al1 social strata of German people."" Unfike the other Gennan soldiers, 

who were fighting for an abstract cause that they may or may not have experienced 

first-hand in their Lifetime, the soldiers of the 12th SS, upon leaving the structure of 

the Hitler Youth, which was formdated upon the lines of the Volkrgemeirrsch& 

entered a military formation where one of the key concepts was a structure based on 

a ~ o I k s ~ e ~ e h . F . "  

The belief in a just cause is essential for the motivation of any soidier, but 

even more so for the fanatic. Since German soldiers on the most part fought 

steadfastly in support of Nazism and the VoIksgierneinSc~, there must have been 

sornething about the Nazi WeItamchauung that stxuck a responsive chord with them. 

For the boys of the 12th SS, Nazism and the Volkr~meinschuj? was the oniy thing 

that they would have ever known. In this light, their reaction in attempting to 

prevent its collapse is somewhat understandable, although their methods were 

definitely inexcusable. Their motivation in defence of the Volkgemeinrch@ came 

as a result of systematic ideological indoctrination, but only because their religious 

adherence to it dictated a fanatical response when it appeared to be threatened. 

Without the existence of a tangible ideological concept to fight for, the motivation 

for the fanatic to engage in confict would be virtuaiiy non-existent. When this 

Z, Directorate of History and Heritage, 159.95.M2 @7), Record of Roceedùrgs, 
Vol II, Testimony of Kurt Meyer, p. 553. 

The Volkrgrmeulschafi concept was not only applied to the area of class 
among the troops, but also to the relationship betwcen officers and soldiers. This 
vital relationship will be discussed in Ml in Chapter 6. 
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concept is seemingiy personified by a charismatic leader, the motivation for its 

defence intensifies dtamatically, and the means for its defence will becorne even 

more radical. 

For the youth and the soldiers of the Third Reich, AdoIP Hitler was the 

personincation of the VolkiFgellfeinrch@t. To hem, Hitler brought his country and 

his people Erom the brink of disaster to its rigtitful position as a power in Europe. 

Initially, the faith in KitIer was not limited to just the m i h r y  and the youth. In his 

book entitled The "Hitler Myth? Image and Reality in the niud Reich, Ian Kenhaw 

outlined how Hitler had convinced the majonty of the Gerrnan population that he 

was their political saviour. The population's belief in the infallibility of Hitler, 

though, cnimbled with the German disaster at Stalingrad and the subsequent defeats 

in the Eastern Front, as well as the destruction that occurred with the Allied 

bombing raids over German temtory. However, according to Kershaw, the groups 

that did not relinquish their belief in the "Hitler Myth" were loyal party activists, the 

youth, and the soldiers. The youth, disillusioned with the actions of the Nazi Party, 

separated Hitler from being the head of the National Socialists, and instead placed 

him in a quasi-religious way as the head of the Gennan Volk? Even Shils and 

Janowitz found that although they were prisoners and that they realized that the 

chances of winning the war were non-existent, German soldiers retained an 

unshakable hith in Hitler and his actions. They also f o n d  that as the age of the 

" Ian Kershaw, nie "Hitler Mydr": Image and Red@ in the Third Rekh. 
(Oxford : Clarendon, 1987). See pp. 207-9. 



soldier decreased, the amount of faith exhibited toward Hitler increased" 

The faith that the youth and the soldiers had in Hitler was essentially quasi- 

religious, a faith that had been stresed through the carefully crafied efforts of the 

Nazi Ministiy of Propaganda. Al1 throughout the early history of the Nazi Party, 

Hitier had attempted to stress that the work that he was doing was divinely inspired. 

Once he became Chancellor, the use of religious imagery increased, even to the point 

where he was portrayed as equal to God." Hitler was portrayed as the messiah of 

the Gennan people, intrusted with the mission which included the irnplementation 

of the Vo1I;crgemeUzschhofr. For exarnple, Hitier stated: "God has created this people 

and it has grown according to his will. And according to our will . . . it shall remain 

and never pass away." Hans Schemm, Bavarian Minister of Education, wrote: "In 

fulfilling the will of the people, the Führer fulfils the will of God, for the voice of the 

Volk is the voice of God."" Walter C. Langer wrote: 

Public meetings and particularly the Nuremberg rally took on a religious 
atmosphere. Al1 the stagings were designed to create a supernaturd and 
religious atmosphere, and Hitler's entry was more befitting a god than a man. 
In Berlin one of the large art shops on Unter den Linden exhibited a large 
portrait of Hitler in the centre of i u  display window. Hitler's portrait was 
entirely sumunded, as though by a halo, with various copies of a painting of 
Christ. Notes appeared in the press to the effect that, "As he spoke, one 

76 See Edward A Shils and Morris Janowitz, "Cohesion and Disintegration . 
. .," 1948, pp. 304-5. 

See Sullivan, 1997. Hans Kerrl, who was an original member of Hitler's 
cabinet, and was appointed Reich Minister br Church M a i n  in 1935, even went as 
far as proclaiming Hitler as the penonification of the Holy Ghost. See Louis L. 
Snyder, Hitler and Norim, (New York : Franklin Watts, 1961) p. 79. 

" Blackburn, pp. 11-2. 



heard God's mantle rustle through the r ~ o r n ! " ~  

In 1937, the mayor of Hamburg stated that "We need no priests or Parsons. We 

cornrnunicate direct with God through Adolf Hitler. He has rnaiiy Christ-like 

qualities." An extreme case is told by Dorothy Thompson, who stated: 

At Garmish 1 met an Amencan fkom Chicago. He had been at 
Oberammergau, at the Passion Play. "These people are aii crazy," he said. 
"This is not a revoiution, it's a revival. They think Hitler is God Believe it 
or not, a German woman sat next to me at the Passion Play and when they 
hoisted Jesus on the Cross, she said, 'There he is. That is Our Führer, our 
Hitler.' And when they paid out the thirty pieces of silver to Judas, she said: 
'That is Rohm, who betrayed the leader."LW 

As a result of this constant bombardment, Hitler was widely regarded as an 

interrnediary between the German people and the divine. According to Grunberger, 

in Germany, "especially since Bismark, leadership had been popularly conceived as 

existing in some extra-terrestrial dimension of its own." Leaders were seen as idols 

endowed with superhuman qualities." However, the extent to which Hitler played 

upon these emotions was unlike anything ever seen in Germany. The influence that 

Hitler had on the beliefs of the youth and the soldiers were to have a dennite impact 

on the combat motivation of the 12th SS. 

The extent to which the youth were subjected to the "Hitler Mytb." was, like 

" Walter C. Langer, nie Murd of Adolf Hitler: n e  Secnt Wcvrime Report. 
(New York : Basic Books, 1972) p. 62. 

" Ibid., p. 63. 

31 Richard Grunberger believed that most Germans were susceptible to 
pseudo-spiritual concepts like fate and providence, and to the notion that Hitler was 
the medium-like instrument of immanent forces. See Grunberger, A Sochl Hisfoty 
of the ThVd Reich, 1983, pp. 115-21. 



al1 other f o m  of propaganda, unlike the efforts to any other segment of the 

population. In the grade-school reading primers, Hitler was portrayed as a messianic 

figure, the "kind and benevolent leader of the Gennan people who 'biows what is 

best for all' and who acts out of the generosity of his heart."" Even Lunchtirne 

prayers were changed for the purposes of ideological indoctrination. For example 

the following prayer was required to be recited before lunch at the NSV 

(Nationdsozialisttirche Volkswohrfahrt - National Socialist People's Welfare 

Organization) children's lunch program in Cologne: 

Führer, my Führer, bequeathed to me by the b r d ,  
Protect and preserve me as long as 1 live! 
Thou hast rescued Germany h m  deepest distress, 
1 thank thee today for my daily bread 
Abideth thou long with me, forsaketh me not, 
Führer, my Führer, my faith and my light! 

Heil, min Führer! 

According to Koch, "the one constant ideological element of the Hitler Youth was 

the blind belief in Adolf Hitler, which in Schirach's pronouncements often bordered 

on blasphemy, when Hitler was presented as the God of the Germans." In fact, von 

Schirach proclaimed to the Hitler Youth things like "He who serves Adolf Hitler, the 

Führer, serves Germany, and whoever serves Gemany, serves God," and "Your 

name, my Führer, is the happiness of youth, your narne, my FUhrer, for us 

'* Kamenetsky, p. 177. 

" J o h a ~  Neuhiiusler, "The Führer Bequeathed to Me by the Lord," in Mosse, 
p. 241. 
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everlasting Books entitled Adolf Hitler an s e k  J w n d  (Adolf Hitler and HG 

Youth) were advertised in Wdle und M U C ~ ? , ~  and even one whole issue was devoted 

to "Adolf Hitler's Poetical Words and Works," where the editoa took quotes h m  

various sources, like Hitler's speeches and Meh KIunPf, and ananged them in 

poetical form. Of course, the excerpts chosen al1 had a particular emphasis on 

Hitler's view of youth and how they should Iive. He believed that they should follow 

his example of Me, stating: "1 believe in Gennany and 1 wiil fight for it today, 

tomorrow, and in the future when the battle cornes to us." The youth were to live 

their life according to "values and laws of the Volk," and strongly implied that the 

concepts of living and fighting were intertwined? Once the youth were old enough 

to bear arms and fight, their faith in Hitler provided much of the motivation for their 

resistance even when au seemed lost. 

Once the boys of the 12th SS joined their unit in Beverloo for training, they 

came into contact with a cadre of SS officers who had intemalized a deep religious 

faith in Hitler. Although some of the loyalty that was given to Hitler was due to the 

fact that they could achieve a high standing within the SS even though they had a 

limited edu~a t ion ,~  the religious devotion to Hitler was by far a more important 

Koch, p. 129. 

'' WUe wid Macht, 6.12 (15 Iune 1938). 

36 See "Das dichterische Wort im Werf Adolf Hitlers," WdZe wid Macht, 6.8 (15 
April 1938). Hitler also expressed his thanks to mothers who delivered children to 
the Volk, and he ptbflaimed his belief that these youth will lead the German Volk 
into the future. 

See Tony Foster, Meeting of Generals. (Toronto : Methuen, 1986) p. 128. 



motivating factor, a devotion exploited by the Nazis through their constant 

bombardment of the soldiers with propaganda. According to Bartov, 

The Wehrmacht therefore did not have to start h m  scratch, but could rather 
build on an already existing and pervasive world-view, when it directed its own 
massive indoctrinational efforts at the fresh recruits. And, while some 
generals hoped to maintain at least a few elements of the traditional military 
code in the early stages of the war, by the time of the Russian campaign they 
had either been purged, or had compromised themselves in criminal actions, 
or had come ta accept Hitler's v i s  of the war and to believe in his mission. 
No wonder that, with the first crisis on the Eastern Front, it was the army 
itself which insisted on M e r  intenswng the ideoiogical indoctrination of 
the trwps in view of the growing material and manpower shortages.' 

The propaganda that had been transmitted to the soldien on the front, like the 

propaganda back a t  home, made a conscious effort to po-y Hitler as a divine 

being. However, another important aspect of this propaganda were the assertions 

that Hitler could control the fate of the nation, but only with the help of the military. 

He was presented as the creator of a new German nation, as well as a guardian of 

Germany's ancient traditions, and as long as he lived and the German population 

remained loyal to him, no harm could come to the Reich. The soldiers were told 

that they were "God's instruments charged with protecting German culture and 

blood," fighting communism, which was "Satan's servant, unleashed h m  hell to 

destroy civilization. . . . Faith in the Führer allowed one to believe in the essential 

moral value of the most heinous crime . . . and to ignore al1 signs pointing at the 

approaching military catastrophe. 'Belief in Hitler, in an increasingiy religious, 

' Orner Bartov, "A View From Below: SuMval, Cohesion, and Brutality on 
the Eastern Front." From Peace to Worr Gèrmuny, &v&t Rwsia and the World 1939- 
1941. ed. by Bernd Wegner. (Providence : Berghahn, 1997) pp. 334-5. 



metaphysicai sense of the term, was a central element in Nazi ideol~gy."~ As a result 

of the constant effort (and success) on the part of the Nazis to indoctrinate their 

soldiers, Bartov asserted: 

The average German soldier retained throughout most of the war a s w g  
belief in the Führer as a great political and military leader. Moreover, Hitler 
was viewed . . . as God's m e  representative in the world and as the only 
human being - or at least the only German - capable of moulding histozy and 
fate. Hitfer's own tendency to refer to his close d a t i o n  with destiny and 
providence greatly hielled this belie E throughout Gerrnany, but most 
partîcularly among the army's rank and Ne, whose constant confkontation with 
danger and death made it of supreme importance for them to believe that 
their sacrifices were serving some higher, if not indeed divine, cause? 

The boys oE the 12th SS expenenced other important factors that cbntributed 

to their belief and faith in Hitler. As has been discussed earlier, the volunteers of 

the 12th SS, once they had become part of the Jmgvoik, were presented to Hitler as 

a gift on his birihday. Also, it was constantly cornmunicated to the troops how Hitler 

viewed this new division as a "syrnbol of the willingness of German youth to sacrifice 

itself to the achievement of final ~ictory."~' These elements enough would have 

provided the soldiers with an internalized sense of importance in relation to their 

reiationship with Hitler. Externally, the boys were only the second division in the 

entire German armed s e ~ c e s  to have the name of Hitler in their divisional name, 

the first being the 1st SS LAH. Because of this honour, the troops of the 12th SS 

were entitled to Wear an sleeve-band with either the term "Adolf Hitlerï' or the tenn 

" Bartov, Ilifer'sAmy, 1992, pp. 118-25. See also Bartov, "Indoctrination and 
Motivation in the Wehrmacht," 1986, p. 31. 

Bartov, "A View From Below," 1997, p. 336. 

Michael Reynolds, Steel Inferno, 1997, p. 24. 
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"Hitle jugend" embroidered on if itself another source of pnde, but also a reminder 

of their devotion. This close association with Hitler, especially in the quasi-religious 

sense that the boys would have viewed their relationship with him, would have 

contnbuted substantially to the combat motivation of the 12th SS. 

Without a doubt, the devotion that the boys of the 12th SS felt towards Hitler 

and the concept of the V o k r g m e ~ ~  conîributed substantially to their fanatical 

combat motivation. Without the intense sense of religious duty felt towards their 

society and to their Führer, the result of years and years of systematic indoctrination 

by the National Socialist regirne, the boys would not have acted in the ways that they 

did on the battlefields of Normandy. Their devotion to their ideology was the factor 

which differentiated their actions nom being merely elite soldiers to being the 

fanatical soldiers that they were. However, although the impact that the ideological 

indoctrination had on the combat motivation of the 12th SS should not overshadow 

the other important elements that contributed to their motivation. The concrete 

motivators that the 12th SS experienced further differentiated their actions from 

bring merely elite to being fanatifal, and in order to amve at a complete theory of 

combat motivation for fanatical soldiers, an examination of these motivators, in light 

of the ideologicai motivators already outlined, is essential. 



On Weaponry and Training: 
The Importance of the Quantifiable 

It is possible for a pemn to spend their whole M e  devoted to learning a skiii. 

For example, a person could read every book on car repair, watch movies explaining 

the basics step by step, and imagine what it wodd be like to haiiy work on a car. 

But until the person is given a set of tools and has expenenced hands-on instruction, 

they will never develop into a vexy wmpetent mechanic, no matter how much the 

desire is there. Without proper tools and leadership, the desire to be a mechanic will 

quickly turn to frustration and disappointment. Eventually, the desire to become a 

mechanic would be lost, and al1 of the time and effort in training the persan wodd 

have been wasted. The same is true with a fanatical soldier. If soldiers do not 

receive concrete motivators; that is, if there are no weapons to use or nobody to 

show them how to use them effectively, the years of ideological indoctrination 

conducted on him by his leaders is for naught. Although the most important factor 

in the combat motivation of a fanatic is their internalization of a radicalized version 

of the world view of their society, it cannot exist without concrete motivators and 

ultimately the opportunity to display their fanatical devotion in the senrice of their 

cause. This was a fact that was readily apparent to Hitler and the Nazi military 

leaders at the time. 
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It is clear that the National Socialist hiearchy investcd much time and effort 

on the indoctrination of their youth, and it is clear that the 12th SS was to be  the 

example for the nation to what the youth couid accomplish. However, unless the new 

division could produce successhil results on the battlefield, the negative reaction 

against the slaughter of the teenage boys would have dealt the Nazis a staggering 

blow tu their grip on power. No matter how much they were bombarded by the 

propaganda themes of devotion and sacrifice, nobody was willing to see the bea  of 

German youth perish in a vain attempt by Hitler to push his country into a state of 

total war. Realizing this, the Nazis at first recruited for the 12th SS under a cloud 

of secrecy, fearing that public awareness of the plan for this new division would 

arouse fears of a second Langemarck, the horrible slaughter of teenaged G e m a n  

recruits in the First World War where boundiess enthusiasm could not overcome the 

deficiencies in their hasty training.' The best way to prevent a reoccunence of this 

tragedy would be through systematic and thorough training of the recruits, which in 

turn increased the combat motivation of the teenagers. As is the case with al1 

soldien, proper training will give the soldier the belief that they have a chance in 

surviving any engagement The more training that a soldier or a unit gets, and the 

better their weaponry, the greater their sense of eliteness, and therefore the 

motivation of the unit will increase as well. To someone who is already highly 

motivated to fight bnatically, even before forma1 training begins, the occurrence of 

excellent training in the making of war would seive as the perfect compliment to the 

l Craig Luther, Blood and Honor, 1985, p. 31. 



ideological principles alreaciy internalized by the soldier. 

The first step in creating the sense of eliteness within the ranks of the 12th 

SS was the constant effort by the Nazis to provide the youth with a sense of the 

supenority of the German race over everyone else. This would have been a pan of 

the racial education that was present in the school system and within the Hitler 

Youth, but the inherent purpose of it wouid be to give the youth the feeling that 

nobody would have the ability to prevent the Aqan  youth nom doing what the 

Führer had demanded of them especially on the battiefield In a wartime issue of 

Wdle und Macht, one story illustrates this point clearly. Ln an article entitled "Eh 

Tag im Osten" (A Day in the East), there is a conversation between a German 

soidier and an old Russian peasant, where the Russian bemoans the Russian youth, 

saying that al1 that they want to do is fish, and wishes that the Russian youth were 

more like the German youth. The article gives the impression to the youth reading 

it that even the Russians believed that the years of education and sacrifice that the 

German youth had undergone would provide a real and tangible benefit to the 

Germans on the batdefield.' 

The conveyance of this sense of supenority was followed by the emphasis of 

the sacredness of seMce in the rnilitary. A s  Blackburn explained: 

The ultirnate purification for males was compulsoiy military service. And the 
saturation of German life in its entirety by the soldierly ethos was an inclusive 
goal of education: inculcating the military virtues Erom the time of early 
childhood to the threshold of maturity. Compulsory rnilitary s e ~ c e  then 

Sepp Keller, "Eh Tag im Osten," Wdk und Mocht: Führerorgan &r 
natwnaLsoztalrStLrchen Jugend 8.9 (1 May 1940): p. 3. 



insured that any remaining vestiges of intellectualisrn or personalism would be 
removed once and for ail before the begïnning of professional life. The total 
militarization of German life satisfied an urgent goal: acceptance of war by 
the individual as an integral part of a l ib of Danvinian stmggIe. . . . The 
community par excellence was the army, the agency through which Nazi ideals 
could be most thoroughiy indoctrinated, including the ideals of stmggie, duty, 
sacrifice, and acceptance of death. The Nazi education airned to prevent the 
decline of the martial spirit.' 

The compulsory rnilitary s e ~ c e  was eagerly awaited by the majonty of the youth, 

especially those who had intemalized ali, even the most radical, of the National 

Socialist propaganda. To these youths, entrance hto the army was acceptable. But 

in a society where the martial spirit dominated, the elite branch of military seMces 

was the SS. According to Rempel, "the most dedicated memben of the HJ preferred 

the equally young and dynamic SS over the party's aging and lethargic political 

cadre,"' or over the much l e s  Nazified army. 

The development of the SS, and the Waffen-SS in particular, is best seen as 

"a manifestation of National Socialism in p~wer ."~  With the re-founding of the 

NSDAP in 1925 after Hitler was released From jail foilowing the abortive "Beer Hall 

Putsch" of 1923, a tiny group of eight men fomed an organitation which provided 

bodyguard services to Hitler. The Sehutzrtflel, whkh later becarne better hown as 

the SS, was under the direct control of Hitler, which in turn led to friction between 

them and the Party's private anned goons, the SA (Sh~mabteilung, or Storm 

- - 

Gilmer Blackburn, Educatibn th the ThW Re&, 1985, pp. 117, 137. 

' Gerhard Rempel, Hider% Chüdren, 1989, p. 3. 

' Bemd Wegner, The Ween-SS: OrgMirarion, Ideology anù Funetion. trans. 
by Ronald Webster. (Oxford : Basil Blacloveil, 1990) p. 62. 
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Troopers). With the appointment of H e i ~ c h  Himmler to the p s t  of ReichrfUhrer- 

SS on 6 Januaiy 1929, and with the purge of the SA in 1934, the SS gained in power, 

prestige, and numbers, as it became the NSDAP's own "Party police." Within the 

radical SS ideologicai hamework, the SS staked its claim to protecting the growing 

Reich intemaily, which later translated into the minciset that it was the best 

organization to pmmote and protect the Reich extemally once Hitler had 

consolidated his power and began his aggressive foreign  poli^^.^ Entrance into this 

ideologically driven formation of the NSDAP was voluntary, unlike entrance into the 

army. By the time of the Allied landings in Nonnandy, there were essentially two 

branches of the SS. The first, the Waffen-SS, was the armed military wing of the SS, 

while the second, the Allgemeine (General) SS, was the "spiritual fountainhead" of 

the SS, whose main assignrnents dunng the war were concentration camp guard 

duties.' 

At the beginning of the war the term Waffen-SS was unknown. Originally 

known as the SS-VerfUgwi&stnrppen, the armed SS grew slowly until a Hitler decree 

on 17 August 1938. This placed the SS-Vefziptgshuppen not as a part of the 

Wehrmacht or the police, but as a standing armed force at Hitler's disposal, a force 

that would corne under the command of the Wehrmacht only in the event of a war. 

Acceptance into this formation was based on ngid physical and racial standards, and 

Ibid., pp. 62-4. 

' George H. Stein, me Waen SS: Hider's Elite Guard at Wm, 1939-1945. 
(Ithaca, NY : Comeil University Press, 1966) pp. m-aMi. 
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service in the SS-Ve@gungsm~ppen counted towards the national military obligation. 

In addition to regular rnilitary training, SS troops were also subject to intense 

ideological indoctnnation. Combat trained SS troops were first used in the 

occupations of the Rhineland, the Sudetenland, Austria, and Czechoslovalsa, and as 

a result of their formidable showing in a combat situation during the invasion of 

Poland the Waffen-SS were allocated enough men and resources by the Wehrmacht 

to increase their strength to three divisions, named the LAH, Dar Reich, and 

Totenkopfi By the end of the war, there were 38 Waffen-SS divisions within the 

order of battIe of the Gerrnan anned forces.' 

Blackburn noted that "the creation of the cult of the Nazi SS elite was a result 

of Hitler's effort to "rninister" to the psychic ills of his more fanatical followers. 

Unable to face the postwar world without direction, Heinrich Himmler and his 

wayward brawlers, searching desperately for some truth, followed a leader who would 

make everything corne out alrightn9 This dependence on Hitler for their identity 

meant that the most radical aspects of the National Socialist Weltarischauwig were 

intemalized by the men of the SS. Realizing the potential that this group would have 

in the acquisition, consolidation, and maintenance of power, the National Socialist 

leadership strove to harness their energy and rnindless devotion. The SS education 

consisted of moulding the mentality of the man. The basic attitude strived for was 

' See ibid, pp. m-xxxi; also Edmund L Blandford, Hitler's Second Amy: Tlrc 
Waffen SS. (Osceola, WI : Motorbooks, 1994). 

Blackburn, p. 10. 
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that the SS man should be a fighter for fighting's sake, called "heroic realism." The 

soldier had to obey unquestioningiy, had to be hard and impeMous to aU human 

emotions, be conternptuous of "inferior beings," show comradeship and camaraderie, 

and believe that the word "impossible" did not exist. However, the spirit of efficiency 

was the real goveming principle in the SS. The "hardness" trait of the SS man was 

key, and it was viewed on two levels. On the ideological Ievel, the concept of 

hardness evolved nom National Socialist concepts of inhumanity, mercilessness, and 

savagery. One the military level, the fighting nature of the SS demanded that SS 

men shouId have no hesitation in shedding either his own blood or the blood of 

foreignen.1° As a resuit of their education, the SS saldier would have intemalized 

the fact that their life was "the German kingdom," available br use in any way to 

protect the National Socialist Weltanscha~~~tg~'~ The SS man would have also known 

that he was indeed a part of an elite organization at the apex of German society,12 

a feeling that would have translated itself ont0 the motivation on the battlefield. 

Since the Hitler Youth, through the yean of resocialization and ideological 

indoctnnation, embodied the qualities that the SS wanted, the SS were quite eager 

to recruit the Hitler Youth into their ranks and transmit their own radicalized values 

to their new recruits. Although at first the Geman amy officials would not permit 

'O Hans Buchheim, "Command and Cornpliance." tram. by Richard Bany. In 
Helmut Krausnick et. al., Anatomy of the SS State. mndon  : Collins, 1968) pp. 320- 
2, 329, 334. 

" Alfred Kotz, FlJven wrd Folgen. (Potsdam : Ludwig Voggenreiter, 1934) 
p. 41. 

l2 Michael Reynolds, Steel I n f m ,  1997, p. 6. 
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active recruitment of the Hitler Youth by the SS, by 1934 they would allow 

volunteers in reserve units to go with the SS only if there were no presshg army 

needs that required their presence. This essentially gave Himmler al1 the justification 

that he needed to fonn a strong bond with the Hitler Youth in order to siphon off 

HJ members to his ranks. He instructed his SS leaders to initiate and preserve good 

relations with Hitler Youth leaders, and systematic Hitler Youth recniitment was 

discussed as early as 1935. A feeling emerged that the SS would be the preferred 

destination for the best of the Hitler Youth graduates, a sort of transfer ftom one 

elite Party formation to the other. The stringent conditions imposed on joining the 

SS created "an aura of preferment" that made it easy to attract and foster loyalty and 

dedication by those who were lucky enough to be accepted" When the SS began 

recruitment for the 12th SS, the standards were so hi& that it was certain that only 

the elite members of the Hitler Youth who were eligible would be accepted. 

The elite status that the 12th SS was to have in the structure of the Gerrnan 

military was constantly stressed to the soldiers of the division. In his speech to the 

future members of the division at the graduation ceremony from the W E b  in 1943, 

Artur Axmann stated: 

You are the elite of German youth. . . . In your unit, my comrades, the 
soldierly tradition of the Hitler Youth will find its ultimate expression. That 
is the reason why al1 Ge- youths direct their attention to this unit, to you; 
that is why the honour of German youth depends on you. 

Kis speech was bllowed by one fiom Himmler, who echoed this sentiment: 

l3 Rempel, pp. 23-4, 46. 



In these weeks, when the sacrifice of Stalingrad was on everyone's rnind, when 
the Russians mounted massive attacks, your Youth Leader made the decision 
to offer to the Fiihrer the best young boys of the new class for a new Waffen 
SS division. The Führer agreed happily. . . . After a few months in SS 
barracks you wiU enter a great formation. . . . You will then train some more, 
lose many dmps of sweat in order to save dmps of blood and haily wiil 
march dongside its sister division, the Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler. You 
will cany the name that the Führer gave you: SS Panzer Grenadier Division 
"Hitler-Jugend"" 

These explicit statements weie meant to appeal to the boys' idealism and M e r  

emphasize their sense of eliteness. In the proces, they would have also increased 

the desire for the boys to get out into the battlefield and live up to their elite status. 

Kellett has concluded that being attached to a well-known group, or a group 

with a good reputation, would make the soldier believe that they were better fighters, 

and therefore increase their combat m~tivation.~ Although the 12th SS had yet to 

prove itself in battle, and therefore was unable to create a reputation for itselc their 

structure was modeled after, and their sister division became, the 1st SS LAH. The 

1st SS was the most famous of the SS units, having been onginally created in 1933 

as a Headquarters Guard in order to act as the bodyguards for Hitler. They 

symbolized what the idea! National Socialist was to be, and during the beginning of 

the war they proved thernselves to be effective, ferocious, and brutal soldiers. 

Nicknamed "The Führer's Fire Brigade," the 1st SS LAW had many admirers within 

the German anny. Field Marshall August von Mackensen once wrote to Himmler: 

l4 Of course, this name was later changed when the division was reformed to 
becorne a Panzer division. These two speeches were quoted in Luther, p. 34. 

" Anthony Kellett, Combat Motivation, 1982, p. 54. 



I can assure you that the Leibstandarte is held in high regard, not only by the 
officers but also by its fellow cornrades in the Heer [Arrny]. Every unit wants 
to have the Leibstandarte as its adjacent unit, both in the attack and in 
defence. The unit's intemal discipline, its refieshing eagemess, its cheemil 
enthusiasm, its unshakable calmness in cnsis no matter how great, and its 
toughness are examples to us all. Its members' feeling for their fellow 
soldiers, 1 would like to tnily emphasize, is exemplary and unsurpassed. . . . 
This truly is an elite unit? 

It was the soldiers of this elite unit who would have the most impact on the training 

and the outlook on war for the members of the 12th SS. 

The syrnbolic elernents surroundhg the naming and the symbols of the 

division were also significant in increasing the combat motivation of the members of 

the 12th SS. Along with the 1st SS, the 12th SS was a part of the 1 SS Panzer Corps, 

a name that had already been assigned earlier in the campaign in Russia but was 

given to this new formation in Normandy to signify an even greater sense of 

eliteness." Both the LAH and the 12th SS were the only units in the Wehrmacht to 

have HitIer's name in their divisional name, an honour that they subsequently worn 

on their a m .  Added to the symbolic similarities posseued by these two divisions 

was the divisional emblem. The crest of the 12th SS was virtually identical to that 

of the 1st SS, the only difference being the crest of the 12th SS had a rune 

intersecting the skeleton key at the centre of the crest. Acairding to Hubert Meyer, 

l6 Quoted in Reynolds, p. 12. For a more detailed history of the LAH, see 
Rudolf Lehmann's four volume history of the division entitled nie L e i b s t M e ,  
(Winnipeg : S. J. Fedorowicz, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1993). 

l7 This new formation was to take precedence over the old 1 SS Panzer Corps, 
commanded by SS-Obergnippenfûhrer Paul Hausser, which was subsequently 
demoted to become the II SS Panzer Corps. See Reynolds, pp. 13-4. 



through the Division's emblem and armbands, the unit was able to achieve a greater 

cohesiveness, both within the division and withui the 1 SS Panzer Corps. Through 

these emblems, they were able "to show themselves equal to their cornrades of the 

Leibstandarte,"" thereby creating another powemil motivator. 

The uniform worn by the soldien of the 12th SS also possessed a motivating 

quality. Each member of the division had at least a partial uniform that was 

camouflaged, and othen had hdi camouflage, a relative luxury which made it aimost 

impossible to spot a 12th SS soldier in the field, but would also make them quite 

distinctive in a crowd.19 Both the officers and the recruits wore the same outfit, and 

this combined with the relative youth~ness of the officer corp meant that it was 

virtually impossible to tell the enlisted men h m  the offices." Apaa from giving the 

soldiers an advantage over their Gerrnan cornrades who did not possess the 

camouflaged uniforms, the boys in the 12th SS would have felt a sense of pnde that 

they were alike in appearance with their heros, thereby increasing their combat 

motivati~n.~ 

The combat motivation of the division was hirther enhanced by an elevated 

18 Hubert Meyer, rite Hirtory of the 12. SS-Panrerdivkbn Hithjuge& 1994, 
p. 11. 

lg See Luther, pp. 130-1, fn. 13. 

Directorate of History and Heritage, 159.95.023 (D7), Record of pt.oceedUigs, 
Vol 1, p. 99. 

21 The soldiers of the 12th SS were masters in the art of camoufiage, being 
taught by their instructoa who had leamed the craH in Russia. This knowledge was 
to prove deadly for the Aliied forces who came in contact with 12th SS snipers who 
were virtually impossible to discover. See Luther, p. 64. 
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sense of unit esprit. Although unit esprit oEten carnes about as a result of unit 

history and traditionsP the members of the 12th SS, as a result of their cornmon 

experiences in the Hitler Youth and in the WEIs and the influence of their SS 

officers, were able to quickly corne together and develop a unit bond that was 

defined by the fanaticism that each soldier felt towards Hitler and Nazi Gennany. 

Kun Meyer testified that "for their fighting mutto the soidiers were given the 

idealistic point of view of soldierhood, in brief; '1 am nothing, we are everything.' 

The entire troops were looked upon as one unitwD The soldiers recognized that the 

morale in their unit was hi&, and they truiy believed themselves to be excellent 

soldiers, even to the point of believing that they were superior to their own German 

c o u n t e r p a ~ . ~  

A unique aspect of the division that would give its soldien an even greater 

combat motivation was the methods of training ernployed The fint element of this 

training was the emphasis on physical fitness. Even before entering the 12th SS, the 

teenage recniits had already undergone extensive physical training. Professional 

youth leaders and educators in the Third Reich placed physical fitness above 

See Kellett, pp. 46-51. 

DHH, 159.95.023 (D7), Record of Roceedings, Vol II, Testimony of Kurt 
Meyer, p. 553. See also NAC, RG 2, 18 Central Registry Files Vol 209, W-41 (v.l), 
Petition by Kurt Meyer, 8 December 1950, p. 6. 

See DHH, 159.95.023 (D7). Record of Pbceedüzgs, Vol III, Exhibits, Exhibit 
T-4, Record of the evidence of Alfred Helzel, p. 2@ NAC, RG 24, Vol 10427, 
Supplementary R e m  Exhibit 7, Testimony of Gren. Bernhard Herholz, p. 5. 



intellectual training in their educational cumculum.~ Physical education was seen 

as a hindiunentai and inseparable part of National Sacialist education, as long as it 

was done under the direction of the National Socialist Weltanschauung.." As a result, 

physical education classes began to take over the school's schedule. The normal 

tirnetable allocation for gym classes went From two to three in 1936, and h m  three 

to five in 1938." Eventually, the Hitler Youth took over the planning of sports and 

sporting events, and the sports eventually took a militanstic tone. One of the 

favourite sports was rifle marksmanship, and by 1938 the Hitler Youth had over 1 

250 000 participants in marksmanship." Even within the division, a sporting program 

was set up, under the guidance of the NSFO." The result of d l  of this emphasis on 

sport was a group of teenagers who were physically fit and able to handle the strain 

of rnilitary Me, thereby producing a more content and motivated solder. 

The quality and diversity of the WEL training also setved to hirther motivate 

the average boy who passed through its gates. As Rernpel pointed out: 

The curriculum of the WELs incorporated an exaggerated Darwinian ideology 
inhised with the youthfûl élan of the HJ, physical exercises highlighting its 

25 Rempel, p. 173. 

56 "Physical Education and National Socialisrn," in George L. Mosse, Nmi 
Culrwe, 1966, p. 281. 

" Xncidentally, the second rise came at the expense of religious education. See 
Richard Grunberger, A Socd History of the ntud Reich, 1983. p. 365. 

Rempel, pp. 178-81. See aiso H. W. Koch, The Hitler Youth, 1975, p. 114. 

" National Archives and Record Administration, T-354/155/3799087, Betr.: 
Sportabzeichenwesen; Neuorganisation der bisherigen Vorgange beim Inspekteur fur 
Leibesarziehungen, 24.3.1944. 



combative ethos, and the basic techniques of war making. . . . me] emphasis 
on orderliness helped to instül a sense of discipline, unquestionhg obedience, 
and clear subordination. "Trooplike drills" were avoided, not only because 
they were inappropriate for young boys, but also because they were less 
practical than exercises designed to instill martial attitudes. . . . [Elndurance 
and toughness were the primary goals." 

The military aspects of the WU training were quite elaborate. Nearly half of the 

instruction time allotted was spent on terrain exercises, like night training, patrolling, 

and terrain games. Use and care of small calibre weapons took up one quarter of 

the training t h e ,  and because of the successful nature of this training in the WEL, 

the army wuld shorten its weapons training component in their basic training. 

Finally, physical exe rcise, first aid training, and general housekeeping, coupled wit h 

the ideological training, rounded out the schedule of the trainee. Through their 

involvement in the WEL, coupled with the education received at the han& of the 

Nazified educational system and within the structure of the Hitler Youth, many of 

the youth proved to be high-quality recr~its,~' thereby adding to their already 

inflated sense of eiiteness. 

Another factor that set the 12th SS apart from their cornrades was the smpe, 

and the sometimes unorthodox nature, of their training once they were assembled in 

Beverloo. As Kurt Meyer stated, "training was made to approximate war conditions. 

Al1 exercises were conducted with live ammunition and with fighiing weapons, not 

training weapons. The losses which thereby resulted had to be taken in order to 

30 Rempel, p. 194. 

" Ibid., pp. 195, 203. 



avoid losses during action."" The use of live fire during training was certainly nsky 

and unorthodox, but this type of training made the soldiers focus on their job and, 

in tum, highly motivated the survivoa of the training." In order to achiwe the goals 

of toughening the recruits rnentally, building conlidence, and enhancing knowledge 

of weapons and equipment, the officers sometirnes resorted to curious measures. For 

instance, in order to familiarize the Panzer crews and offices with the machines that 

they were to take into battle, SS-Obersturrnbannführer Max Wünsche, the CO of the 

12th SS Panzer Regiment, took the soldiers to the MAN tank production factory in 

Nuremberg and had them work between eight and fourteen days in the assembly 

ares? In one exercise, the CO of one infantry battalion required his soldien, hilly 

equipped with weapons and supplies, to leap into a sand pit 30 feet deep, for the 

purpose of training the recruits to never hesitate to do what was necessary in a 

combat situation. in another demonstration, one instnictor, in an attempt to show 

that grenade splinters only travelled lateially and upwards, detonated the weapon 

atop his head on his helmet Other exercises had the youth, in an attempt to 

familiarize themselves with their weapons, disassembling and rebuilding their 

weapons with their eyes bound or  while in the dark? 

32 DHH, 159.95.023 @7), Record of Roceedùtgs, Vol II, Testimony of Kurt 
Meyer, p. 553. See also NAC, RG 24, Vol 10427, Suppkmentary Report, Exhibit 8, 
Kurt Meyer, pp. 16-7. 

33 James Lucas, Buale Group, 1993, p. 143. See also Luther, p. 64. 

Y H. Meyer, p. 7. 

35 Luther, p. 65. 
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The health of the soldiers was also stressed, with the knowledge that healthy, 

well-fed soldien would perform better in battle. In order to promote physical 

development in the still-growing boys, and mincihl of the fact that active teenaged 

boys need an enormous amount of calories per day, the soldiers of the 12th SS 

received special rations, the outcorne of an agreement between the German High 

Command and SSObergruppenfuhrer Oswald Pohl, the Chief of the SS Wvtschc@- 

und Vemaltungshauptamt (Ewnomic and Administrative Main Office). The weekly 

ration for each soldier consisted of 3.5 litres of hesh milk, 1,750 grams of bread, 200 

grams of meat, 140 grams of lard, 120 grams of sugar, and 245 grams of other 

nutrients, which, according to Pohl, was more substantial than the rations ailotted to 

worken in heavy industry." Instead of the cigarette ration that most soldien 

received, the soldiers of the 12th SS had to be content with a ration of hard candy 

until they tumed eighteen? Any relationship with a woman was strictly prohibited 

until the boy turned eighteen, so the soldiers were forbidden to patronize the local 

brothels. The consumption of alcohol was also strictly forbidden." In the few 

documents that remain conceming discipline in the 12th SS, the evidence points to 

strict discipline against those who broke these rules." 

36 Ibid., pp. 62-3. See also NARA, T354/153/3797135-8, Sanitatsdienstliche 
Anordnuger Nr. 1, 10.5.1944 

Kurt Meyer, Grenu&rs, 1994, p. 116. 

38 Luther, p. 62. See also NARA, T-354/153/3797121, Btl. Befehl 40/44, 
1.5.1944. 

" See, for example, T-354/153/37%964-6, Strafteno r, 27.4.1944. 



nie 12th SS also held certain advantages over other German tinits when it 

came to equipment Aithough it is true that the 12th SS struggled in obtaining some 

supplies, like gasoline, in other ways it received more than what was normally 

allocated to divisions. In his book Panam m Normandy: Thcn and Now, Enc L e h e  

examined both the Panzer units in Normandy and the German military documents 

in order to ascertain the theoretical desired Ievel of strength for both a Panzer 

regiment and a Panzer division. The Merences between the theoretical top-line 

strength and the actual strength of the 12th SS is indicative of the emphasis placed 

upon the equipping of the 12th SS." 

According to Lefèvre's research, a Panzer Division by 1944 would have one 

Panzer regiment, two Panzer Grenadier regiments (one motorized, one a 

combination rnotorized and annoured), a reconnaissance battalion, an anti-tank 

battalion, an artillery regiment, an anti-aircralt battalion, an engineer battalion, and 

vanous other sub-units (like signals, medical, etc), for a total strength of 14,787 

officers and men. For the 12th SS, this breakdown remained constant, except that 

the 12th SS contained a rnortar battalion (W@èrubteiluung) and had a total strength 

of 19,090 men, over 4,000 more soldien than what would be expected. Consistent 

with this fact, the total number of weapons possessed by the 12th SS greatly exceeded 

that of a regular division. A typical Panzer regiment cansisted of two battalions, one 

Al1 of the information regarding the Order of Banle for the 12th SS cornes 
from H. Meyer, especially pp. 358-9, and Luther, pp. 248-53. The information for 
Panzer Regiment "44" wmes from Eric Lefevre, P<uinrs in Normundy: Thm d Now. 
(London : Plaistow, 1983), especially pp. 6-17. The information listed for the 1st SS 
is found in Reynolds, Appendix 1-III. 
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battalion consisting of four companies of 17 Panzer V "Panther" tanks and the other 

battalion consisting of four companies of 22 Panzer IV tanks. The total number of 

tanks for the regiment, including the tanks assigned to the staff platoon, numbered 

160. The 12th SS Panzer Regiment had the four companies of Panther tanks, but 

it hadfie companies of Panzer IV tanks, giving it a total of 182 tanks, twenty-two 

more than what wouid be  expected Each of the infantry regiments in the 12th SS, 

the 25th and the 26th SS Panzer Grenadier Regiments, contained over 1 0  more 

soldiers than norrnally found in an infantry regiment in a normal Panzer division. 

The 12 SS Anti-tank Battalion mnsisted of two companies equipped with 14 

Panze jiiger IV's and a Company with 12 75mm Pak 40's, for a total of 40 anti-tank 

weapons. However, the theoretical self-propelled anti-tank strength for a Panzer 

division in Nomandy in 1944 was only twenty-one Panze jagers, not twenty eight, 

meaning the 12th SS was receiving more than its fair share of equipment. The 

number of towed anti-tank guns was the same as the other divisions, but these were 

replaced later on dunng the Normandy campaign by the self-propelled Panze rjagers. 

The number of artillery pieces remained constant, but the 12th SS, as mentioned 

before, had an additional mortar battalion containing 24 Nebelwerfers and one 

280mm/320mm battery. Additionally, the engineer battalion assigned to the 12th SS 

was motorized and amoured, a luniiy that was uncommon in comparable units. 

The message that the over-allocation of resources to the 12th SS would have 

sent to the members of the division would have definitely influenced their morale 

and their motivation. The division received more men, more heavy weapons, better 
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rations, and, according to Kurt Meyer, better training than any other division in 

Nonnandy? The soldiers also had maintained a faith in their ~eapons :~  

consequently giving them additional confidence going into battie. Given the previous 

teachings that they were racially superior and given the martial aspect of German 

society and education, there is Iittle doubt that most of the teenagers in the 12th SS 

wodd have a feeling of iwincibility. No wonder, then, the soldiea had "laughter in 

their eyes" and a "faith in their strength and the will to fight" before their first 

battle.43 The feelings of superiority, the esprit de corps, the superior training, and 

the overabundance of equipment that the 12th SS possessed al1 combined to enhance 

the combat motivation of the soldiers to a level unreached by other units in the war. 

For the fanatical soldier, these tangible motivators are necessary in order to 

implement the teachings that the ideological indoctrination had forced them to 

internalize. Many of these motivators cannot exist, though, without the presence of 

a strong leadership. In order to Mly develop a theory of combat motivation for 

fanatical soldiers, the influence of leadership must be extracted and explained. 

- 

4' See K. Meyer, p. 116. 

42 Reynolds, p. 51. 

43 K. Meyer, p. 117. 



Big Men, Draumngem, and Thugs: 
The Impact of Leadership 

The teenagers who made up the bulk of the 12th SS Panzer Division "Hitler 

Youth" would not have been as motivated to fight, and perhaps not as fanatical, 

without the influence of their experienced and reckless officers. The bond that these 

battle-hardened veterans had with their Young charges was indeed unique to their 

unit, as discemed by the following observation of a saldier from the 12th Panzer 

Regiment: 

In the vicinity of the Divisional cornmand post we met Hauptsturmfùhrer 
[Wilhelm] Beck . . . Beck was one of those officea who combined the 
penonality of an officer and human in a rare, magical manner, exemplary in 
al1 his actions. . . . If Beck har arkcd for it, we would have let oumlvcs bc cut 
to pieces immediatefy for h k  ' 

There are few soldiers who would admit that such a relationship existed where the 

soldier would die without question on the order of their superior. The combination 

of years of ideological indoctrination geared towards a reckless and fanatical style of 

warfare with officers who fully embodied these characteristics in their own beliefb and 

actions would prove a fatal combination for many teenagers of the division. 

The Link between competent officers and motivated soldiers is refiected 

Emphasis added. Quoted in Hubert Meyer, Tlu History of the 12. SS- 
Panzerdiviswon Hitlqugiend, 1994, p. 60. 



throughout the historical and social scientific fiterature. In the saciological 

examination of this particular relationship, Dean Havron and Joseph McGrath 

determined that leader intelligence, knowledge and implementation of job skills, and 

a sense of the feelings of their men by the officer are key to the performance and 

motivation of a unit. The higher these factors are present in a leader, the more 

likely the unit will be highly motivated and effective.' Anthony Kellett determined 

that a soldier will obey and follow a leader if they meet their expectations which 

many generally do. The more they meet these expectations, the more motivated the 

soldiers are in following them into battle. He also found that the most effective form 

of leadership is through example. Following a leader is easier for the soldier than 

MfiIling orders while their officers watch them from a distance. Finally, Kellett 

concluded that an important way for soldiers to increase their combat motivation was 

through modelling oneself after a successful leader. Kellett also asserted that the 

effectiveness of the Wehrmacht was a result of the presence of these qualities within 

the leadership of the German Anny during the Second World War? These exact 

qualities were quite evidenî., and purposely strived for, by the officers of the 12th SS. 

If the officer of a unit embodied the characteristics of an excellent soldier, their 

example would definitely reflect upon the combat motivation of their unit. John 

' See M. Dean Havron and Joseph E. McGrath. T h e  Contribution of the 
Leader to the Effectiveness of Small Military Groups." Leaciership and Inletpersonal 
Behmriowi e d  by Luigi Petrollo and Bernard M. Bass. (New York : Holt, 
Rhinehart, and Winston, 1961). pp. 169, 171. 

' Anthony Kellett, Combat MotNation, 1982, pp. 152-5, 162, 307. 
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Keegan identified the presence of the "Big Man" as one of the vital elements in the 

combat motivation of a soldier. The presence in a unit of a soldier who appem to 

be the embodiment of the perceived ideal soldier, the one who "bnngs combat alive" 

through his actions on the field, wi l l  positively affect the motivation of a soldier. 

Another key element of Keegan's theory of combat motivation was that of mirnicry, 

which can be dehed as the efforts of a mldier in an attempt to emulate the actions 

of the "Big Man." For the soldiers of the 12th SS, the "Big Man" of their unit was 

their officer, and there was a consistent effort on the part of the average solder to 

emulate their leaders within every aspect of training and combat! 

The officen of the 12th SS, while unique in their own right, were just a small 

part of a highly motivated, highly idealistic, and veiy Young, group of German SS 

o@cers. It was the youth of the officers, along with their upbnnging in the National 

Socialist system, which led them to be quite susceptible to Nazi ideology, and these 

are the key elernents in understanding the relationship between the officers of the 

12th SS and their charges. Although they would not have been bombarded with 

National Socialist ideology to the sarne extent as younger members of Gerrnan 

society, evidence suggests that the SS officers were just as cornrnitted to Hitler and 

his Weitatlschauung. Being ideologically disposed to Nazism did not mean that an 

officer would be promoted faster than others less fond of National Socialism, so it 

can be concluded that adherence to National Socialism on the part of the junior 

John Keegan, "Towards a Theoiy of Combat Motivation," 1997, pp. 8-10. 
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officers was penonal, not professional? Hitler and the junior officers both foresaw 

their quest as the realization of vague, idealistic goals, and there is little doubt that 

the junior officer corps were highly commined to the National Socialist regimeO6 

Hans Koch also stressed the importance of the Hitler Youth training on the 

effectiveness of the junior officers during the war: who, by the later stages of the 

war, were fighting with a greater sense of urgency, determination, and recklessness 

than their older cornrades. Age was also a factor in the make-up and outlook of the 

SS. The SS was a relatively youthful organization, especially for an eiite formation 

that performed important hinctions in Hitler's Reich. The average age of the SS on 

1 January 1934 was twentysix years and eight months, and on 1 September 1937 it 

was twenty-nine years and eight months. Additionaily, 90.2 percent of the WaEen-SS 

officer corps of 1944 between the ranks of Stunnbannfiihrer and Standartenfiihrer 

were forty-one years old or Iess. Since the SS were quite interested in recruiting the 

Hitler Youth into their formations once they turned eighteen, it is not very surpnsing 

to learn the Hitler Youth age cohort bom between 1914 and 1928 contained the 

most active participants in the SS? The officer corps of the 12th SS was by far the 

youngest in the entire Geman rniiitay structure. For example, when Kurt Meyer 

became the regimental commander of the 25th Panzer-Grenadier Regiment, he was 

5 Orner Bartov, The Emtem F m ,  1986, pp. 63, 65. 

6 Bartov, Hitler3 A m y ,  1992, pp. 117, 144. 

' H. W. Koch, The Hitler Yowh, 1975, pp. 238-9. 

* Gerhard Rempel, Hitler's Chüdren, 1989, pp. 12-3. 



the oldest member of the entire regiment at the age of thirty-two. When he became 

divisional commander with the death of Fritz Witt, he was only thirty- three-years-old, 

making him the youngest divisional commander in the entire ~ehrmacht .~  

The fighting quality of the officers who were attached to the 12th SS was 

intentionally high. As Kurt Meyer explained at his trial, "the officers were especiaily 

selected on the basis of their charmer. Those found not suitable were, within the 

first week, rem~ved."'~ The officers who remained to lead the division, in the words 

of James Lucas, were Young, but: 

their combat experience gave them authority beyond their years. They had 
leamed that to fight aggressively brought victory on the battiefield and the 
grafting of their experience ont0 the enthusiasm of the rank and file produced 
a body of men who were dedicated to the concept of victory in battle.l1 

Koch agreed with Lucas' assessment, saying that the supenor leadership of the 12th 

SS' officer corp led to a "strongly developed esprit de corps and an aggressive 

enthusiasm [within the 12th SS] which was not found wanting" during their battles in 

N~rmandy.'~ Indeed, these offcers have been deçcribed by some as equivalent to 

Caesar's finest iegions or Napoleon's Imperia1 Guard However, and more 

accurately, they have also been described by others as equivalent to Ghengis Kahn's 

See Tony Foster, Meeting of Generols, 1986, pp. 282. 

' O  Directorate of Histoiy and Herîtage, 159.95.023 @7), Record of Proceedings, 
Vol. II, p. 552. 

l1 James Lucas, Battle Group!, 1993, p. 143. 

I2 See Koch, pp. 238-45. 



hordes and Attila's invading Huns.13 

The bitter fighting in the Russian campaign that the soldiers in the LAH 

experienced would have dehi te ly  Uifluenced the way that the officers of the 12th SS 

led their men. Hans Joachim Schroder agreed with Bartov's assessrnent of the 

barbarization of warfare in this carnpaign by stating that the tenn "toughness" was 

"insufficient to describe the Eighting in Russia. It was not just 'tough', but brutal in 

the extreme; it was . . . a relapse into complete barbarity. . . . Pt was] cruel to the 

extent that individual human lives became worthle~s."'~ Because of this fact, the 

officea of the 12th SS developed what Reynolds called their own unique "phiiosophy 

of soldiering," a philosophy that glonfied fighting for fighting's sake. He quoted a 

letter written by an officer of the LAH who wrote: 

It was those defensive battles in Russia which I shall always remember for the 
sheer beauty of the fighting, rather than the victorious advances. Many of us 
died horribly, some even as cowards, but for those who lived, even for a short 
penod out there, it was well worth the dreadful suffering and danger. After 
a time we reached a point where we . . . lived entirely for the next clash, the 
next engagement with the enemy. There was a tremendous sense of "being", 
an exhilarating feeling that every neive in the body was alive to fight." 

This highly developed brutal ethos of fighting would be transferred to the formative 

minds of the teenagers that they would lead to battle, whose years of ideological 

l3 Michael Reynolds, Steel I n f m ,  1997, p. 353. 

l4 Hans Joachim Schr6der. "German Soldiers' Expenences Dunng the Initial 
Phase of the Russian Campaign." F m  Peace to Woc Ge-y, Sou& Russùa Md 
the Wod[4 1939-Ig41. ed. by Bemd Wegner. (Providence : Berghahn, 1997) pp. 3 16- 
8. 

" See Reynolds, p. 15. 
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indoctnnation was immediately validated by the words and the actions of their 

officers. For these boys, being led by the heros and fonner members of "Hitler's Fire 

Brigadet' would be akin to a midget hockey player playing on a line with Wayne 

Gretzky and Mario Lemieux. Being led by one's hero into battle would have had an 

incalculable effect on the combat motivation of these young boys. 

The officers who became the major conunanders of the 12th SS were tnily an 

elite force within the German rnilitary systern. F r i a  Witt, who was the first divisional 

commander of the division, had received his Knight's Cross in the French campaign 

in 1940, and he received his Oak Laves  for the Knight's Cross in Russia on 1 March 

1943. Three months Iater, at the age of 35, Witt was assigned the leadership of the 

12th SS. Described as a hurnane but hard-driving commander, Witt was held in hi@ 

esteem by bis officea and by his enlisted men alike. Typifal of the bulk of the 

officers in the 12th SS, he disdained commanding away fiom the action, prefemng 

instead to cornrnand from the front lines. According to Hubert Meyer, Witt had 

relied upon his combat expenence to determine the training and educational 

principles for the division, and he supervised these pnnciples being put into place. 

He was "a rock in the sea, the totally accepted leader, trusted by al1 and admired by 

his young soldiers. . . . The well-being of al1 members of his Division, in particular 

of the young soldiers to whom he was a shining example and a considerate father, 

was his conceni." His death as a result of naval gunfire on 14 June 1944 was "an 



unforgettably tragic day for ail members of the di~ision."'~ 

The man who took over control of the division upon Witt's death, Kurt 

Meyer, had the reputation among his troops as being a D r a & ü n ~ ,  that is, an 

extremely ruthless and reckless fighter. These same people who called Meyer a 

Draufgünger dso called him a "good", "correct", and "brave" soldier.l7 His reputation 

for toughness was unsurpassed in the whole of the Even Meyer hunself 

admitted that he had an unorthodox fighting method, one with which his supenors 

sometimes disapproved of. He recounted a story in his mernoin when he was 

leading a reconnaissance squadron through the mountains in Greece when his group 

got held up by a fierce machine gun defence. The road that they were on was al= 

rnined, and the Greeks were blowing it up. None of the squad wouid advance, so 

Meyer yelled at them showed them a grenade, pulled the pin, and rolled it behind 

the last grenadier. In his words, he declared that he had "never experienced such a 

united leap forward"" His philosophy of fighting was similar to that of Witt: the 

commander of the division needed to lead his men personally into battle. To Meyer, 

'W. Meyer, pp. 74-5. See also Reynolds, pp. 21-2; Kurt Meyer, G ~ n a d i e ~ ,  
1994, pp. 131-2; Craig W. H. Luther, Bluod Pnd Honor, 1987, pp. 38-40. 

" DHH, 159.95.023 @7), Record of fioceedUlg, Vol. KII, Exhibit T-4, Record 
of the Evidence of Alfted Helzel, p. 22; National Archives of Canada, Record Group 
2 4  Volume 12839,67/Kurt Meyer Case/& #59. There is evidence that this label was 
first attached to Meyer as a resuit of an alleged incident during the Russian 
campaign, where Meyer was said to have destroyed a village named Jefkemowka and 
put al1 of the inhabitants to death. 

la Luther, p. 48. 

l9 K. Meyer, pp. 33, 69. 



the commander belonged in the leading combat group, so that he could make 

decisions h m  his moving ta* and so that he could be the driving force of his 

d iv i s i~n .~  For his battlefield exploits, Meyer was awarded the both the Oak Leaves 

and the Swords to go along with his Knights C r o ~ s . ~  However, he also experienced 

a bit of luck as well; by his own account, he had eight drivers killed at his side 

throughout the entire war? 

What endeared Meyer to his troops, though, was not just his highly effective 

style of fighting Meyer was also a comrnitted Nazi who took every opportunity to 

reinforce the same values on his troops. For the indoctrinated youth of the 12th SS, 

Meyer was the persmification of their training. The Canadians who interrogated him 

after his capture described him in this way: 

Standing approx 5ft loin in height, broad shouldered, thick-set, his whole 
appearance dominated by his cold grey-blue eyes, which fîxed one with what 
almost amounts to a stare whenever he is taiking, Kurt Meyer is the 
personification of National Socialism. His min& paralyzed long with 
propaganda, is quite unable to even consider m y  other point of view. His 
whole outlook is dominated by the peril of Rusia and the Communist threat 
to Germany, which reasons he gives for his wholehearted adherence to Hitler 
and to his teachings. . . . He ended these statements [against Russia] with the 
remark that we should find many in the [POW] Camp who would drag the 
Führer's name in the dust, but he and those SS men with him would never 
associate with these ideas, and wouid always maintain their faith in what he 

" DHH, 81/104, Extracts, Kurt Meyer, Chaplains Report of Interview, 3 Sept 
50, p. 1. 

*' Meyer was awarded the Knight's Cross on 18 May 1941 as the CO of the 
1st SS-Pz. Recon. Bn. of the LAH in Greece, the Oak Leaves as the same in Russia 
on 23 May 1943, and the Oak Leaves and Swords in Normandy as the CO of the 
12th SS on 27 August 1944. 

22 K. Meyer, p. 78. 



had taught t.hernsP 

Meyer's fanaticism for Hitler was the dnving force on his life. SS-Obergnippedührer 

b se f  (Sepp) Dietrich, who cornmanded the LAH and later the 1st SS Panzer Corps, 

described Meyer as "the x>ui of fanatical resistance. . . . The successes achieved by 

his battle group - e~pecktliy in the fight against bolshevism - are uniquely and solely 

due to his fanatical battle spint and arcumspect leadership.'" Even after the war, 

Meyer rernained totally committed to National Socialism. Capt Wadi Lehmann, who 

was Meyer's personal interpreter during his trial, stated that Meyer's life "really 

meant very Little to him. His only regret was that he hadn't died in battle. He still 

idolized Hitler and became vehement in his support of the Führer when 1 suggested 

that al1 he'd done was lead Germany into destruction? Meyer, as the 

personification of all things Nazi, and the personification of the political soldier, was 

the officer who was the greatest motivator for the troops of the 12th SS, especially 

when he accompanied them into battle? 

The List of former LAH odcers and heros whose philosophy of fighting was 

transferred to their troops and whose radical actions were ernulated by their t m p s  

NAC, RG 24, Vol 12840, 67Kurt Meyer/(S), Evidence File, Special 
Interrogation Report, p. 1. 

Quoted in Foster, pp. 251-2, 365. 

ZS Ibid., p. 469. 

'' For example, an oh-repeated story has Meyer promising the boys of his 
regiment's reconnaissance Company dunng their training in Beverloo in the sumrner 
of 1943 that he would acmmpany them on their "baptism of fire," a promise that he 
willingly kept in their first engagement on 8 June 1944. See Luther, p. 163; K. 
Meyer, pp. 125-6. 
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was virtualiy endless. For example, Obershinnbannfùhrer Max Wiinsche, the CO of 

the 12th SS Panzer Regiment, has been described as the "penonification of an SS 

officer" as well as an outstanding, and charismatic, leader? One of the Canadians 

who interrogated Wünsche commented that he was "dennitely a museum piece. He 

is a 150% Nordic warrior . . . and a fanatic of the most extreme order, with a well- 

disciplined and calculatùig brain. Another intermgator commented that Wunsche, 

"the SS pin-up type, need not be discwed. . . . A passionate Nazi, and a passionate 

soldier, rather slow in the uptake, with a vigomus loyalty cornplex, he like the 

Bourbons has forgotten nothing and leamed nothing."" Brigadeführer Wilhelm 

Mohnke, the CO of the 26th Panzer Grenadier Regirnent, was an original member 

of the WI, joining it in 1933. Although he had lost a foot in Yugoslavia in 1941, 

Mohnke's soldierly quality ied him to this commission. He was a man of violent 

emotions and brutality, and not well Iiked by most people who he came in contact 

with, but he was admired for his courage and devotion to the National Socialist 

cause." His dedication was rewarded with the command of the Chancellery's (and 

Eric Letêvre, Panzers oi Nomumdy, 1983, p. 150; Reynolds, p. 22; Luther, 
pp. 74-5. 

" NAC, RG24, Vol 12842, 67/12 SS PZ DIV (HJ)/I, General File Re 
Investigation of Atrocities Comrnitted by 12 SS Panzer Div(ttr), t139.  

" NAC, RG 24, Vol 12837, X432. This document was a report writîen on 8 
Jan 1946, regarding POWs who could be released. 

" Luther, p. 74; Reynolds, p. 22. 



Hitler's) defence during the last days of the war." The final major combat cornmand 

in the 12th SS, that of the division's Reconnaissance Battalion, was given to 

Sturmbannflihrer Gerhard Bremer. Bremer had been in the same battalion with 

Meyer and Wünsche in France in 1940, and he fought in every LAH campaign in 

Russia. Like Meyer, Bremer was given the title of Draujjjhger, and ha was also only 

23-yean-old when he eamed the KNght's Cross in 1941, staking his claim as one of 

the youngest soldien ever to win the wveted medai." In fact, of the senior 

commanders in the 12th SS, only Mohnke did not possess the Knight's Cross before 

the Normandy invasion, although he did eam it during the campaign. Wiinsche and 

Bremer also had earned the Oak Leaves to go with their Knight's Cross." 

Because of the unusual circumstances that the 12th SS had in regards to its 

formation and make-up, the officers of the division felt that it would be desirable to 

fonn close relationships between themselves and their men. Meyer testified at his 

tnd that: 

The discipline of my young soldiers was good and was based on the 
foundation of the farnily, it was fundamentally different nom the discipline of 
a young troop. Because of their youth the leadership had to find a new way 
in the education of these men. Between officers and men, apart Erom the 

'' For a more wmplete afcount of Mohnke's involvement in this pst,  see H. 
R. Trevor-Roper, The Las( Days of Hitler. (New York : The MacMillan Company, 
1947). 

32 Luther, pp. laQ-5, Reynolds, p. 23. 

xi It is quite interesting to see how these stellar officers were viewed by their 
peers. After the war, Wehrmacht General Heinrich Eberbach described Witt, Meyer, 
and Wünsche as Waffen-SS idealist, while he called Mohnke and Bremer "bullies and 
brawlers." See Reynolds, p. 22. 



ordinary officer relatiomhip, there was a brotherly relationship establishedY 

He later wrote in his memoirs that: 

There was no dominant superior relationship recomng only ordea and 
unconditional obedience. The relationship between officers, NCO's and other 
ranks was that between older experienced and younger cornrades. The 
officers' authority existed in the aict that they were champions and close 
Friends of the young soldiers. They strove for the close relationship of the 
parental home in so far as was possible in the circumstances of war? 

The lack of a substantial age difference between the officers and the men tended to 

form the relationships between the men quite easily. At times, thou*, the officers 

became quite paternalistic. Meyer is recorded as boxing one recruits' ean  as a 

punishrnent for running away one night during training, and then telling the boy that 

he was punishing the boy in that way in place of his father." The father-son 

relationship that developed between the soldiers and their officers can also be seen 

by the nickname of "Papa" that was given to Sturmbannfuhrer Bernhard Krause? 

The years of ideological training within the Hitler Youth and the schools 

embedded in the boys a sense of militansm and the importance of unconditional 

obedience to one's superion. Upon entering the 12th SS, the teenaged soldien 

wodd have obeyed anyone who was their officer. However, their officers tumed out 

to be their heros, former mernbers of the famous 1st SS LAH whose brutal exploits 

were both well-known and admired. Because of these important factors, the soldiers 

" DHH, 159.95.023 @7), Record of Proceedutgs, Vol. II, p. 552. 

K. Meyer, p. 115. 

" Quoted in Luther, pp. 73-4. 

See H. Meyer, pp. 10, 109, 139, 189. 



of the 12th SS would have been highly motivated to do whatever their officers 

comrnanded them to do. According to testimony given afker the war, these orders 

included demands to take no prisonen, not to shirk one's battlefield responsibilities 

on pain of death, to fight to the last man, to u ~ e  radical measures in fighting their 

enernies, and to avoid capture by saving their 1 s t  b d e t  for thernsel~es.~ These were 

orders that were obeyed unquestionably. 

It is without a doubt that the officers had a certain hold over the lives of the 

soldien - how else can one explain the apparent willingnea that the boys had in 

following out their suicida1 orders? This bond existed even after the war was over. 

Lieutenant-Colonel B. J. S. Macdonald recorded the following when he was 

prosecuting Kurt Meyer for war crimes after the war: 

When 1 asked ["A.H.", a member of the 12th Company of the 25th Regiment, 
and a witness against Meyer] about [the alleged crimes], he becarne evasive, 
il1 at ease, and slumped down in hie chair. He dodged questions, could not 
rernember, and eventually denied any knowledge [that Meyer told his troops 
to shoot prisoners]. . . . I looked around the court mom in dismay, and for 
the fint time realized what had gone wrong. Meyer, who was sitting 
diagonally across the room h m  the witness, had h e d  him with a @are, the 
equal of which 1 had never seen, and which fairly shot sparks across the room. 
The unfortunate witness, like the proverbial bird caught in the hypnotic stare 
of the serpent, was panic stncken. Kis powerful physique meant nothing and 
his previous assurance evaporated iike dew drops in the fierce heat of the Sun. 
It was an amazing demonstration of the tremendous disciplinary hold that this 
SS officer still had on a former soldier, and of the fear inspired by his 

38 See NAC, RG24, Vol 12839,67/Kurt Meyer Case/l, Abstract of Evidence, 
p. 5; NAC, RG24, Vol 10427, SuppIementory Report, Exhibit 6, Testimony of Gren. 
George Mertens, p. 8; NAC, RG24, Vol 10427, Supgdementay Report, Exhibit 7, p. 
5; DHH, 159.95.023 (D7), Record of PIoceedhgs, Vol. 1, p p  71, 83, 297; Vol II, p. 
556. 
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presence." 

If the SS officer still held this much power and authority over a saldier long after the 

war had ended, it is plausible to assume that this amount of authority existed on the 

battlefÏeld. The officers, highly motivated in the own nght, would have transferred 

their radicalized expectations ont0 their young soldiers, there b y increasing and 

radicaiking an already present and fanatical motivation for conflict. 

The iduence that these officen, the peers and the examples of the teenage 

volunteers, had on the combat motivation of the soldiers of the 12th SS is difficult 

to quanti&. It is possible that the soldiers of the 12th SS would have fought in much 

the same manner if their officers were only regular Wehrmacht officen and not elite 

(and fanatical) officers of the WI, since their ideological indoctrination was so 

complete and decisive. However, without the example of a fanatic to lead them, it 

would have been much easier for the soldiers to fold at the first sign of adversity. 

The fact that some soldiers did, despite their training and leadership, gives hirther 

weight to this argument. With the presence of the fanatical officer, the combat 

motivation of the fanatical soldier will increase; their presence would safeguard a 

regression in the ideological indoctrination of the soldiers. By assigning highly 

decorated members of the LAH to lead the 12th SS, it is clear that the National 

Socialist leadership was aware of that point, and allocating these officen to lead the 

teenagers would ensure that Hitler, Himmler, and Berger would have their division 

39 B. J. S. Macdonald, Tlre TMl of At'& MW. (Toronto: Clarke, Irwin and 
Company, 1954) pp. 95-6. 



of dedicated, and highly motivated, fanatics. 



CONCLUSION 

Fanatical Combat Motivation 
and the Legacy of the 

12th SS Panzer Division Hithjugeend 

The struggle to tiy and understand the actions and the motivations of €mil 

Dürr and the rest of his teenaged cornrades of the 12th SS is endless, and it is safe 

to say that there may never be a totally accurate explanation. They fought with such 

reckless abandon, and with such Little regard for their own safety, that they have 

become the exception to Keegan's rule that combat is irrational within the psyche of 

the soldier.' It seems that for the 12th SS, the madness of batde was a cool, 

calculated, and reasoned act of self-sacrifice to a cause. 

Many veterans do not hold p d g e s  against their counterparts, attributing their 

actions against each other as their duty and obligation. There are numemus stones 

about Ams and Allied soldiers meeting and becorning friends years after the war. No 

such stories exist about reconciliation between the Canadians and the former 

rnernbers of the 12th SS who fought against them with such brutality in Normandy 

during the sumrner of 1944. The 12th SS did not become the "most hated" division 

that the Canadians fought as the sole result of their atrocities in Normandy, although 

the cold-blooded murder and mutilation of pnsonen by the 12th SS did not help 

l See John Keegan, "Towards a Theory of Combat Motivation," 1997, p. 3. 
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Coster good relations. The atrocities carehilly outlined by Howard Margolian reflect 

the true nature of the 12th SS towards their opponents, both on and off of the 

battlefield The 12th SS oüïcer who repeatedly smashed his rifle butt about the head 

of a wounded Canadian soldier until he crushed his skull, or the grenadier who 

knocked his s t u ~ e d  pnsoner to the ground and then bayoneted him repeatedly, or 

the soldier who shot one-by-one seven Canadian POWs afier their interrogation on 

the orders of Kurt Meyer, are indicative of the fanatical nature of the 12th SS. So, 

too, are the actions of the one grenadier who uttered the words "Now you die" before 

he opened 6re on a group of forty soldiers, or the tank drivers who &ove their 

Panzers over the bodies of murdered prisoners so that they would not be able to be 

identified2 Not surprisingly, Canadians soon wanted to shoot 12th SS POWs t ~ o , ~  

and it is not improbable that a few young grenadiers met their end in this manner. 

Another significant factor, however, for Ailied hatred of the 12th SS was the 

fact that its soldiers would not surrender. Even when they were surrounded, 

ouuiumbered, and death seemed inevitable, groups of boys like those holed up in the 

church cemetery outside of Falaise, fought to the death. indeed, as the orders found 

in Appendix 3 indicate, the 12th SS were instructed to commit suicide rather than 

surrender. Eliminating the soldiers of the 12th SS meant killing them, and Mling 

them proved very tough indeed. Favounte tactics employed by the young grenadiers 

were to hide behind broken walls in small groups until the Allied amour passed 

Howard Margolian, Conduct Unbecoming, 1998, pp. 58-9, 60, 72-3, 90-3. 

Directorate of History and Hentage, BIOG / Mackenzie, Lome A. 
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them by and then stand up to fire pointblank at the Aiiied infantry moving up behind 

the armour, or to tie themselves halhay up a tree trunk in order to snipe more 

effectively. Small groups of 12th SS grenadiers, or even individuals, severely 

hampered the progress of Allied forces, and the Allies were forced to seek out and 

destroy these roving bands of fanatical teenagers in order to keep their canialty rates 

dom.* Inevitably, whenever an Allied unit Lined up against the 12th SS, hi@ 

casualty rates were the result on both sides. In their initial encounter in Normandy 

against the North Nova Scotia Highlanden on the outskirts of Caen on 7 June 1944, 

the three battalions of the 25th Regiment alone suffered close to 300 casualties, and 

the tank cornpanies of II Battalion, 12th Panzer Regiment, lost 22 dead, 21 wounded, 

and a dozen Panzer Ws. However, their fighting style also meant that they would 

inflict heavy casualties on their opponents. The North Nova Scotia Highlanders lost 

242 men, including 84 dead, and the 27th Armoured Regiment suffered 60 casualties, 

with 26 fatalities, and lost 21 tanks.' Casualty figures such as these became 

cornmonplace in battle with the Hitler Youth. 

These totally comrnitted Nazis had so fully internalized the National Sacialist 

propaganda that life meant very little to them unless it was sacrificed amrding to 

the wiil of Adolf Hitler. Since their officers told them that they would be shot if they 

were taken prisoner, the impetus not to surrender but to die in battie increased in 

See James Lucas, Buttïe Gruup, 1993, pp. 143-155. Lucas reported that 12th 
SS snipea would only target those who they could identify as officers. 

' See Craig Luther, Bfood and Honor, 1987, p. 145; C. P. Stacey, The CPrtory 
Campa@, 1960, p. 132. 



the warped mincis of the teenaged recruits. There are numerous instances, some 

outlined earlier, when members of the 12th SS engaged in fierce hand-to-hand 

combat with shovels and spades when they had run out of ammunition. Instead of 

surrendering, they charged their enemy with a tool. Instead of leaving room for 

escape when a situation became untenable, they tied themselves to a large immovable 

object, or they popped out of the rubble like a jack-in-the-box, tactics which would 

have some desirable short-term results but more often than not led to their death. 

The actions of one young fanatic, eyewitnessed by Oberscharfiihrer Ernst Behrens 

and recorded by Hubert Meyer, is a prime example of this type of fanatical mindset 

and action: 

SS-Pionier Pelzmann was the forward observer in the shelter that day. His 
observation p s t  was located on a low rise under a tree. It was covered with 
an a m o u r  plate fkom a Panzer TV that he had found himself. . . . 1 could see 
that Pelzrnam was stiU fighting. Many dead English soldiers were lying in a 
semicircle in Eront of his position. Suddenly, the cover was lified and 
Peizmann came out of his shelter. He grabbed his rifle with its telescopic 
sight by the barrel and slarnmed it with hiii force against the tree so that the 
butt broke off. He was left with only the barrel in his hands and threw it 
away. Then 1 heard him shout loudly: "WeU, I'm out of ammunition! I've 
gotten enough of you - now you can shoot me!" . . . A tall, red-haired 
Englishmen walked toward Pelzmann, gabbed him by the jacket collar with 
his leFt hand and shot him in the temple with his pistol. . . . 1 saw almost 30 
dead English soldiers in front of his observation 

Colonel C. P. Stacey probably best summed-up in 1946 the legacy of the "arrogant" 

and the "brutish young thugs" of the 12th SS in the following quote: 

F e  12th SS was a] particularly brmidable division in the rnilitary sense, but 
it certainly represented the Third Reich at its barbarous worst Canadians 

Hubert Meyer, Thc Nistoty of the 12. SS-PanzerdivrSion Hïdtqerlugiend, 1994, p. 
103. 



hoped to bnng as many as possible of the criminals to justice. But the vast 
majonty of the young soldiers of this formation are no longer amenable to the 
jurisdiction of any earthly tribunal; they found well-merited graves in the fields 
of Nonnandy that summer? 

It is true that the memben of the 12th SS, aided by their suicida1 tactics, 

were quite adept at dying. Confirmed lists of losses collected by Hubert Meyer 

conservatively estimated the casualty numbers as 1,951 dead, 4,425 wounded, and 

2,250 rnissing, for a total of 8,626 casualties from an original strength of 19,090, but 

many of the documents concerning the casualty rates of the 12th SS are mising? 

Although it is improbable that vanous Allied clairns that only 500 members of the 

12th SS s u ~ v e d  Normandy are tme, the actual number of casualties probably lies 

between the two estimates. Even if the conservative estimate of Hubert Meyer is 

accurate, the casuaity rate still hovers around 50%, a rate predictable considenng 

the combat motivation and the fanaticism of the division. 

After their involvement in the Normandy campaign, the decimated 12th SS 

division, without their Divisional CO (Kurt Meyer was missing by this time), the 

core of their infantv and armoured regirnenis, and the majority of their equipment 

and weapons, withdrew from the front for rest and refitting. The division eventually 

took part in the Ardennes oEensive and fought in Hungary at the mnclusion of the 

war, but it was a shadow of its former self. Because of the seventy of casualties and 

' C. P. Stacey, C d ' s  Butîte in Nom@: n e  Canadùua Amy's S k  m the 
Operatwns, 6 Jwic - 1 September 1944. (Ottawa : King's Printer, 1946) p. 74. 

Significantly, the 12th SS received no significant numbers of reinforcements 
until it withdrew from Falaise. See H. Meyer, p. 222. 
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the lack of adequate replacements, the 12th SS had to relax its strict entry guidelines 

which watered-dom its fanatical nature. Therefore, for those few months of 

fighting in Nonnandy, when the flower of Germany's youth marched proudly and 

eagerly into battle led by combat-hardened veterans of some of the most fiercest and 

brutal fighting ever, the 12th SS had no equal for its fanaticism and combat 

motivation. 

The specific ifluences on the combat motivation of the soldiers of the 12th 

SS are not universally applicable, but the general themes are. The elements of 

combat motivation are strongly situational. Not al1 fanatical soldiers would have had 

the same degree of influences as the recruits of the 12th SS, but the influences are 

universal. In order to motivate a fanatical soldier to engage in combat, ideological 

indoctrination must be present in some Eorm, there must be a religious adherence 

to a seemingly plausible world view, there needs to be the example of the messianic 

leader, living or dead, who personifies the world view, there m u t  be an inflated 

sense of eliteness on the part of the fanatic, there must be supenor weaponry and 

training, and there must be the combat influence of like-minded individuals, whether 

through the example of a leader or a peer. 

Fanatical soldiers are defined by the levet of ideological motivators present. 

They adhere to some sort of ideological system, but usually they radicalize it to 

conform to their militanstic views. In order to be motivated to fight, the fanatic 

needs to believe that they are in some way either speeding their ideology's 

implementation or defending it from outside interference. In order to obtain the 
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devotion to the world view that the fanatic would possess, ideological indoctrination 

usually occurs to ensure total adherence to the system. The greater the levcl of 

ideological indoctrination, and the higher the absence of any alternative world view, 

the higher the commitment to the world view on the part of the bnatic, and 

consequently the higher the combat motivation. 

Any successful ideological indoct~a t ion  wilf include the deification of the 

leader or the founder of the world view. Complete and total cornmitment to this 

leader, usually expressed in religious tenns, will mean that the fanatic will take 

extreme measures to Mfil the desires of their leader. This leader, whether they be 

living or dead, fictional or factual, is usually perceived as the personification of the 

world view being defended, so the defense of the world view will in turn lead the 

soldier to believe that they are hilfilling the will of their messianic leader. The 

greater the attachment to the leader, the greater the combat motivation on the part 

of the fanatic, and the more radica1 the actions on the battlefield 

Howevet, a high ideological commitment and effective ideological 

indoctrination is useless d e s s  the fanatic has received a tigh degree of practical 

training and equipment in order to achieve their goals. The combat motivation of 

the fanatic will uicrease proportionally to the amount of training and the quality of 

the weapons received. Without these concrete motivators, the fanatic will 

experience a sudden defeat on the battlefield. This will cal1 into qucstion the 

legitimacy of the rhetonc of the ideological indoctrination preceding the battle, and 

consequently the combat motivation of the soldier wiII decrease. Faith in their 
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training and laith in their weapons enhances the fanatic's combat motivation. An 

elevated sense of eliteneu, a concept reinforced by the allocation to the fanatic of 

superior training and weaponry, also positively impacts their combat motivation. 

The other concrete motivator necessary to create and maintain a high level 

of combat motivation for the fanatical soldier is the presence of me-minded 

individuals. A Eanatical soldier surrounded by other fanatical soldiers will feed off 

of each other to the point where al1 semblance of Logical thought regarding warfare 

will disappear. Combat motivation will increase for the fanatic even more if they 

are led into conflict by another fanatical soldier. 

This study by no means claims to be the definitive word on the subject of 

combat motivation for fanatical soldiers. But it shows that it is impossible to defeat 

a fanatic merely by gaining tactical superiority on the battlefield. Defeating fanatics 

dtimately means an attack on their world view, a task that is virtually meaningiess 

if the indoctnnation is effective. The fanatic's high and almost unwavenng level of 

combat motivation means that once a fanatic reaches the battlefield, defeating hirn 

means either killing him or taking him prisoner. 

The example that the 12th SS gives us concerning the combat motivation of 

a fanatical soldier is chilling, but not unique. History provides us with various 

examples of fanatical soldiers, an obvious one being the code of Bushido, the ancient 

code of the samurai warrior class that was kept alive by the officers of the Imperia1 

Japanese Amy. Indeed, the dictates and the expectations of Buhido in battle are 

quite similar to the militaristic Weltamchauwrg which was conveyed to the 12th SS. 
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The essence of Bushida, also known as "the way of the wamor," was that a soldier 

should "aim to die rather than to face capture," and that elements iike "harshness, 

endurance, the carrying out ruthlessly of impossible orders, [and] vengeance" were 

its subjects? The code of Buhida bred such peculiar fanatical phenomena like the 

kamikaze pilot and the banrai charge, actions which are considered deviant to the 

average soldier but commonplace to the fanatic. Although the content of the 

socialization of the Gennan soldier who fought in the 12th SS was adically different 

than the Iapanese soldier who loaded their planes with explosives and only enough 

fuel to make it to their destination, the end result on  the battlefield was virtually 

identical. The main elernents of the combat motivation of a fanatic remain constant, 

whether they be engaged in high- or  low-intensity conflict. It is the relative 

influence of each element of the Concrete and the Ideological Motivators which will 

differentiate the formulation of the fanatic's combat motivation from society to 

society, or  from era to era. 

The story of the 12th SS is indeed a tragic and cautionary tale. Caught in a 

web of lies in a society that was built on them, these teenagers never had a real 

chance to question what they were doing. Stories about soldiers jumping on  tanks 

with explosives strapped to their backs makes one shake their head at the hitility of 

the gesture, but the tragic part is that these fanatical teenagers believed that what 

they were doing was comct. Even after the war, many believed that they did 

See "Bushi.," in 1. C. B. Dear (ed), Thc Ogord Cornpanion to World Wm 
II. (New York : Oxford University Press, 1995) p. 179. 
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nothing wrong. Perhaps that is the tragic legacy of the 12th SS Panzer Division 

Hitlerjugend, the best example of the dangerousness of fanaticism avaüable. 
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Comparative Ranh 
The Waffen-SS, the Cenuan Wehrmacht, and the CanadiPa Army, 194445 

WAF'FEN-SS 

SS Mann 

SS Sturmmann 

SS Rottenfehrer 

SS Unterscharfiihrer 

SS Scharfiihrer 

SS Oberscharführer 

SS Hauptscharfiihrer 

SS S turmscharfiihrer 

SS Untersturmfiihrer 

SS Obersturmfiihrer 

SS Hauptsturmführer 

SS Sturmbannfiihrer 

SS Obersturmbannfiihrer 

SS Standartenführer 

SS Oberfiihrer 

SS Brigadeführer 

SS Gruppenführer 

SS Obergruppenfiihrer 

SS Obers tgruppenfiihrer 

Reichsfiihrer-SS 

WEHRMACHT 

Grenadier, Schütze 

Obergrenadier 

(Ober)/(Stabs)Gefkeiter 

Unterofnzier 

Unterfeldwebel 

Feldwebel 

Oberfeldwebel 

Stabsfeldwebel 

Leutnant 

Oberleutnant 

Hauptman 

Major 

Oberstleutnaat 

Oberst 

*************** 

Generahajor 

GeneraUeutnant 

General der infanterie 

Generaloberst 

Generalfeldmarschall 

CANADIAN ARMY 

*************** 

Private 

Lance Coropral 

Corporal 

Sergeant 

StaE Sergeant 

Warrant Officer II 

Warrant Officer I 

Second Lieutenant 

First Lieutenant 

Captain 

Major 

Lieutenant Colonel 

Colonel 

*************** 

Brigadier 

Major Generai 

Lieutenant General 

Gener al 

Field Marshall 



Appendix 2 

Oder of Battle, 12th SS Panzer Division Hitkqjugentf 
6 Junc 1944 

1. Division Staff 
Divisional Commander - Brigadefiihrer Fritz Witt 

i. la - SturmbannfLihrer Huôert Meyer 
ii. Xb - Sturmbannführer Fritz Buch- 
iïi. Division adjutant - Hauptsturrnfuhrer Beinrich Springer 

II. 12th SS Panzer Regiment 
Regimental Commander - ObenturmbannNirer Max Wiinsche 

i. 1st Detachment - Sturmbannfilhrer Arnold Jürgensen 
ii. 2nd Detachment - Sturmbannführer He& Prim 

III. 12th Tank Destroyer Detachment 
Detachment Commander - Sturmbannführer Jakob Hanreich 

N. 25th SS Panzergrenadier Regiment (motorized) 
Regimental Commander - Standartenführer Kurt Meyer 

i. 1st  Battalion (rnotorized) - Sturmbannfiihrer Hans Waldrnuller 
ii. 2nd Battalion (motorized) - Stunnbannführer Huis Scappini 
iii. 3rd Battalion (motorized) - Obersturmbannfuhrer Karl-Heinz Mïlius 

V. 26th SS Panzergrenadier Regiment (motorized/armoured) 
Regimental Commander - Obersturmbannfiihrer Wilhelm Mohnke 

i. 1st Battalion (motorized) - Sturmbannfùhrer Bernhard Krause 
ii. 2nd Battalion (motorized) - Stumibannfûhrer Bernhard Siebken 
iii. 3rd Battalion (armoured) - StumbamfÜhrer Erich Olboeter 

VI. 12th SS Panzer Reconnaissance Unit 
Unit Commander - Sturmbannfiihrer Gerd Bremer 

VII. 12th SS Artillet- Regiment 
Regimental Commander - Oberstunnbamführer Ftitz Schroder 

i. 1st Detachment - Sturmbannfiihrer Eric Urbanitz 
ii. 2nd Detachment - Sturrnbandiihrer Sch6ps 
iii. 3rd Detachment - Sturrnbamführer I h l  Bartüng 



VIII. 12th SS Mortar Detachment 
Detachment Commander - Sturmbannfrihrer WUiy M U e r  

IX. 12th SS Anti-aircraft Detachment 
Detachment Commander - Sturmbannführer RudoU Fend 

X. 12th SS Panzer Engineer Battalion (motorized, armoured) 
Battalion Commander - Sturmbannführer Seigfried Miiiier 

XI. 12th SS Panzer Signal Detachment 
Detachment Commander - Stunnbannfiihrer Erich Pandel 

XII. 12th Panzer SuppIy Detachment 
Detachment Commander - Sturrnbannfiihrer Rolf Kolitz 

XII .  12th SS Panzer Maintenance Detachment 
Detachment Commander (also Division Engineer) - Sturmbannführer h r  Manthey 

XIV. 12th SS Economic Battalion 
Battaiion Commander - Sturmbannfiihrer Dr. Kos 

XV. 12th SS Medical Detachment 
Detachment Commander - Sturmbanführer Dr. Rolf Schultz 

XVI. 12th SS Field Replacement Battalion 
Battaiion Commander - Haptstunnführer Georg Urabl 

bold - denotes former members of 1 SS Panzer Division Leibstun&rte Adolf Hitler. 

Source: Craig W. B Luther, Bhod and Honoc nie Hïstory of the 12th SS Panzer 
Division "Hitler Youth," 1943-1945. San Jose : R. James Bender, 1987, pp. 24û-53. 



Appendix 3 

Secret Ordtrs to the î2th SS Panzer Division Hitkjuged 

1st or de^ - attitude towards cinlian population in occupied countries: If the 
population looks contemptuously at an SS soldier or spits at  him, the person 
concemed may be beaten and amsted. If the cross-examination results in the 
impression that the amsted is an anti-German he shall be secretly executed 

2nd M e t :  - If a peson tries to get information about weapons and ammunition he 
shall be arrested and cross-examined in the most r i g d r 0 ~  rnanner. If the cross- 
examination results in the impression that the arrested is an anti-(jemian he shall be 
executed for espionage. The same punishment shall be meted out to soldien who 
pass out information about their weapons. 

3rd Order: - Guards are not allowed to leave their posts, nor are they dowed to eat, 
dnnk, sleep, smoke, lay down, let their weapons out of their han& as long as they are 
on guard duty. Leaving the poa before being relieved or passing on of the password 
to the population will be punished by death. The password is the most important 
thing of guard duties. 

4th Order: - Attitude at the fiont: The SS troops shall take no prisoners. Prisoners 
are to be executed after having been interrogated. The SS soldiea shall not give 
themselves up and must commit suicide if there is no other choice left. The officers 
have stated that the British do not take prisoners as far as SS soldiea are concemed. 

5th Oder: - Information about enemy's troop movements is to be cornmunicated 
quickly. Communications on paper shall, at the same time, be ieamed by heart. If 
a soldier gets into danger al1 papers must be bumt or eaten up. He is to wry 
nothing by his identification disk Silence must be kept about everything. The 
traitors wiil be executed, even after the war. 

6th Order: - The observers retuming with information kom the nont and 
auiompanying officers shall not take the same route as to the front. 

Source: Directorate of Histoxy and Heritage, 159.95.023 (D7), Record of huceedutgs 
(revked) of the TM[ by Canadian Milirory Court of S. S. BrigodjZhmr Kicrt M v r  held 
at Aurich, Gemuuiy, lû-28 December, 1945, Vol 1, pp. 42-3. 




